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777e issue of practical applications of nuclear energy is subject of considerable interest of
the society. Opinions passing judgements on various aspects of the nuclear energy
applications when expressed by opinion leaders and by public media exert influence on the
related political decisions. It is therefore important to make the public familiar with
comprehensive and objective information on the advantages as wet as on the risks
associated with these applications.
It was for this reason that the International Atomic Energy Agency together with the Polish
National Atomic Energy Agency have decied to organize this International Seminar on
"Nuclear Energy and Natural Environment.
The aim of the seminar was to provide the public with objective information on the state of
and development trends in nuclear energy applications in the world: in power, industry,
farming, health and environmental protection as well as in radioactive waste management.
The public is especially interested in health and environmental protection, and that is why
this particular aspect of nuclear energy uses was emphasized in the seminar papers.
The idea and program of the seminar won approval of the Ministry of Health and Social
Welfare, Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry, Ministry of
Industry and Trade. Officials from those ministries participated in the seminar. The
importance of the seminar was evident in the fact that it had excellent speakers, among
them IAEA Director General H. Blix.
The participants in the seminar were representatives of research establishments, technical
societies, govermental organizations, specialists in public information and education and
journalists. It was the participation of the journalists that have resulted in the radio, TV and
press reports on the presentations and discussions in the seminar. Same of these reports
brought shout wide public respons and in same cases polemics.
This publications containes presentations made at the seminar. Regretfuly it does not cover
the discussions and only summaries are available in the case of few papers. We hope that
in spite of these shortcomings* this publications will prove useful.
The public debate in Poland on nuclear energy including the issue of nuclear power is
becoming animated again. It is indeed interesting in this contact to get to know opinions on
this issue of eksperts - both those from the IAEA and those from our neighbouring
countries.
Department of Training
and Public Information
National Atomic Energy Agency

Praktyczne zastosowania energii jądrowej są przedmiotem znacznego zainteresowania
społeczeństwa. Sądy formułowane przez różne opiniotwórcze kręgi społeczne i prezentowane w mass mediach kształtują opinie, poglądy, postawy społeczne a niejednokrotnie
wpływają na decyzje polityczne dotyczące zastosowań energii jądrowej. Ważne jest więc
szerokie i obiektywne informowanie społeczeństwa zarówno o korzyściach, jak i ryzyku
związanym z tymi zastosowaniami.
Te właśnie względy zdecydowały o zorganizowaniu przez Międzynarodową Agencję
Energii Atomowej wspólnie z Państwową Agencją Atomistyki międzynarodowego seminarium "Energia jądrowa a środowisko naturalne1.
Celem seminarium było przedstawienie polskiej opinii publicznej obiektywnych informacji
o stanie i tendencjach rozwojowych wykorzystywania energii jądrowej na świecie, m. in.
w energetyce, przemyśle, rolnictwie, ochronie zdrowia i środowiska, a także o gospodarce
odpadami promieniotwórczymi.
Przedmiotem szczególnego zainteresowania społeczeństwa jest ochrona zdrowia i środowiska, dlatego ten właśnie aspekt w informacji o zastosowaniach energii jądrowej został
wyeksponowany w referatach wygłoszonych w czasie seminarium.
Założenia i program seminarium zyskały akceptację Ministerstwa Zdrowia i OpiekiSpołecznej, Ministerstwa Ochrony Środowiska, Zasobów Naturalnych i Leśnictwa oraz Ministerstwa Przemysłu i Handlu. Przedstawiciele wymienionych ministerstw wzięli udział w seminarium. O randze spotkania świadczy fakt uczestniczenia w nim znakomitych wykładowców,
m.in. Dyrektora Generalnego MAEA - Hansa ВЫ a.
Uczestnikami seminarium byli przedstawiciele nauki, zainteresowanych stowarzyszeń
technicznych, działacze polityczni i gospodarczy, specjaliści od informacji i edukacji
społecznej, nauczyciele i dziennikarze. To właśnie dziennikarze sprawili, że relacje z przebiegu obrad prezentowane były w radiu, TV i prasie. Niektóre z nich wywołały szeroki
odzew i zaowocowały polemikami prasowymi.
Ta publikacja stanowi dokumentację seminarium. Niestety nie zawiera zapisu bardzo
ciekawych dyskusji, a niektóre zamieszczone w niej teksty są zaledwie streszczeniami
wygłoszonych wykładów. Mamy nadzieję, że mimo to publikacja, którą przekazujemy
zainteresowanym instytucjom i osobom, okaże się przydatna.
Dyskusja na temat zastosowań energii jądrowej, a w tym rozwoju energetyki jądrowej
w Polsce, zaczyna się ponownie ożywiać. Warto więc wiedzieć, co na ten temat sądzą
eksperci -i ci z MAEA i ci z krajów sąsiadujących z Polską.
Departament
Szkolenia i Informacji Społecznej
Państwowej Agencji Atomistyki

OPENING ADDRESS

Jeray mrnWODNLCZAŃSKI
Resident
National Atomic Energy Agency
Warsaw, Poland

Ladies and gentleman, dear cdlegues
On behalf of Polish sponsors of this seminar: the Minister of Industry and Trade, the
Minister of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry and the Minister of
Health and Social Welfare and on my own behalf I would like to welcome Dr Hans Blix, the
Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency, who in co-operation with the
Polish National Atomic Energy Agency is the organizer of this seminar. I also welcome
lecturers at this seminar, among whom there are experts from nearly all neighbouring
countries. I welcome the representatives of the sponsoring Ministries and especially the
invited participants to whom the programme of this seminar is addressed.
In spite of other seminars and meetings being held in Warsaw this week and of the elevated
temperature of political life in Poland there has been wide acceptance of our invitations to
this seminar. Our initial estimates were 75 participants, invitations were accepted by about
110 persons.
A few years ago the International Atomic Energy Agency initiated organization of information seminars on nuclear energy. This seminar is the 12th of this type. The previous
seminars had one feature in common: emphasis was put first of all on issues connected
with nuclear power. In Poland, following the decision of the Parliament of 9 November 1990
to abandon constructing of the nuclear power plant at Żarnowiec and in the face of limited
funds for investments and a decline in energy consumption, nuclear energy is viewed today
only as one of possible options to be considered not earlier than in the first decade of
the 21st century. Meanwhile in this country ionizing radiation and radioisotopes have been
used in health services, environmental protection, industry, agriculture and food parservation. The dynamic development of nuclear techniques entails ecological and social
problems, namely radiation protection of workers and the general public, control of the use
of radioisotopes, use and distribution of radioactive materials, management of radioactive
waste. These issues in particular are the major points in the programme of this seminar.

Nonetheless the problems connected with nuclear power will be discussed here as well.
Though Poland does not have nuclear energy, nuclear power plants are operated in her six
neighbour countries. Even for this reason, not taking into account our own nuclear
programme, we must keep interest in nuclear power and its impact on the environment. So
we are grateful to the experts who have come from the neighbouring countries, including
Sweden and Finland, for their readiness to inform us about future trends in the application
of nuclear power in their countries.
The economic system currently built in this country requires that every economic activity be
profitable. The State does not undertake investments any more for prestige reasons. All
areas where nuclear techniques are used must be economicaly competitive with other
available options. This can be shown by a comparative analysis applied to each solution i.e.
cool economic-technical analysis, which generally does not evoke wide interest of the
public opinion. Consequently, this aspect has not been visibly included, in the programme
of this seminar. Nowadays the public opinion in Poland reveals vivid interest in human and
environmental threats connected with the application of nuclear techniques, even profitable
ones. They are often a subject of sharp controversies. We have attempted to emphasize
these aspects in the programme of our seminar. Our attitude was appreciated by the
representatives of the International Atomic Energy Agency in the discussions on the
programme of this seminar.
Over years the public opinion with respect to application of nuclear techniques, particularly
of nuclear power, has drastically changed from great expectations to strong fears. The
experience of several decades has revised and lowered the high level of those expectations. However with the changing fuel market, development of new technologies and
changing public opinion towards safety and environmental requirements, in some countries
nuclear power continues to successfully compete with its main rivals-coal and gas, though,
against the expectations, it has not become the cheapest source of energy. In addition it is
worth noting that nuclear power does not produce carbon dioxide emissions, a feature
which until recently was not assigned any practical importance and which has now become
an advantage in view of man-made climate changes and the related threat.
The strong fears towards the application of nuclear techniques and nuclear power seem to
be waiting for thorough verification by the public opinion. This is a difficult task. In a study
devoted to this problem it has been said that the acceptance of a given technique is
a resultant of systems of values, attitudes, knowledge, interests, confidence, kinds and
intensity of information as well as the degree of public participation in decision making
processes.
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This informative seminar, organized by the international Atomic Energy Agency, at which
leading experts will discuss benefits and risks of nuclear energy and technology uses will
provide an excellent opportunity for our public to carry out such a thorough verification.
Therefore I am very grateful to the Director General of the International Atomic Energy
Agency for his positive response to proposal of last September and his efforts which
enabled the representatives of Polish mass media, members of scientific, technological and
ecological societies, representatives of interested ministries and local administration as well
as teachers and physicians to meet with the experts, selected by the IAEA.
I am convinced that the lectures, discussions and informal talks, also those earned out in
the Jadwisin park, will contribute to our progress in Poland in the verification of risks and
benefits brought about by applications of nuclear techniques and nuclear power.
I wish you a pleasant and fruitful stay at this nice centre and :n Poland.
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PRZEMÓWIENIE POWITALNE
Jeny NIEWODNICZAŃSKI
Prezes
Państwowej Agencji Atomistyki
Warszawa, Polska

Szanowni Państwo, Drodzy Koledzy,
w imieniu polskich Ministrów patronujących seminarium: Ministra Przemyślu i Handlu,
Ministra Ochrony Środowiska, Zasobów Naturalnych i Leśnictwa, Ministra Zdrowia i Opieki
Społecznej oraz własnym - chciałbym powitać dr Hansa Blix'a, Dyrektora Generalnego
Międzynarodowej Agencji Energii Atomowej. To właśnie MAEA i Państwowa Agencja
Atomistyki są organizatorami seminarium.
Witam również wykładowców dzisiejszego seminarium, wśród których są eksperci z e
wszystkich niemal krajów sąsiadujących z Polską.
Witam przedstawicieli ministerstw patronujących seminarium oraz - szczególnie gorąco uczestników dzisiejszego spotkania do których jego program jest adresowany.
Mimo że w tym tygodniu w Warszawie odbywają się inne spotkania i seminaria, mimo
wysokiej temperatury życia politycznego w Polsce, nasze zaproszenie do udziału w seminarium uzyskało szeroką akceptację. Zakładaliśmy początkowo, że będziemy gościć około
75 uczestników, a dziś jest na sali ponad 110 osób.
Kilka lat temu ...iędzynarodowa Agencja Energii Atomowej zainicjowała organizowanie
seminariów informacyjnych o energii jądrowej. Obecne spotkanie jest już dwunaste w tej
serii. Jedną ze wspólnych cech poprzednich seminariów było skierowanie uwagi przede
wszystkim na zagadnienia dotyczące energetyki jądrowej. W Polsce - po decyzji Parlamentu z 9 listopada 1990 r. o zaprzestaniu budowy elektrowni jądrowej w Żarnowcu i zahamowaniu wzrostu wykorzystania energii elektrycznej oraz dotkliwego ograniczenia funduszy
na inwestycje - energetyka jądrowa jest dzisiaj widziana tylko jako jedna z możliwych opcji
i to dopiero w pierwszym dziesięcioleciu przyszłego wieku. Stosuje się natomiast w naszym
kraju promieniowanie jonizujące i izotopy promieniotwórcze w ochronie zdrowia, ochronie
środowiska, w przemyśle, rolnictwie i konserwacji żywności. Z dynamicznym rozwojem
technik jądrowych wiążą się również zagadnienia ekologiczne i społeczne, a mianowicie
problemy ochrony przed promieniowaniem pracowników i ludności, kontrola obiegu preparatów promieniotwórczych i gospodarka odpadami promieniotwórczymi.
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Te właśnie zagadnienia zajmują poczesne miejsce w programie naszego seminarium.
Nie pominięto w nim jednakże zagadnień dotyczących energetyki jądrowej. Chociaż nie
mamy w Polsce energetyki jądrowej, to elektrownie jądrowe są eksploatowane w sześciu
krajach sąsiadujących z nami. Już chociażby z tego powodu, nie mówiąc o naszym
własnym programie energetyki jądrowej, musimy interesować się zagadnieniami jej wpływu
na środowisko. Jesteśmy więc wdzięczni ekspertom przybyłym z krajów sąsiadujących
z Polską, w tym także ze Szwecji i Finlandii, za gotowość poinformowania nas o stanie
i zamierzonych kierunkach rozwoju energetyki jądrowej w ich krajach.
System ekonomiczny - budowany obecnie w Polsce - uczynił z opłacalności fundamentalny
wymóg każdej działalności gospodarczej. Państwo nie podejmuje już inwestycji ze względów prestiżowych. Wszystkie dziedziny wykorzystania technik jądrowych muszą się więc
wykazać ekonomiczną konkurencyjnością w porównaniu z innymi dostępnymi opcjami.
Wykazać to może analiza porównawcza odniesiona do każdego rozwiązania, a więc
chłodna analiza ekonomiczno-techniczna, zwykle nie budząca szerokiego zainteresowania
opinii publicznej. Dlatego też ten aspekt nie znalazł widocznego miejsca w programie
naszego seminarium. Natomiast przedmiotem żywego zainteresowania opinii społecznej
w Polsce i licznych, nieraz ostrych kontrowersji są aspekty zagrożenia dla człowieka
i środowiska płynące z zastosowań technik jądrowych, nawet ekonomicznie opłacalnych.
Na omówienie tych właśnie problemów zamierzamy przeznaczyć w programie naszego
seminarium najwięcej czasu. W dyskusjach z przedstawicielami Międzynarodowej Agencji
Energii Atomowej nad programem seminarium znaleźliśmy pełne zrozumienie naszego
stanowiska.
Postrzeganie techniki jądrowej, a szczególnie energetyki jądrowej przez opinię publiczną
uległo dość głębokiej zmianie - od ogromnych nadziei do bardzo głębokich obaw. Praktyka
kilku dziesiątków lat zweryfikowała i obniżyła poziom nadziei. Jednakże w warunkach
zmieniającego się rynku paliw, rozwoju nowych technologii oraz zmieniającej się opinii
społecznej w zakresie wymogów bezpieczeństwa i ochrony środowiska, energetyka jądrowa w dalszym ciągu konkuruje z powodzeniem w niektórych krajach ze swymi głównymi
rywalami - węglem i gazem, choć nie stalą się (jak tego oczekiwano) najtańszym źródłem
energii. Warto tu dodatkowo zauważyć, że niewydzielanie przez elektrownie jądrowe
dwutlenku węgla (do czego jeszcze niedawno nie przywiązywano praktycznego znaczenia)
staje się - w kontekście zarysowującego się ryzyka wytworzonych przez człowieka zmian
klimatycznych - jej walorem.
Zjawisko bardzo głębokich obaw wobec zastosowań techniki i energetyki jądrowej wydaje
się wciąż oczekiwać na pogłębioną weryfikację również przez opinię publiczną. Jest to
zadanie bardzo trudne. W jednym ze studiów na ten temat powiedziano, że akceptacja
danej techniki jest wypadkową systemów wartości, postaw, wiedzy, interesów, zaufania,
rodzaju i intensywności informacji oraz stopnia włączenia społeczeństwa w procesy
decyzyjne.
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Zorganizowane przez Międzynarodową Agencję Energii Atomowej seminarium informacyjne, w czasie którego znakomici eksperci dokonają przeglądu zarówno korzyści, jak
i zagrożeń wynikających z zastosowań techniki i energetyki jądrowej, wydaje się nam
niezwykle pożyteczne, ponieważ ułatwi naszemu społeczeństwu przeprowadzenie takiej
pogłębionej weryfikacji.
Jestem bardzo wdzięczny Panu Dyrektorowi Generalnemu Międzynarodowej Agencji
Energii Atomowej, że moją propozycję - złożoną w tej sprawie we wrześniu ubiegłego roku zaakceptował i podjął działania, które pozwoliły spotkać się tu dzisiaj przedstawicielom
polskich środków społecznego przekazu, stowarzyszeń naukowych technicznych i ekologicznych, wyższych uczelni, działaczy gospodarczych z zainteresowanych ministerstw oraz
samorządów terytorialnych, a także pedagogów i lekarzy - z gronem wybranych przez
MAEA ekspertów.
Jestem przekonany, że dzięki wykładom, dyskusjom i nieformalnym rozmowom - również
w parku jadwisińskim - dokonamy w Polsce pewnego postępu w tej pogłębionej weryfikacji
korzyści i zagrożeń, będących konsekwencją stosowania techniki i energetyki jądrowej.
Życzę Państwu miłego i owocnego pobytu w tym pięknym ośrodku.
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NUCLEAR ENERGY AND THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
HansBUX
Director General
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna, Austria

It is a great pleasure for me to be in Poland again, to welcome you all in my tum. This is the
latest seminar in a series which the IAEA started almost four years ago. Nuclear energy is
seen by far too many poeple as something mystic or evil rather than as something that can
be used for {pod or bad, prudently or recklessly. We want to help demystify nuclear energy
and believe it is important to bring together journalists, educators, officials and other
specialists and to let them listen to and put questions to experts on various aspects of
nuclear energy and techniques. The calm and relaxed setting of Jadwisin should lend itself
to this.
My remarks today will take as their starting-point three propositions.
First, environmental considerations are not just a luxury that should concern only rich
countries in times of economic expansion. Environmental effects influence our health and
lives, the fate of our planet and future generations. Countries whose economies are in
transition should ideally learn from, and avoid, some of the environmental pitfalls of the
development patterns which used to be followed in the industrially advanced states.
Second, nuclear techniques can make and are making a substantial and positive contribution to the protection of the environment and to sustainable development worldwide.
And third, the world's total appetite for energy and especially electricity will continue to
grow, sometimes dramatically, requiring environmentally prudent choices by policy-makers
as to the "mix" of energy sources to be used. This is an area where factual information is of
particular value.
Let me develop each of these themes in turn.
My first point is the general recognition that, particularly in recent decades, environmental
destruction and dangers have evolved from the local to the national, to the regional and
now to the global level. Political and public awareness of this is increasing rapidly. No
international conference ever brought together so many Heads of State and government as
17

that on Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil a year ago. And
nearly 10 000 media representatives there helped to heighten global consciousness about
the threats to our environment. The task now is to keep this awereness alive and to
encourage environmentally sound planning. The IAEA has been designated to serve on the
United Nations interagency committee charged with the follow-up work.
Unfortunately one major issue was not in focus at Rio, namely the delicate but central one
of population growth.
The importance for the environment of population growth can hardly be overestimated. It is
calculated that at the time of the birth of Christ there were about 350 million people on the
earth; in 1900 there were 1.5 billion; in 1990 there were about 5 billion and in the year 2000
we expect to be about 6 billion. Thus in the last 10 years of this century it is expected that
the world's population will increase almost as much as it did from the time of Christ to the
year 1900. As there are no virgin continents left, erosion, desertification and other
environmental problems combined with economic factors will drive people to emigrate to
areas and urban centres already densely populated - with the attendant risk of conflict. We
can already see how increased immigration in rich countries in Europe and America is
leading to friction. Moreover, the demand for reasonable standards of living by an ever
increasing number of poeple is already placing strains on global resources of soil and fresh
water. In my view none of the central problems of the next century - and certainly not the
environmental ones - can be tackled with real hope of success, unless we vigorously
address the issue of population growth.

Some people, however, would place most of the blame for environmental dangers and
destruction on science and technology, for example on new compounds invented by the
chemists, or nuclear techniques developed by physicists and engineers. This brings me to
my second point. It is undeniable that some compounds designed - for instance - to help
increase agricultural production have indeed proved to have dangerous side-effects. It is
also true that many techniques, including nuclear power, can entail problems and risks and
thus not only yield benefits. It is important that resources be devoted, threfore, to
non-chemical means of increasing food production and to sources in addition to nuclear
power to increase energy production. But it would be naive and futile to turn our backs on
either chemistry or nuclear physics. It is in large measure through science and technology
that we have progressed in the industralized world and it is to science and technology that
we must turn to help solve our problems - including those created by science and
technology themselves.
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Some people may want the world to close the nuclear chapter. It would be most unwise,
however, to disregard techniques that help to restore our health, increase food production
and produce clean energy at competitive costs. We would do better to analyse cost benefits
of nuclear techniques and compare them with alternatives.
There are today many nuclear techniques directly serving environmental protection and
effective resource utilization. In agriculture, new strains of seeds are created through
mutations induced by irradiation, strains that my be more pest-resistant or drought-resistant
or have other desirable features. Cotton crops in Pakistan and rice crops in Indonesia, to
take two examples, have increased enormously thanks to the use of such mutants. In
China, nine million hectares have been planted with varieties derived from radiation-induced mutants. The direct gain resulting from China's cultivation of the
higher-yielding cotton varieties alone has been estimated to have far exceeded one billion
dollars.
Through the use of radioisotopes many dificult and important measurements can be
performed which help identify water resources or paths of pollution, including marine
pollution, or measure the uptake of fertilizer in plants. In Libya the FAO and the IAEA
helped, through a nuclear technique, to eradicate an infestation of the New World
screwworm, a pest which kills cattle as well as wild animals, and even human beings. The
technique consisted in releasing millions of male insects which had been rendered sterile
by irradiation. They mated with fertile females but no offspring resulted. The entire insect
population was eradicated in less than one year from the beginning of the campaign. The
benefit cost ratio of this successful campaign was calculated to be 50 to 1.
Food preservation by gamma irradiation is controversial in some countries. However, the
Codex Alimentarius Commission of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the
World Health Organization (WHO) has stated, after thorought examination, that there is no
objection to the use of irradiation for food preservation, provided that certain dose
limitations are respected. This method can help us to decrease wastage of food, avoid
excessive use of chemical preservation methods, and give us healthier food products, e.g.
chicken and spices, in which otherwise salmonella infestation is a risk.
I should also mention that nuclear techniques have become standard tools in agricultural
research, for instance, to optimize fertilizer use, to improve productivity and nourishment of
livestock, and to produce animal vaccines. Many millions of doses of radiation-attenuated
lungworm vaccine have been given to cattle. Nuclear techniques are now indispensable
tools in all developments of agriculture biotechnology.
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In industry, nuclear techniques offer unique ways of conducting non-destructive tests or of
making exact measurements which save raw materials and other resources. A nuclear
technique is even being tested here in Poland to reduce pollutants arising from the
burning of coal. Chimney-stack gases from the coal burning are mixed with ammonia and
subjected to electron beams from an accelerator. The result is that most of the SO2 and
NOX is removed from the emissions and a substance that can be used as fertilizer is
obtained (ammonium nitrate and sulfate).
I need hardly remind you of the many uses of nuclear techniques in modern medicine, not
only to detect and combat cancer where they remain a principal method of treatment, but to
achieve many new forms of diagnostic imaging. Subsequent speakers will be describing
many of these beneficial applications of nuclear technology in greater detail.
In turning then to my third point of how to meet expanding world energy requirements,
I would like to stress immediately that I would not want my remarks to be regarded as an
intervention in any national debates about nuclear power anywhere. Decisions about use or
non-use of nuclear power are the prerogative of each country. I do feel it appropriate,
however, to call attention to the relevance of nuclear power generally to the pressing
problems of energy needs and environmental dangers, notably the so-called greenhouse
effect.
Let us first look at likely demand patterns. According to a new study by the International
Energy Agency of the OECD in Paris, energy consumption will increase by the year 2010
by fifty per cent compared to 1990 levels. The increase in trie OECD nations is forecast
below that average, at 30 per cent, but in Asia, energy requirements may double already by
the end of this decade. The primary energy needs of the non-OECD countries will then start
to exceed half of the world's total consumption which has traditionally gone chiefly to the
industralized world. Long-standing OPEC-member oil-producing states like Indonesia
expect to become net importers of oil by the turn of the century. And according to another
recent study, by Arthur D. Little Inc., installed power capacity in Asia will triple by the year
2010.
There is some reason, of course, to be happy about this trend, since there is a clear
relationship between the level of economic development, living standards and energy
consumption.
But there is equally reason for concern when one looks at the figures more closely. 90 per
cent of primary energy needs are still expected to be met by fossil fuels, with all the
negative effects their burning has on the atmosphere. And by the year 2010 oil consumption alone is likely to rise by 40 per cent, again with the lion's share of this going to the
non-OECD countries.
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These predictions lend further weight to the controversial arguments currently advanced in
European Community and OECD countries in favour of introducing a carbon tax as a way
to help curb the consumption of fossil fuels and the increasing volume of carbon dioxide
that their burning releases. They have also led some countries to worry about future
security of supply and price increases stimulated by demand. Hence we must look for
large-volume energy sources which are unaffected by these considerations and which have
no undesirable environmental side-effects in normal operation. The most obvious and
widespread of these sources is, I submit, nuclear.
I know, of course, what objections are raised to nuclear power. There is the view that the
economic costs of this energy are too high and that the social costs are unacceptable in
terms of potential risk to life, health and the environment. We must, of course, calmly
analyse what these risks are. We must also ask what risks we would be taking by relying on
possible alternative means of energy generation, or by refraining from producing more
energy and what risks are acceptable to society. We must ask, lastly, to what extent risks
connected with nuclear power can be further reduced.
The question of what level of risk is acceptable to society in various activities - how safe
is safe enough? - is not technical but political. Governments answer it, influenced by
political movements, parties and the media. Technical data and facts, while not irrelevant to
this process, are only a small part of the input. Nor is there a single answer to the question.
The answers vary from country to country. They may depend on local circumstances and
they vary greatly from one human activity to another.
While continued widespread reliance on coal mining is not questioned by any strong body
of public opinion, despite the well documented heavy impact on the health of miners
themselves and of the population at large, reliance on nuclear power is vigorously
questioned and in most European States there are formal or informal moratoria on the
construction of new plants. There can be no doubt that this opinion has been influenced by
the nuclear accidents at Three Mile Island - where there were hardly any radioactive
releases into the environment - and particularly at Chernobyl, where there were vast
releases. It has no doubt been influenced also by the fear that toxic radioactive wastes
could leak now or in the future from their disposal sites.
No one can ignore the health and environmental impacts of the Chernobyl accident which
was a major tragedy that I would not seek in any way to minimize, or the irresponsible
handling of radioactive wastes that has occurred in the military sectors in the US and the
former USSR. It is interesting, however, to see the conclusions of the Senior Expert
Symposium on Electricity and the Environment which took place in Helsinki in 1991 and
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which was organized by a large number of international organizations, including the IAEA.
Comparing the health and environmental impacts of different electricity-generating systems
and considering the impacts of the systems from beginning to end - e.g. from fuel extraction
to waste disposal - the Symposium concluded - with some reservations due to incompleteness of data - that
"under routine operation conditions, nuclear power and renewable systems tend to be
in the lower spectrum of health risk and... energy systems based on coal and oil are in
the higher spectrum of health risk";
and that
"human health risks from severe accidents from nuclear, oil and natural gas are of the
same order of magnitude and two orders of magnitude smaller than those from the
hydroelectric option."
The second conclusion may appear surprising until one looks at the number of hydro dams
which have burst over the years drowning many thousands of people. These dispassionate
conclusions of an expert symposium deserve to be cited as they contrast with commonly
held perceptions.
In addressing the subject of nuclear power safety, I must mention the international
agreements which were reached after the Chernobyl accident on measures that are
designed to contain and mitigate the consequences of an accident, notably early notification and assistance in the case of radiological emergencies. Notification has actually been
given in two cases since tile Chernobyl accident, although it was not strictly required under
the convention. Assistance has likewise been organized twice in the same period, not in
connection with nuclear power accidents, however, but to help victims of accidents
involving large radiation sources for medical and industrial uses.
It is often claimed that we can do without nuclear energy and its risks, either through
energy savings or through greater reliance on renewable sources of energy. Although
both accelerated conservation and the development of solar power and other renewable
sources are desirable, neither is credibly predicted to be alternatives to nuclear power. The
World Energy Council has stated flatly that "we cannot do without any of the sources of
supply which presently exist, since renewable energy and new technologies will not be able
to replace fossil fuel or nuclear".
If fears about a global warming effect from the so-called greenhouse gases, notably CO2,
are confirmed as being justified, we will face a continuing dilemma: how to reconcile the
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predicted greater use of energy with the need to restrain CO 2 emissions - which are linked
to the burning of all fossil fuel. This is particularly true of coal, somewhat less so for oil, and
less still for natural gas. Nuclear power is of great importance in this situation, firstly as it is
used primarily to generate electricity which is the fastest growing form of energy use, and
secondly because nuclear power plants simply do not emit any CO 2 or other substances
which would have an impact on global climate.
It has been suggested that nuclear power, which today is responsible for about 5% of the
world's energy and 17% of its electricity - a little less than hydro's 20% of electricity - is too
small a source to be of any importance to global CO2 emissions. No one contends that
nuclear power, alone, can be the answer to the threat of global warming, but it has been
calculated that if today's 400 or so nuclear power plants were closed and the electricity
generated by them were instead generated by coal-fired plants, total global CO 2 emissions
would increase by some 7%.
At the present time when a fairly large sector of public opinion in many industrialized
countries is still sceptical about a wider use of nuclear power, it is understandable if
governments, aware of the need to limit CO 2 emissions, either postpone decisions on
power generation or opt for gas, which does contribute to CO 2 but generates about half as
much CO 2 per energy unit as does coal.
Some 25% of the world's total CO 2 emissions comes from electricity generating stations. It
is interesting to note that in the United Kingdom, where 22% of the electricity comes from
nuclear stations, the average CO 2 emission per kWh produced was 0,78 kg. In Poland with
its heavy use of coal it is about 0,95 kg. In France, where nuclear plants generate 75% of
the electricity, the corresponding figure was 0,09 kg. This gives a perspective on what CO 2
reduction can be achieved through the use of nuclear power.
There is no doubt that the awareness is increasing among governments that, although the
problem of global warming cannot be answered by nuclear power alone, it cannot be
answered either without some reliance on nuclear power. The so-called G-7 summits of
industrialized States have pointed specifically on more than one occasion to nuclear power
as a means of restraining greenhouse gas emissions.
Even the Club of Rome seems - recently and reluctantly - to have come to the conclusion,
in the face of the risk of global warming, that the use of nuclear power is necessary. Coal
and oil, it is said, and I quote, are "probably more dangerous to society because of the
carbon dioxide they produce..." and "there are, therefore, strong arguments for keeping the
nuclear option open".
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At the level of the United Nations, e.g. at the Rio Conference, no such conclusion would
have been possible. Certainly, a large majority of the world's governments either favour the
use or expanded use of nuclear power or, at least, the retention of the option, and only
a handful of governments are opposed. Nevertheless conclusions at the UN level are
mostly by consensus and there is clearly no consensus on the matter between governments. At Rio a Framevwk Convention on Climate Change was concluded. It failed to
include the proposal that CO2 emissions by 2005 snou'd return to the levels of 1990, but it
did set as an ultimate objective the stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous interference with the climate system.
The Conference and Convention refrained from telling us, however, just how this was to be
achieved. The real discussions on CO2 emissions and energy sources - including the
merits of nuclear power - therefore lie before us in years to come. My own conclusion is that
the industrially advanced states will have to consider a continued, indeed, expanded use of
nuclear power partly in order to offset the effect of many developing countries expanding
their use of less demanding fossil fuel-based technologies. In this perspective I believe we
must also develop nuclear power plants which are easier to operate for eventual use by the
more advanced developing countries.
It is dear that we can hope to reduce or contain global CO2 emissions only through
international action and it seems to me that at least one of these actions will have to involve
limiting the burning of fossil fuels. Such a limitation will raise formidable economic and
political problems. The developing countries are not likely to accept to limit their development plans in order to help solve a problem which has been caused to the greatest extent
so far by the industrialized world. Let me mention two examples: China has plans to double
its use of domestic coal and India plans to treble its coal use. If these two countries - with
by the turn of the century more than one third of the world's population - manage to
implement their plans, they will use more coal than all of the OECO countries together in
the year 2000 - and that is forecast to be 35% more than they were using in 1985. The
aspirations of other developing countries are not very different. And these countries may
have no real alternatives. Both India and China do have nuclear power programmes but for
the main part they plan to meet their vast energy needs by fossil fuels. If at all tractable, this
problem can only be eased through solidarity between industrial and developing countries.
Especially in the industralized world, many environmentalist groups keep coming back to
two recipes to counter the greenhouse effect: energy conservation and the rapid
development and use of renewable energy sources, in particular wind and solar power. Let
me discuss these responses briefly.
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There is undoubtedly a considerable potential for energy saving. Future cars will get
more kilometres per litre than the present ones. Getting car owners tc drive fewer
kilometres on the other hand is a more doubtful proposition. The World Energy Council fuMy
recognizes the importance of energy conservation, but it has warned at the same time that
-1 quote - "few subjects have been or are the object of as much wishful thinking". And:
"While there is no doubt that there are substantial further improvements in energy efficiency
which can be achieved on an economic basis, and that they can contribute to the alleviation
of the environmental problems, these possibilities must be kept in a real world perspective".
What may be the true scope for an expanded use of renewable energy sources? If you
except hydro power, these sources now contribute less than 0.3% of the global energy
supply - and a major part of that is geothermal energy which is significant for instance, in
Iceland.
Solar and wind energy have so far shown little promise of economic competitiveness. Much
work is still needed to reduce the costs of solar and wind generators if they are ever to
become generally economically competitive. Mrs Heiga Ste^g, Director General of the
International Energy Agency, has stated that "the contribution of renewable energies,
besides hydro power, in most of the IEA countries, (i.e. most of the Western industrialized
countries) for the year 2010 can be estimated to be a maximum of 5%". The World Energy
Council has suggested an even lower figure: 3% by the year 2020. fhis does not negate
the fact that these energy forms can be very important in specific regions or situations.
Research and development funds should be increased for them, but present results
suggest that it would be irresponsible to count on major global contributions from them in
a short or medium term future.
My conclusion is thus that, notwithstanding temporary slackening here and there due to
sluggish economies, and although there may be significant potential for saving both primary
energy and electricity, especially in some high consumption countries, this will not be
enough by far to offset the increasing global energy demand which we can expect in the
next two or three decades. We will also not be able to meet this demand with renewable
energy sources alone.
All of which brings me back to the nuclear option and to some final remarks about two
principal points which underlie much of the scepticism about nuclear power - waste
disposal and operational safety. One might argue that in the environmental context, nuclear
wastes are, in fact, among the greatest assets of nuclear power. They do not contribute to
add rain or global warming and they are so limited in volume that they can be disposed of
and isolated from man's environment in their entirety. They contrast drastically with the
wastes from fossil fuels. These are so voluminous that the final disposal sites chosen are
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on the surface of the earth and our common atmosphere. In waste disposal we speak of
two alternative approaches: the d and d = dilute and disperse for fossil fuel waste, and
с and с for nuclear = concentrate and confine.
Some figures and comparisons may be helpful at this point. A coal-fired plant of
1000 MW(e) requires about 7000 tons of coal per day - i.e. about five train loads. A nuclear
plant of the same electric capacity will use some 80 kilograms of uranium per day. Even
with excellent and expensive chimney stack gas cleaning equipment the coal plant will
annually emit some 9000 tons of SO2, 4500 tons of NOX, some 400 tons of varicn s toxic
heavy metals and no less than 6.5 million tons of CO2. The nuclear plant will produce 30
tons of highly radioactive waste per year in the form of spent fuel.
The methods which have been worked out for the disposal of these Kmited amounts of
nuclear waste are designed to ensure isolation for tens of thousands of years. They would
seem vastly less risky than our current free release of most of the waste resulting from the
burning of fossil fuels. It would seem desirable, however, that the international consensus
on responsible management, transport and disposal of nuclear wastes should be laid down
in standards for both civilian and military wastes accepted and respected by all. Such
standards are, in fact, being worked at within the IAEA.
With regard to operational safety it is understood by the nuclear power industry that the
level world-wide must be so high that accidents with significant radioactive releases win not
occur. This realization is leading to an intensification of international co-operation regarding
nuclear safety in Eastern and Central Europe and elsewhere. The safety weaknesses
identified in design and operation of nuclear power plants in the former Soviet Union and
Central/Eastern Europe are leading the countries of these regions to work together with
other industrialized states to back-fit and upgrade plants or gradually phase out plants
which are not deemed able to attain an internationally acceptable level of safety. Moreover,
much more use is being made of international peer reviews in the nuclear safety field - both
between operators and between regulators. To existing non-binding standards regarding
nuclear safety we hope to add a convention containing safety foundamerrtals for nuclear
power plants, which would become legally binding upon states adhering to i t
From what I have said you will have gathered that, in my view, nuclear power can play an
important role for the sustainable supply of energy. The resource base is large. Current
estimates are that uranium resources will last some 400 to 500 years at the present rate of
use. This should be compared with perhaps as little as 30 years for oil and come 45 years
for natural gas at current use levels. Coal resources are said to be sufficient for some 200
years at present levels of use. There is still some hydroelectric capacity to be tapped in the
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developing world, and this should be used wherever the environmental consequences are
not severe. In industrialized nations there is little exploitable potential left.
Nuclear power provides 17% of the world's electricity and 5% of its primary energy. The
importance of nuclear power is, however, very different in dffierent countries. France - as
I mentioned earlier - is the world leader with 75% of its electricity coming from nuclear
power, which means in practice that oil has been fully replaced by nuclear power for
electricity generation. Through its large nuclear power capacity, France now generates
more electricity than it needs itsetf, and exports electricity valued at more than $1 billion per
year to its neighbours. Belgium gets some 60% of its electricity from nuclear plants. South
Korea 43%, Sweden about the same, and Finland 33%. There are now sixteen countries
which get more than a quarter of their electric energy from nuclear power. Lithuania has the
highest share of nuclear-generated electricity in this part of the world - 60%, followed
closely by the Slovak Republic (49%), Hungary (46%), Slovenia (35%), Bulgaria (33%),
Germany (30%), Ukraine (25%) and the Czech Republic (20%).
You will be hearing from speakers from some of these countries later in the programme on
their own national perspectives. It only remains for me at this stage to express the hope that
the exchanges that will take place over the next two days will contribute constructively to
creating a fuller understanding of a wide spectrum of nuclear issues and to place them in
context as a basis for weighing important scientific, energy and environmental options in
the future.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1898 Madam Curie first discovered radiation and elements emitting radiation which are
Radium and Polonium, named after Poland where she was born.
This discovery which is the start of history of nuclear science, has brought great benefits for
man-kind through a large amount of research and development following it. Now, 50 years
after the discovery of controlled nuclear fission, nuclear power plants are supplying one
sixth of the total electricity demands of the world.
This excellent application of nuclear energy is well known among people. However, I wish
you to realize that another aspect of nuclear energy has improved our daily lives. Do you
know, for example, that radiation is used to improve food crops? in Pakistan, a new mutant
variety of cotton, developed by radiation in the early 1980's, has become the most popular
cotton variety and the production has more than doubled.
Do you know that nuclear medicine using radio-pharmaceuticals is a very important tool for
diagnosis of disease? and that 55% of the cancer patients are treated by radiation in the
USA?
In industries, for example, radiation processing is used for manufacturing better quality
products, such as automobile tires, heat-shrinkable sheets, heat resistant wires etc.
I would like to show in Table 1, as an example, the statistics of radioisotope and radiation
facilities in my country, Japan, to illustrate how widely radiation and isotope technologies
are used in industry, health care and agriculture.
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ТаЫе1
MAJOR RADIATION AND ISOTOPE FACILITIES IN JAPAN

Industrial applications
Radiation processing:

Electron accelerator
280 units
Co-60 Radiation facility
8 units
(Medical Product Sterilization)

Non-destructive testing:

Co-60 and lr-192 source
Accelerator (LINAC)

Process control:

Thickness gauge
Density gauge
Level gauge

964 units
60 units
2580 units
738 units
1580 units

Medical applications
Therapy:

Linear electron accelerator

520 units

Co-60 irradiator

360 units
170 units

Facility using small sealed
Isotopes (Brachytherapy)
Heavy iron accelerator
Gamma Knife
Diagnosis:

X-ray machine
SPECT (gamma-camera)
Cyclotron-PET

1 unit
under construction
8 units
most of clinics and hospitals
700 units
13 units

Agricultural applications
Irradiation of potatoes (Hokkaido)
Eradication of fruit-flies (Okinawa)
Plant mutation breeding
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1 unit
1 unit
1 unit

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Isotopes and radiation technologies are widely used in industries to improve efficiency of
processes and quality of products.
The major areas of application of isotopes and radiation in industry are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
APPLICATION OF ISOTOPES AND RADIATION IN INDUSTRY

1. Radiation processing for manufacturing
2. Nucleonic control system for process control
and optimization
3. Non-destructive testing for quality control
4. Tracer technology for process optimization
and trouble-shooting

(1) Radiation processing
Radiation processing is used in many developed countries for industrial manufacturing of
high quality products. Radiation can efficiently induce chemical reactions in wide temperature ranges without using any catalyst.
Advantages of radiation processing have been shown such as:
* Saving in energy consumption
* Improved product quality or new products
* Reduction in emissions of environmentally harmful materials
* Elimination of harmful chemical residues in products
Most of heat and chemical resistant wires and cables are insulated with radiation
cross-linked polyethylene or polyvinylchloride using electron beams (beta ray). Such wires
are used in TV, automobiles, refrigerators and other electrical appliances.
Reaction schemes of radiation crosslinking and grafting are shown in Figure 1. The
industrial line of radiation crosslinking of wire and comparison of heat resistance of
crosslinked and non-crosslinked wire are shown on a slide.
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In the automobile industry, radiation processing is used to crosslink rubber molecules to
improve physical properties for the production of radial tires. For example, Michelin in
France, Goodyear in the USA, Bridgestone in Japan have been producing tires using
radiation processing.
The slide shows a tube shrinking by heating. Such heat shrinkable polymeric materials
produced by radiation processing are unique products widely used for food packaging,
electrical insulation at juctions, corrosion protection of underground pipeline welds etc.
Radiation curing of surface coating is used for a variety of substrates, such as wooden
board, paper, steel plate, ceramic roof tiles and floppy disks. This technology has
advantages of energy saving, space saving and environmental friendliness because of
non-emittance of organic toxic gases.
Flooring material composed of wood-plastic composites which is produced by radiation
polymerization of liquid monomer in wood are increasingly used, particularly in the USA and
Japan. This materials does not need waxing and has a beautiful natural grain, being
scratch resistant and water resistant. These advantages are particularly appreciated for
flooring in schools, department stores, air terminals, and churches. The picture shown on
the slide is an example for a department store.
It is interesting to know that the same kind of radiation technology has been used for more
than 10 years in France for the preservation of historical wooden sculptures, as shown in
Figure 2.

(2) Nucleonic control system
The nucleonic control systems have been applied to many industries, such as the paper,
steel, plastic, aluminium, glass and metal coating industries.
Nucleonic gauges, which are non-contact instruments, can measure on-line, for example
thickness, density, moisture content and coating thickness. Furthermore, these results are
instantaneously determined so that the information can be fed back immediately to control
the manufacture of the products as shown on a slide.
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(3) Non-destructive testing
Non-destructive testing (NDT) using radiography is based on attenuation of gamma- or
x-ray and is a very effective method of quality control in industrial production, construction
work, maintenance and self testing. It is applied for checking welds, casting, assembled
machinery and in ceramics. The most frequent application of gamma radiography is
checking the welds in pipelines. This is done by putting the radioisotope source inside the
center of the pipe and attaching the film to the outside of the weld. The application for an
airplane jet engine is shown in Figure 3.

APPLICATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
(1) Cleaning of flue gases
Deterioration of the environment by pollution is the global concern. The emission of SO2
and NOX into the atmosphere from coal- and oil-burning power plants and industrial plants
is one of the major sources of environmental pollution. Such emissions cause acid rain and
also contribute to the "greenhouse effect".
A high power, low energy electron beam can be used to remove SO2 and NOX. As shown in
Figure 4, after the flue gas is cooled by water spray to 70° C, it is exposed to electron
beams during passing through an irradiation chamber. A small fraction of gaseous
ammonia is also injected continuously into the chamber. As a consequence of reactions
induced by radiation, SO2 and NOX are converted into a mixture of ammonium sulphate and
nitrate particulates which can be separated from cleaned gases by standard techniques
such as bag filters and electrostatic precipitators.
This innovative technology has been demonstrated by large pilot scale plants in Japan,
USA, Germany, and Poland.
The advantages of this technology over conventional processes for treating flue gases are:
— It is the only process to simultaneously remove SO2 and NOX.
— The by-product of the process can be used as agricultural fertilizer.
— It is a process which does not require large amounts of water.
— It can meet the stringent requirements for removal efficiency of SO2 and NOX.
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A targe pilot-scale plant is currently in operation in Poland under an IAEA/Poland Technical
Cooperation project. The plant shown by the slide has the capacity to clean 20 000 Nm3 of
coal-burning flue gases. It has been shown by continuous operation that more than 90% of
SO2 and 85% of NOX can be removed. In Japan, three pilot scale plants are in smooth
operation for treatment of flue gases from municipal waste incinerators, coal burning power
plant and traffic tunnels. The cooperation between Poland (Institute of Nuclear Chemistry
and Technology), Japan (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) and IAEA has been
initiated this year.
Industrial plants using this technology to clean flue gases of power stations in Poland is
under planning in collaboration with IAEA.
(2) Disinfection of sewage sludge
Disinfection of sewage sludge by radiation has been studied in pilot- and full-scale
plants. In Germany and India, full-scale plants are in successful operation. Irradiated sludge
is used for farming land. In Japan, technology of sludge irradiation followed by composting
has been established.
(3) Cleaning of water
Removal of organic pollutants by radiation in waste and raw drinking water has been
studied. A pilot scale plant is in operation in Austria for the treatment of drinking water using
electron beams and ozone. In Miami, USA, engineering and economic studies are being
carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of electron bean treatment for removing toxic
pollutants in water streams, such as groundwater, secondary effluent and potable water
using a large pilot-scale plant.
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THE APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
IN CANCER RADIOTHERAPY
Andizej HLINIAK
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Warsaw, Poland
Abstract

Almost from the time of the first discoveries at the end of the past century nuclear medicine
is closely related to the progress in radiotherapy. At the beginning of this century first
therapeutic attempts had been made with respect to some malignant cancers - uterus
cancer with radon and malignant head and neck tumors with the roentgen rays. First data
about permanent recovery were from the twenties.
Before the 2 nd World War principles of dosimetry and biological basis of radiation therapy
were elaborated. In clinic that was the time of great success in the therapy of cancers,
especially, those of uterus and larynx.
The use of roentgen rays of energies up to 200 kV led to many acute complications,
primarily, to skin and bone necrosis. This was the price of the success.
Fast and widespread progress in radiotherapy began after the 2nd World War, as a result
of several factors:
1. The necessity of very close co-operation of physicians and physicists became apparent.
The rules of collaboration not only in the field of dosimetry but also in the therapy
planning were established. Polish radiotherapy had long and rich tradition in this
respect.
2. Investigations of interactions between radiation and the matter allowed to better understand the biological mechanisms involved in effects of radiation in the malignant and
normal tissues.
3. First cobalt bombs were introduced in the therapy. This was the beginning of the new
era in radiotherapy - megavoltage era.
Cobaltotherapy replaced the orthovoltage therapy. Its features are improved deep dosage,
lower absorbance in high 'Z' tissues, e.g. bones, and lower skin radiodamage. Nowadays,
cobaltotherapy is still in common use, because of the reliable apparatus and easy
engineering and dosimetric service.
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Thanks to the use of ^ C o y-rays of the mean energy about 1.2 MeV there is a possibility of
easy irradiation of deeply located body cancers without the risk of superficial tissue injury
and by elimination of the photoelectric absorption the risk of injury of high T tissues, i.e.
bones and cartilages can be minimized. The use of cobalt bombs enabled a significant
progress in radiotherapy.
Nowadays, the cobalt bombs in clinics are replaced by linear accelerators due to their
belter parameters of the photon beam and the possibility of use of electrons.
Photon radiation obtained from linear accelerators (max. energy from 4 to about 30 MeV)
increases the possibilities of treatment of deeply located tumors and due to the 'sharp'
borders of the beam simplifies the shielding of normal tissues in the vicinity of tumor.
On the other hand, the characteristic feature of electron radiation is its limited in depth
range of action. This range is dependent on the energy of electrons. In the modern
accelerators the energy of the electron beam can be adjusted, so that its action can be
limited to the desirable depth. This spares the underlaying tissues. For example, in the case
of patients with breast cancer the chest anterior wall can be irradiated without irradiation of
the pulmonal tissue. The use of the electron beam constitutes a significant progress in the
therapy of cancers in certain locations and makes radiotherapy less harmful.
Construction of the 'after-loading' devices became a turning-point in brachytherapy. The
use of the 'after-loading' method enhances the safety of treatment and enables a wide use
of radioisotopes in therapy of cervical and endometrial carcinomas in interstitial therapy of
oral cavity cancer, urethra cancer, prostate and bladder tumors, as well as in intra-antral
therapy of oesophageal and bronchial carcinomas.
Enhancement of the safety of the operator enables administration without hurry and with
better accuracy, which is the most important factor in the very difficult art of interstitial and
intra-antral radiotherapy.
As a result of collaboration between physicians, physicists and technicians great improvement in the recovery from many cancers took place — the most dramatic one in case
of Hodgkin's disease, in most other cases — gradual but continnous.
Another very important result of this collaboration was a significant decrease in the number
and extent of radiationinduced injury. Quality of life after treatment is a challenge which we
must face.
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The essential thing in radiotherapy is precision in directing the beam towards the tumor with
a concomitant sparing of the normal tissues in the vicinity. Therapy planning consists of
1/ precise localization of the tumor and of the critical organs and
2/ design of dose distribution in time and in patient's volume so as to reduce side effects
and increase therapeutic effect, which a simultaneously enables therapy monitoring and
comparison of the results.
Quality assessment, quality assurance and quality control are of major interest in some
leading laboratories. They have been recognized as priorities for a few years and since
1992 they have been major priority of the European Strategy of Cancer Therapy.
The following factors have contributed to this:
— development of megavoltage therapy, especially accelerator therapy, .vhich is very
difficult in use. There is a risk of early and late complications, relapse and even
dangerous accidents, when megavoltage therapy is used without the knowledge
of physics and when disobeying the safety codes;
— development of multicenter (international) controlled clinical investigations on the effects
of different methods of therapy requires standardized procedures;
— technological progress in the field of visualization of radiation and dosimetry enables
quality control and repeatability of results.
Elaboration of quality standards in teleradiotherapy concerns radiation beam dosimetry,
cancer localization and planning of dose distribution in the patient's body. Polish radiotherapeutic and medical physics institutions take part in this work.
The size limit of this paper does not allow roe to discuss such important and interesting
problems as 131 I therapy for thyroid disorders or the use of high-LET radiations for
therapeutic purposes, especially, that of fast neutrons (the Center of Oncology in Cracow
has its own successful experience in this field).
I wanted to emphasize in this paper the significant progress had been made in radiotherapy
during the last 45 years, that is, during one professional life-span. All of us have been
watching it and participating in it. This progress has been achieved due to the beneficial
action of ionizing radiation, although in public perception radiation is associated rather with
destruction and extermination. This progress has been made in a most difficult field of
medicine which is malignant cancer therapy.
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NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY IN HYDROLOGICAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
Tadeusz FLORKOWSKI
Academy of Mining and Metallurgy
Cracow, Poland
Abstract

Nuclear technology has been applied to investigations in hydrology, hydrogeology, meteorology, paleodimatology and to environmental research for many years and contributed to
the solution of many theoretical and practical problems in the area of explaining processes
taking place in ecosystems.
Fact that precipitations are marked by tritium (heavy radioactive hydrogen isotope) and
atmospheric carbon dioxide is marked by radio-carbon (radioactive carbon isotope), both in
the global scale, has been utilized in hydrological and hydrological research as wen as in
the area of meteorology. These isotopes are produced in a natural way by cosmic rays in
the atmosphere and, also, they were introduced into the atmosphere as a result of nuclear
explosions in the atmosphere between 1953 and 1963.
It is know that precipitations contribute to water circulation in nature (hydrological cycle)
whereas carbon dioxide contributes to carbon circulation in nature (carbon cycle).
Measurements of the radioactive, tritium and radio-carbon isotope, in water samples enable
us to determine the origin of the water, its age, various kinds of water being mixed etc.
Also methods of measuring the ratios of stable isotopes in various chemical compounds
participating in biochemical and physical cycles have been developed. Mainly, isotope
rations of carbon, oxigen, hydrogen, sulphur and nitrogen are measured. Isotope fractionation takes place in almost all physical and biochemical processes in nature and
regularities observed make it possible to study those processes. Water evaporation is here
a simple example. In the course of evaporation, lighter particles reach the vapor state
easier thus leasing the water enriched with heavier isotopes. Similar process takes place in
the course of steam condensation in clouds during the atmospheric falls where lighter
isotopes condense first. Value of the fractionation is function of the temperature. The
isotope composition of the fads depends on the average annual temperature at different
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points of the Earth. Correlations between temperature and isotope composition of the falls
makes it possible to study movement of the air and steam masses on the global and
continental scale and, also, to determine the origin of the underground waters, their
resources, ways and speed of supply, infiltration of the snow-rainfall water etc. in
hydrological investigations.
Fractionation of the oxygen and carbon isotopes depends on temperature and takes place
also in the process of calcite creation in sea and lake sediments.
Thanks to this we can determine paleotemperature by measuring the isotope ratio of
oxygen and carbon in the cores of oceanic and lake sediments. That kind of research is
also carried out Poland using the laminated core of sediments from the lake Gościaż.
The plants also fractionate carbon to various degrees in the process of photosynthesis
which permits, for example, their identification in food stuffs.
In the research of trace components of the atmosphere, (their role is significant in the so
called green-house effect) ie carbon dioxide and methane, the isotope composition and
content of radio-carbon depend on the origin of these gases. Thus it is possible determine
quantitatively the proportion coming from fossil fuels combustion and thus the degree of air
pollution by industry and car exhaust gases as well as the size leakage of the natural gas or
mine gas etc.
Determination of sedimentation speed in lakes by measuring radioactive lead Pb-210 in
lake sediments is another example of the isotope technology application in the environmental research. Lead Pb-210 results from decay of radon occurring in the air but originating in
the litosphere. Measurements of radon concentration performed in the air show temporary
fluctuations (daily and seasonal).
Another application of the nuclear technology to research on atmosphere pollution is
fluorescent analysis (fluorescence is excited by isotope sources) to identify and determine
concentrations of different elements in the air by measuring the paper filter through which
the air is pumped. This method may also be employed to analyse incinerated plant
bioindicators. For example, moss having almost no roots absorps necessary components
from the air and thus becomes, in the course of its growth, an indicator of air pollutions.
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RADIATION TECHNOLOGIES AND NUCLEAR
TECHNIQUES FRIENDLY TO MAN AND ENVIRONMENT

Andrzej G. CHMIELEWSKI, Lech WALIŚ
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology
Warsaw, Poland

Motto
SMlls remain empty invention, perhaps only intellectual
issue or idle play as long as they are not applied
Stanisław Staszic

RADIATION TECHNOLOGIES
An Electron beam is a miracle pen drawing a pattern on the screen of our television set.
Energy of electrons launched from the electrode of the kinescope reaches the value of
25-40 thousand electronvdts whereas beam power does not exceed one watt.
A similar electron beam produced in a device called accelerator and having the power of
hundreds of kilowatts and energy of several million electronvolts is becoming a powerful
tool causing required changes in physical, chemical and biological properties of materials.
Over 1000 accelerators are apDlied in technologies all over in the world and more than 300
of them in Japan. There is no doubt that the Japanese have taken over the leadership from
Americans in the use of all technological novelties, except in the defense industry. Sensing
good business, they have bought out all world-recognized companies manufacturing
electron accelerators (in USA, France and other countries).
Though the economic as well as scientific and technical potential of Poland is incomparably
smaller than the potential of such superpowers like Japan or USA, our country has eleven
electron accelerators whose total power amounts to 200 kW. The first electron accelerator
was put into operation in 1971 in the Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology and
created the basis for development of a number of new technologies.
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POLISH TECHNOLOGICAL SUCCESSES
Polyolefine thermoshrinkable products with "memory of shape"
Polyolefines exposed to ionizing radiation undergo secondary reticulation. Desired thermoshrinkable fittings are obtained by irradiation and below moulding of pipes or a foil sleeve.
After heating the pipe or ribbon shrinks clinging tightly to the insulated conductor or other
object. Those products are widely used in electrotechnics, electronics, civil engineering,
installation work etc., among others in conductor and cable rapair, cable connection,
anticorrosion protection, connection of ventilation ducts. The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry
and Technology (hereafter INCT) in co-operation with the Building Development Company
(abbreviated as BDC) "Energokabel" in Ożarów has developed production technology and
instrumentation which are protected by three patents. Moreover, the INCT has by itself
developed technology and designed equipment necessary to produce thermoshrinkable
ribbons. This solution is also protected by two other patents. The manufacturing licence of
thermoshrinkable pipes has been bought by the Polish company ZUT Człuchów. This
company, using a 20 kW electron accelerator with energy of electrons in beam of 10 MeV
has annual production capacity of about 100 ton. Industrial lines for permanent treatment of
thermoshrinkable products which are equipped with the similar accelerator are situated in
Żerań in Warsaw. They may produce 1000 km of pipes and 100 km of ribbons annually.
The manufacturing licence and machines have been sold by the INCT and BDC "Energokabel" Ożarów via the Office of Foreign Trade (OFT) "Elektrim" to Germany, Switzerland,
Jugoslavia, Romania, Slovakia

Fast thyristors
Electronic Works UNITRA-LAMINA together with the INCT have developed modern
technology of manufacturing fast thyristors based on irradiation of appropriately selected
semiconductor structures with a beam of fast electrons. Thanks to this thyristors can be
applied to devices working at frequencies raised to about 10 kHz (required turn-off time is
1,5 ... 63 microseconds). Fast thyristors are used in electrical traction (drives with electric
energy recovery), mining (mining locomotive, traffic automation), metallurgy (inductive
heating), telemeasuremenents (radar station). Electricity saved in the country as a result of
thyristor use amounts to 32 GWh. Thus it is the best way to protect the environment
- reduction in use (and production) of electricity.
Unlike chemical treatment of materials, both technologies just presented, are clean i.e. no
waste appears in the process of material modification.
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Radiation sterilization
Traditional sterilization methods of medical utensils are based on the use of ethylene oxide
in mixture with carbon dioxide or freon. Ethylene oxide is a combustible, explosive and first
of all highly toxic gas (its cancerogenic action has been proved with no doubt). Equipment
wrapped in semipermeable foil is treated by that gas mixture in a gas chamber. Subsequently, it has to be stored for several weeks until of the remainder gas volabilizes. The
remainders may still reach even 50 ppm whereas the European Community standards
admit the content of 5 ppm and USA standards of 1 ppm. It happens that equipment (eg.
disposable syringes) in which the standards have been exceeded is exported from western
countries to the countries of previous eastern block (including Poland). Gases from the
sterilization chamber have to be purified with the help of complex absorption systems or by
catalytic after-burning. Very often, the installations for gas purification are not efficient
encugh or, simply, they are not applied which results in hazard to human health and
environment. Radiation sterilization utilizing gamma or electron radiation is free from those
disadvantages. The process is conducted in bulk contaivers and the equipment may be
passed immediately to the distributor. The Interdepartmental Institute of Radiation Technology (hereafter IIRT) of the Łódź Technical University, uses small gamma source (Co-60)
for sterilization, while in the INCT the process has been conducted with the help of
a laboratory accelerator since eighties. Its capacity is 22,5 million syringes or 4 millions of
gloves or 15 million catheters yearly. The first industrial radiation sterilization plant
equipped with 13 kW/10 MeV accelerator has been put into operation this year (1993)*.
Besides medical equipment also bone and skin transplants as well as vein segments are
sterilized.
Radiation resistant polypropylene
The polypropylene mixture which can be used to manufacture radiation sterilized products
has been invented in the INCT and sent for patenting. The production line has obtained the
certificate of the Medicine Institute and started operation. The pilot batch of several
thousands disposable syringes manufactured out of the new material has been put on the
market.
Hydrogel dressings
Hydrogel dressings have been prepared in the IIRT of the Łódź Technical University. The
hydrogel dressing is a 3,5 mm thick transparent layer which is obtained by
* The capacity of the plant is 50 million syringes, or 10 million gloves or 40 million catheters
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irradiation of water solution of synthetic polymers {polyvinyl, pyrrolidone, polyethylene
glycol) and natural ones (agar). Electron or gamma irradiation results in reticulation
(gelation) and, also, sterilization of the dressing. The dressing is a barrier for bacteria,
enables access of oxigen to the injury, adhers accurately and does not stick to the skin,
absorps exudations and toxins, eases pain. In 1993, the value of production in the three
enterprises will reach two billion zloty. This product was a prize winnes at the Invention Fair
"INPRO 93".

APPARATUS "HITS" - RADIOMETRIO GAUGES FOR AIR PROTECTION
Radiometrie gauges utilize the principle of interaction between radiation and matter. They
are equipped with a low active radiation source and radiation detector connected with
a registration system (e.g. computer). They are, as a rule, non-contact devices i.e. direct
contact with the medium measured is not required (e.g. measuring through the duct wall).

SULPHURIC ACID CONCENTRATION GAUGE
Emission of sulphur dioxide from installations producing sulphuric acid (from de sulphur
combustion or sulphur dioxide recovery and installations purifying flue gases) may be
limited by optimization of the technological process which is not possible without applying
accurate instrument measuring sulphuric acid concentration. A gauge utilizing the principle
of neutron moderation for measuring acids concentration has been designed in the INCT.
These instruments (42 altogether) are used in Siarkopol - Tarnobrzeg, copper metallurgical
works in Legnica and Głogów, chemical works in Lubort (PZCh), Police (ZCh), Bukowo
(ZGH), Tarnów (ZA) and metallurgical works in Szopienice (HMN).

AIR DUSTINESS GAUGES
Monitoring of air pollution constitutes the basis for measures aimed at limiting pollution
emission. An automatic gauge of the air dustiness has been designed in the INCT. Its
action is based on measuring the absorption of nuclear radiation in the dust collected on the
filtration band. Already 12 such instruments are used in Poland and one of them in the
"Świętokrzyski" National Park.
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RADIOTRACERS HELP TO KEEP TECHNOLOGIES CLEAN AND SAFE
Introducing a small amount of radiotracer into the material stream enables us to observe its
motion and quickly find the place where even a small amount of toxic chemicals (oil,
gasoline) are released into the environment.
INVESTIGATION OF SEWAGE-TREATMENT PLANT EFFICIENCY AND SPREADING
OF POLLUTANTS IN NATURAL WATER RECEIVERS
Wastewater collected from the industral installations of large industrial enterpn'zes are
chemically and biologically treated and, subsequently, discharged into, a river, lake, or sea.
Radioactive tracers enable us to prepare precise water - sewage balances and assess the
performance of the sewage-treatment plant devices (sand traps, blenders, biological
chambers, chemical devices and setting tanks) and decide how it can be improved Work of
that kind was or is done for petrochemical works in Ptock (MZRiP), Gdańsk Rafinery,
chemical works in Toruń (ZWCH "Elana") and in Police etc. The sewage discharged to
water from the sewage-treatment plant still contains a small amount of pollution. If the
sewage is mixed quickly with a large amount of water it will be treated by microorganisms
living in the environment in the process of selfpurification. The situation is worse when
place of the discharge has not been chosen correctly - then biological life in the given area
of the water reservoir is permanently destroyed. The place for the purified sewage outfall
may be chosen optimally and the speed of the selfpurification process estimated by using,
radiotracer and dye tracer. The INCT has boats equipped property to conduct work of that
kind. Such work was done for the power plant Połaniec, Gdańsk Rafinery, petrochemical
works in Ptock (MZRiP) etc.
ISOTOPE CONTROL OF LEAK TIGHTNESS AND IDENTIFICATION OF LEAKAGES
IN INSTALLATIONS, TANKS AND PIPELINES
Even small leakages in the installations of oil and chemical industries endanger their safe
operation and cause menace to environment. Ground and ground water contamination
results from lakages in storage tanks belonging to gasoline stations and industrial works.
We have heard many times about wells, in which water contains oil products. Explosion of
gas volatilizing from the leakage in a pipeline close to a heavy traffic route has turned
attention to this problem. The INCT has developed methods and designed equipment to
detect the leakages. The tracer is dosed into installations, tanks or pipelines and its
adsorption in pieces of leakages is determined by radiometrie equipment. In case of
pipelines one special detection, probes moving within the pipes are used. In the case of
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underground pipelines having diameter of 200-600 mm and transporting liquids (petroleum,
gasoline, oil) one may detect leakages where leak is not bigger than 1 dma/h. Sensitivity of
the method in case of underground and overground pipes transporting gas is about
100 cm3/h. The value of such services provided by the INCT amounted to 700 million zloty
in 1992. Main customers are, petrochemical works in Płock (MZRiP), Gdańsk Rafinery,
Enterprise for the Oil Pipeline Exploitation, CPN, chemical works in Puławy (ZA). Modifications of the method in which other tracers and equipment are employed are used to
investigate tightness of large water resevoirs, which is an element of their safety control.
Such work has been conducted for water reservoir in Żarnowiec, dam in Przeczyce,
sewage blender in chemical works "Elana" etc.

AT THE GATE OF SUCCESS
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZING ELECTRON BEAM TO REMOVE SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND
NITROGEN OXIDES FROM FLUE GASES
In Poland, as a result of combusting fossil fuels, over 4 million ton of SO2 and over one
million ton of NOx are emitted into the atmosphere. The latter of the pollutants is more
harmful than sulphur dioxide so that evaluating its impact on the environment requires
using the factor 3 for NOX. Thus its negative role in destruction of the environment is also as
big as the role of sulphur dioxide about which we have L&ard a lot. Acid rains lead to
destruction of forests and fertile areas and inhalation of pollutants destroys health of
people. Purification of flue gas from power and heating plants constitutes one of the
methods of combatting this highly harmful phenomenon. Influence of the electron beam on
the matter, which has been previously mentioned, makes compounds in flue gases
unusually reactive. Both pollutants are transformed into the artificial fertilizer. A pilot plant
unique in Poland in which SO2 and NOX are removed simultaneously with the output of
20000 Nm3/h has been constructed in the power plant EC Kawęczyn. It is one of four pilot
installations operating in the world (the three other operate in Japan). Certain our solutions
even outdistance world solutions, evidence of which is involvement, also financial, of
Japan, Germany and USA in the investigations conducted in the power plant EC Kawęczyn. The efficiency rates that reach 90% - 95% (SO2 and NOx) prove that this process
may be of great importance for limiting the emission of acid gas pollutions. The optimalization work are oriented towards reduction in energy consumption and improvement
in efficiency of the difficult process of product filtration. Basing on financial help from
abroad, preparations are made for construction of the industrial installation in the power
plant "Pomorzany". This technology is a good example for illustrating the so called
technological "fall out".
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The installation has bean designed, according to the solutions of INCT, by the *BSP
Proatom" with participation of "BetonstaT and "Energoinstal".
The bag litter has been designed by "Biprohut" and built by the private company "Golonko";
the gravel filter has been designed by the "Proatom" and built by the private company
"Morawski".
The computer system for collecting the data has been designed and completed by the
company "Vitra" in cooperation with the Institute of Nuclear Problems (INP) in Świerk.
Technological "fall o u r
A. Filtration technologies
— Institute of Technical Fibres "Moratex" has prepared filtration clothes whose properties
prevail over western products.
— New design of bag filter elements have been introduced, newer used before.
— In co-operation with KfK Karlsruhe new wet bed filter was constructed, which may have
many industrial applications.
ft Techniques of monitoring and computer data collecting
— "Vitra", Warsaw and INP, Świerk have built a computer system for collecting and
recording data. A similar system will be applied in the power plant EC Kaweczyn for
settlement of accounts with SPEC (heat supplying utilities)
— Institute of Nuclear Energy (INE) in Świerk has developed manual and instrumental
methods for measuring gaseous pollutants (SO2, NOX, CO, CO2, etc.).
This is most developed system and best trained staff in Poland.
— INP and INE, Świerk in cooperation with INCT and power plant EC Kaweczyn are
preparing a center for scaling monitoring equipment. Requirements for the Polish
monitoring sets h*ve been defined.
— INP, Świerk in cooperation with United Works of Nuclear Devices (UWND) "Polon" have
designed a computer system of automatic control of the flue gas purification process.
C. High voltage devices
— INP, Świerk and ZWAŃ, Gocławek are working on the design of and conducting model
studies for a high power feeder based on gas (SF6) isolation. This technology has wide
application to electrotechnics.
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D. Training
— At the installation site, exercises are conducted for students of Warsaw Technical
University; technical high schools postgraduate congres; environmental training
courses, holders of IAEA fellowships, students preparing MSC theses.

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZING ELECTRON BEAM FOR DISINFECTION OF SEDIMENTS
FROM BIOLOGICAL SEWAGE - TREATMENT PLANT
Sediments from biological sewage - treatment plant may be utilized as good fertilizers after
adding potassium salts. As the sediments are biologically contaminated (with eggs of
parasites, colli bacteria) they are stored in old excavations for a number of years which
does not protect from disease spreading (eg by wild birds). This problem may be solved by
disinfection of the sediments by thermic treatment or by using electron beam. The
conceptual foundations of such an installation have been prepare by INCT in cooperation
with the Institute of Environmental Protection (IEP). Design Office "Stolica*. The amount of
40 m3/day (as for the town like Otwock) can be disinfected with the help of accelerator
having power of 10 kW and electron energy 10 MeV.

DISINFECTION AND FOOD PRESERVATION
Chemical methods are applied to disinfect and preserve food (eg sodium benzoate,
gassing by ethylene oxid). Trace amounts of those aubstances sterilizing and preserving
food are detectable even after long period. On the other hand, very high contamination of
food (eg spices, sea food, chicken, fruits etc.) make those practices indispensable.
Biological food contamination leads to heavy diseases and even to death. This phenomenon seems to tack recognition and hence, it is sometimes neglected. Food preservation, on
the other hand, prevents decay processes and thus a negative impact on the health of the
consumer and has an economic aspect. An interesting physical method of food preservation without adding chemical compounds is irradiation with small doses of gamma and
electron radiation.
Those methods are widely applied in the Netherlands, France, USA. There is also the
method utilized in preparation the food portions for consumers or patients with hypoimmunity (after transplants).
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INCT has constructed and put into operation a pilot plant for food disinfection and
preservation which is equipped with a 10 kW/10 MeV accelerator (imported) and
a 1 kW/10MeV research accelerator (Polish solution, Department of Experimental Nuclear
Apparatus - INP Świerk). Test investigations are conducted there.
The Ministry of Health and Social Welfare has issued permission for applying the method to
spices, garlic, onion, champinions and potatoes.
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NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES IN FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
Bjom SIGURBJÓRNSSON
Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna, Austria

— Nuclear techniques in food and agriculture imply the use of isotopes - different forms
of chemical elements - which emit radiation and can be identified by their radiation
or differences in weight or can be used as a source or irradiation.
— Another way to produce radiation is to use machines, called accelerators.
— The use of nuclear techniques in agriculture has already resulted in benefits to farmers
amounting to billions of dollars annually world-wide.

TYPES OF USES
There are two distinct types of nuclear applications in food and agriculture:
A. The use of radiation to alter genes of crop plants, to sterilize insects or to kill insects
and microbes.
B. The use of isotopic tracers to study plant and animal nutrition and to trace pesticides
and their residues in plants, animals, food and the environment.
All types of nuclear applications in food and agriculture result in less environmental impact
and less use of chemicals. In many cases radiation is used instead of chemicals, resuKind
in no harmful residues and no damage to the environment.

A. RADIATION
FOOD IRRADIATION
Ionizing radiation will penetrate any material and any type of package. It does not cause
heat or significant alterations in matter. Radiation is therefore ideal for preserving solid
foods and rendering them wholesome
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Control of food-borne diseases
One can place the food inside consumer packaging of any type. The radiation will penetrate
the package, kill harmful organisms inside. As the food is already packaged, there will be
no further contamination with microbes.
This is particularly important when one considers the increasing Salmonella contamination
of many food products like chicken, which is causing growing concern. Irradiation of
packaged chicken or other meats could prevent or reduce outbreaks of food-bom diseases.
WHO (the World Health Organization) claims that food-born diseases are a major cause of
death and discomfort in developing countries. Therefore WHO strongly recommends that
irradiation of food should be generally adopted to reduce diseases and deaths from food
poisoning.
Yet, there are consumer groups and large consumer organizations which oppose this
technology, claiming that it may be harmful. Yet, thousands of tests with experimental
animals and with humans done by reputable scientists have not shown any harmful effect
from irradiating food. These consumer groups are clearly not acting in the interest of
consumers.
Facilitating international trade
Today, chemicals, some harmful and some even carcinogenous, are being widely used for
food preservation. For example fumigants, several types of bromides, are being used to
disinfect grain, fruits and vegetables.
In many cases radiation can entirely replace these harmful chemicals - and, what is more
- result in more effective disinfestation and a better product.
Food irradiation can also extend the shelf-life of a number of food items - preventing
molding of strawberries and fruits, spoilage of fish and meat without deep freezing - and
prevent sprouting of potatoes and onions. In Poland up to a third of the potato harvest is
ruined by sprouting.
ERADICATION OF INSECTS
Radiation sterilized insects can be used to control or even eradicate harmful insects without
using harmful insecticides. There are several examples of complete eradication of insects
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attacking fruits and livestock, where no or very limited amount of chemicals were used, only
radiation sterilized flies.
This is the method: Millions of flies are raised in special factories and sterilized with gamma
irradiation. They are then released in the affected area in overwhelming numbers. If an area
has 10 000 insects per ha, 10 times as many sterile flies are released into the area. We
then have a ratio of 10 000 normal to 100 000 sterile flies. The chances of a fertile mating is
only 10%. The next generation thus has only 1000 flies in the area. Again
100 000 sterile flies are released and now there is only a 1 % chance of a fertile mating.
After repeated releases of sterile flies, there is no offspring produced and the insect ceases
to exist in the area.
The most recent example of successful eradication was the campaign against the New
World Screwworm in Libya. The fly had been brought in from the New World in 1988 and it
threatened to ruin livestock production and wildlife in Africa, if it would have spread south of
the Sahara. Using sterile flies from a factory in Mexico, 40 million were flown each week to
Tripoli, and released in the affected area. Within 4 months of weekly releases of sterile flies,
no more flies could be found. The livestock industry, human health and the environment
had been saved from a catastrophe - without using chemical sprays.
There are many other examples of this kind of nuclear applications to control insects
without harming the environment.
Here in Poland the technique could for example be used to eradicate the Codling Moth of
apples. It has been done in parts of Canada.
BREEDING BETTER CROPS
Radiation can also be used to alter the genes and chromosomes of crop plants, resulting in
new, higher yielding, better adopted and disease and pest resistant varieties. This so-called
mutation breeding has already resulted in the development and release of almost 2000
mutant varieties to farmers and growers. These mutant varietes, grown throughout the
world on millions of hectares, are of enormous economic importance, resulting in added
income to farmers of billions of dollars yearly.
Some of the mutant varieties are better suited to grow under low chemical input conditions,
effectively manufacturing their own nitrogen or using available soil nutrients and water more
efficiently or growing on marginal soils.
Thus radiation can be used as a substitute for environmentally harmful chemicals in
preserving and safeguarding food, controlling insects or increasing crop production.
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В. ISOTOPIC TRACERS
The other type of nuclear techniques used in food and agriculture - the isotopic
tracers - also helps in safeguarding the environment and assuring sustainable development
in agriculture.
IMPROVING PLANT NUTRITION
The two main nutrients for crops, phosphorus and nitrogen, can be labelled, the former with
a radioactive isotope, 3 2 P, the other with a heavy isotope, 1 5 N. In both cases, the nutrients
in chemical fertilizers can be traced and followed on their journey in the soil, into the plant
roots and within the plant, into the grain and fruits.
In this way it has been possible to discover ways to increase the efficiency of fertilizer
uptake, resulting in less fertilizer needed for the same amount of food produced. This has
resulted in enormous savings in fertilizer costs - and reducing the harmful effects chemical
fertilizers can have on the environment.
One can also use labelled nitrogen to study quantitatively how legumes and bacteria fix
atmospheric nitrogen, thereby developing organisms and systems which depend less on
the application of chemical N fertilizers.
REDUCING HARMFUL EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES
Several types of isotopes, both radioactive and heavy, are used to label pesticide
compounds. With this method it is possible to detect the pesticide - and its residues - in
minute quantities, as they are deposited on plants, animals, soil, water and food, and
thereby study their distribution and significance in the environment. Thus, ways have been
found to formulate the pesticides in more environment-friendly ways and to use methods of
application less harmful and more target specific and also to increase their effectiveness,
resulting in less pesticides being used.
IMPROVING USE OF AGRICULTURAL WASTE PRODUCTS
Tracer techniques have also been used successfully to improve the utilization of agricultural waste products - sugar cane bagash, straw and halm together with urea and salts for
livestock feeding resulting in better recycling of feed and fodder and less harmful
environmental impact of these wastes.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The International Atomic Energy Agency has been working jointly with the Food and
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations for nearly 30 years to assist Member States
in applying nuclear technology to solving food and agricultural problems and to increase
sustainable development of agricultural production.
It is characteristic of the joint FAO/IAEA programme that it aims at using nuclear techniques
to promote agricultural production while keeping environmental impacts to the minimum.
In this programme, we have had close collaboration with a number of Polish agricultural
institutes, in Warsaw, Poznan, Katowitze, Krakow and elsewhere.
Our programme on the use of induced mutants in plant breeding is led by an eminent Polish
scientist, Prof. Mirosław Maluszynski. The International Consultative Group on Food
Irradiation (ICGFI) was under the chairmanship of Professor W.W. Fiszer of Poznan.
We would like to extend our activities here in Poland. For example, it would seem timely to
introduce appropriate legislation and regulations to pave the way for commercial application
of food irradiation in Poland. Using this technology there would be less losses of onions,
fruits and vegetables, less chance of food-born diseases and a reduced need for the use of
chemicals in agriculture and thus less harmful impact on the environment.
Polish scientists are already making good use of nuclear techniques in agriculture and I am
sure their efforts will continue to result in significant benefits for Polish farmers and
consumers through the availability of more food of higher quality and whdesomeness.
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NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES
RESULT IN

LESS USE OF CHEMICALS
LESS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES
IN

AGRICULTURE
HAW: RESULTED IN
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
OF BENEFITS TO FARMERS

s

TYPES AND SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION

Gamma rays from 60 Co or 137Cs
Electrons generated from accelerators
maximum energy 10 MeV
X-rays generated from machines
maximum energy 5 MeV

IRRADIATION OF FOOD
KILLS PATHOGENS
FREES FOOD FROM INSECTS
PROLONGS SHELF-LIFE
PREVENTS SPROUTING
••WITHOUT USING CHEMICALS**

USEFULLNESS OF FOOD IRRADIATION
Substitute for chemical fumigation
(EDB, MB, ETO)
Quarantine treatment
(fruits and vegetables)
Insect disinfection
(cereals, dried cured fish, dried foods)
Decontamination of spices
Control of food borne diseases
(Salmonella, Trichinella, etc.)
Shelf-life extension
(fish, meats)
Sprout inhibition
(potatoes, onions)

TYPICAL VALUES FOR THE ENERGY (kj/kg)
USED IN PROCESSING OF FOOD>

Sprout inhibition with 0.1 kGy
Insect disinfection with 0.25 kGy
Radpasteiirization (radicidation with 2.5 kGy
Radappertization
Heat appertization (heat sterilization)
Blast-freezing chicken from 4.4 to -23.3 oC
Storing the product at -25 oC for 3.5 weeks
Refrigerated storage for 5.5 days at 0 oC
Refrigerated storage for 10.5 days at 0 oC
Cooking the whole thawed chicken at 93 oC

12
7
21
157
918
7552
5149
318
396
2558

s
REASON FOR RESISTANCE
FOR FOOD IRRADIATION

General fear of radiation
Association with Hiroshima
and nuclear bomb
Food may be radioactive
Possible harmful residues
Fear of unknown changes in food
Association with Chernobyl
Medical application now also feared

WHO .RECOMMENDS IRRADIATION
TO REDUCE FOOD-BORNE DISEASES

World Health Organization

IRRADIATION LEAVES NO
HARMFUL RESIDUES IN FOOD

IRRADIATED FOOD DOES NOT
BECOME RADIOACTIVE

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES OF FOOD IRRADIATION
Penetrates any commonly used packages
permitting decontamination of
consumer-packed foods
Temperature of food is not significantly
raised permitting killing pathogens and
insects in foods sensitive to temperature
changes (spices, raw food, frozen
seafood, froglegs, chicken)
In replacing chemical preservatives or
fumigants leaves no residues

DOSE LEVELS USED IN FOOD IRRADIATION
LOW DOSE (<1 kGy)
Sprouting inhibition
Insect and pest disinfection
Delay of senescence
MEDIUM DOSE (1 - 10 kGy)
Shelf-life extension
Decontamination of spoilage and
pathogenic organisms
Improyement of technological
properties
HIGH DOSE (10 - 50 kGy)
Sterilization
Decontamination of food
additives (spices)

IRRADIATION CAN BE USE INSTEAD
OF CHEMICALS TO CONTROL INSECTS
LN THE FIELD AND IN FOOD

THE STERILE INSECT TECHNIQUE
NATURAL INSECT
POPULATION
Original

10,000/ha

Next Generation

ca. 1000/ha

10

Next Generation

ca. 100/ha

100

Next Generation

ca. 1-2

1,000
100,000/ha
100,000

1

Ratio
Next Generation

1%

100,000/ha

1

Ratio

10%

100,000/ha

1

Ratio

CHANCES OF
FERTILE MATINGS

100,000/ha

1

Ratio

Ratio

RELEASE OF
STERILE INSECTS

100,000

0
Followed by a few cycles of releases for security

0

WHAT FOOD IRRADIATION CAN NOT DO
Does not preserve all foods
Does not replace good manufacturing practice
Does not revive spoiled food
Dairy products develop off-flavors
Organoleptic changes many occur above
certain doses
Microorganisms and their toxins
may survive in certain foods
Aflatoxins and staphylococus toxins
can not be eliminated
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NUCLEAR POWER STATUS AND TRENDS
Nuclear is a proven technology which already makes a large contribution to electricity
supply in the world and to a much lesser extent to heat supply in some countries.
Technologies and fuel resources are available to sustain a much larger scale deployment of
nuclear power worldwide. Moreover, nuclear power is competitive with fossil fuels for base
load generation in many countries and is one of the options that can reduce environmental
burdens, especially greenhouse gas emissions, from the electricity sector. However, the
potential of nuclear energy will be fully realized only if public concerns about safety and
waste management are alleviated. Furthermore, countries willing to implement nuclear
programmes have to face specific issues such as high front end investment costs and
infrastructure and manpower requirements which may be difficult to address especially in
the developing part of the world.
At the end of 1992, there were 424 nuclear units connected to electricity supply networks in
30 (including Taiwan, China) countries, with a total of 331 GW(e) installed capacity and 72
nuclear units under construction in 19 countries, with a total capacity of 60 GW(e) (Fig.1).
The geographic distribution of nuclear power plants operating and under construction
shows that the development of nuclear electricity generation occurred mainly in the
industralized part of the world, i.e. OECD countries and Central and Eastern Europe.
The electricity supplied by nuclear power plants in 1992 reached 2027 TWh, which
represents some 17% of the total electricity generation worldwide. Nineteen countries
generated more than 20% of their electricity from nuclear power and in eight of them the
nuclear share of electricity generation was close to 40% or more (Fig.2). By the end of
1992, the accumulated operating experience of nuclear power plants reached almost 6,500
reactor-years and they have generated more than 22,000 TWh representing a cumulated
energy supply of some 5 Gtoe. The good performance achieved by nuclear industry and
operators is illustrated by the average energy availability factor of nuclear power plants
worldwide, which remained close to or higher than 70% since 1964.
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The rate of development of nuclear power has slowed down quite drastically during the last
years as compared to the rapid expansion experienced over the 1975-1985 decade, when
worldwide nuclear installed capacity increased more than threefold and nuclear electricity
generation was multiplied by four (Fig. 3). This slowing down is due primarily to the
efficiency improvement and economic crisis leading to lower electricity demand growth rate
but also partly to the specific difficulties encountered in some countries with regard to
nuclear power deployment. During 1992, six new nuclear units were connected to the grid
with a total capacity of 4.8 GW(e), one in Canada, one in France, two in India and two in
Japan; during the same year. Construction of two units started construction in Japan, with
a total capacity of 2.4 GW(e). In 1993, ten units, with a total capacity of 7.8 GW(e), are
expected to be connected to the grid in seven countries, Canada, China, Cuba, the Czech
Republic, France, Japan and the Slovak Republic.
The development of nuclear power until the turn of the century is fairly well known since the
reactors to be commissioned until 2000 are already under construction. However, taking
into account uncertainties related to construction and licensing lead times, the worldwide
increment of nuclear capacity may range from 10% to 15%, leading to a total installed
capacity of some 364 GW(e) to 386 GW(e) in 2000. During the next decade, most of the
additional nuclear capacity will be brought into operation in the Asian region and in Eastern
and Central Europe. Although Western Europe and North America have at present the
largest shares of nuclear power in operation in the world, the development in these regions
will be fairly limited until the year 2000, mainly because the need for additional base load
electricity generating capacity is low. The installed nuclear capacity will double in Latin
America, but it represents only a marginal increment of the worldwide capacity. In the other
regions of the world, i.e. Africa and the Middle-East the development of nuclear power will
not be significant.
In Asia, the nuclear development will continue in several countries at a sustained rate. The
People's Republic of China, experiencing a rapid population growth and economic development, needs to expand significantly its electricity generation capacity. Nuclear power is an
attractive option in this country for logistics and environmental reasons as an alternative to
coal; furthermore, China has developed its own nuclear industry covering reactor design
and manufacturing and fuel cycle service supply, which makes nuclear power an essentially domestic option. India has an important nuclear programme, based on heavy water
reactors of domestic design; at present the installed nuclear capacity is less than 2 GW(e)
and the nuclear share of electricity generation is only some 3% but five units of a total
capacity of 1 GW(e) are under construction and it is planned to at least treble the installed
nuclear capacity by the turn of the century. In Japan, nuclear power is a major component
of the electricity generation mix, providing diversification and security of supply since the
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domestic nuclear industry is well established. Nearly 30% of the elecricity supply is
provided by nuclear power plants; nine nuclear units are under construction and, according
to the national energy plan, the installed nuclear capacity will increase from 34 GW(e) at
present to some 50 GW(e) in 2000. The Republic of Korea has nine nuclear units in
operation providing 43% of the electricity generation in the country and three units under
construction which are expected to be connected to the grid before the end of the century
leading to nearly 10 GW(e) of installed nuclear capacity at that date. Although the reactors
and fuel cycle services are imported, the Korean industry's share in the construction,
operating and maintenance of the nuclear facilities is increasing rapidly. Taiwan, China has
6 units with a total capacity of 4.89 GW(e) in operation and is planning to start construction
of one more unit soon.
In Central and Eastern Europe, there are some uncertainties regarding nuclear power
development even in the short term since the transition period entails economic, structural
and institutional changes which impact on electricity demand. Moreover, safety issues
raising concerns in the region and among the international community are an important
factor that may slow down the nuclear power expansion. However, nuclear power has been
developed on a considerable scale in the region and remains one of the options that
several countries in the region intend to develop for supplying the required electricity
services since it is competitive, based on domestic resources and can alleviate environmental burdens associated with fossil fuel burning. Thirty six nuclear units are under
construction in the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Romania, Russia, the Slovak Republic and
Ukraine, representing a total capacity of nearly 26 GW(e) but recognizing the difficulties to
be overcome for their achievement, only 5 to 12 GW(e) are likely to be added to the grid
before the end of the century.
In North America, while 130 nuclear units are in operation only one unit is under
construction in Canada and three in the USA, and the installed nuclear capacity will
increase by no more than 3% until 2000. In Western Europe, France is the only country
which will continue to expand its nuclear capacity before the end of the century, although at
a lower rate than during the fast decade. The other countries of the region will rely on other
sources, mainly gas, to build additional capacity required only for peak load generation.
Projecting long term nuclear power growth for the world has proven to be a difficult exercise
since it requires a broad range of assumptions on population and economic growth,
technology development and social parameters such as public acceptance of nuclear
power or increased awareness of the potential risk of global warming. For illustrative
purposes, the IAEA has developed low and high cases of nuclear power development
corresponding to contrasting but not extreme situations (Fig.4). The low case reflects the
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continuation of the present stagnation in nuclear power development due to public
opposition and low economic growth in OECD counties, institutional and sociopolitical
uncertainties in the Central and Eastern Europe, and lack of funding and infrastructure in
developing countries. The high case reflects a moderate revival of nuclear power development that could occur in light of a more comprehensive assessment of the macro-economic
and environmental impacts of the different options available for electricity generation. In the
low case the installed nuclear capacity in the work) increases by some 13% until 2015. The
nuclear units under construction are completed but only those countries where nuclear
programmes are already committed, such as France and Japan, continue to order
additional nuclear power plants while in some other countries the installed nuclear capacity
decreases since the units retired at the end of their life time are not replaced. The low
development of nuclear power will have to be compensated in most countries by the
addition of coal and gas fired generating capacity in order to meet electricity demand. In the
high case the installed capacity will increase by some 70% in the world by 2015. In regions
with expanding economies and short supply of energy resources, such as East Asia, both
governments and the public will look to nuclear power as an alternative for electricity
supply. The revival of nuclear power will occur mainly in Western Europe and to a lesser
extent in North America; in Central and Eastern Europe, adequate measures will be taken
to enhance safety and nuclear programmes will be implemented according to the plans;
countries which have taken preliminary steps to initiate nuclear programmes, such as
Indonesia, will start commissioning nuclear units by 2010.

ECONOMICS AND PERSPECTIVES
The economics of nuclear power is one of the most important factors for decision making to
implement a nuclear power programme. Nuclear power has been technologically demanding and capital intensive with low fuel cost. In most of the 30 countries which use nuclear
power, the cost of nuclear electricity is reasonable and competitive with other baseload
generation sources and technologies. In a few countries1 surveyed recently by the IAEA,
typical electricity generation cost experience2 in the last decade ranged from about 2.5 to
6 US cents/kWh for nuclear power plants and from 2 to 6 US cents/kWh for coal fired
plants. This is quite a broad range. However, when nuclear and coal fired plants in the
same country and of the same vintage were compared, their generation costs were usually
within a range of about 20%, with nuclear electricity range from about 20% cheaper to 5%

1 Canada (Ontario Hydro), the Czech and Slovak Republics. Hungary, hoTa, Rep. of Korea. Spain
Costs are in US$ of mW -1991

2
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more expensive than coal based electricity. This shows that nuclear and coal-fired power
plants currently are not very distant from each other in their economic competitiveness, at
least in some countries and areas.
The nuclear electricity costs include all costs charged to the utility, including costs of spent
fuel and other radioactive waste management and provisions for plant decommissioning
and waste disposal. The back-end fuel costs of nuclear power plants range about 1 4
mills/kWh, only a few percent of the total generation costs. The undiscounted decommissioning costs span a range between 10% and 20% of initial investment costs for LWRs, but
when discounted contribute only a few percent to the total investment cost and an even
smaller fraction to overall generation costs. Even a doubling of decommissioning costs
would add little to electricity costs from nuclear plants and would not influence their
competitiveness.
Figure 5 illustrates how typical annual cash requirements of a nuclear, a coal-fired and
a gas-fired combined cycle plant are projected to occur over their operating periods starting
from tfie year of commissioning. The major part of the construction cost is usually financed
by loans that must be repaid from electricity revenue. The cost of invested capital of
a nuclear plant is the largest contribution to nuclear electricity generation costs. It can be
seen that nuclear generating expenses will be higher than those of fossil-fired plants
initially, but substantially lower in the later years after the debt was fully repaid.
The economics and competitiveness of nuclear power are under the substantial influence
of many factors. The development of nuclear power is dependent on the synthesis of these
factors in an individual country or region. Some inefficient implementation of a nuclear
programme in one country does not necessary reflect the economic competitiveness of
nuclear power in others, and other influences such as national institutional factors should
be investigated for various circumstances. However, technologically, nuclear power has
been demonstrated to be capable of supplying electricity economically. The major factors
affecting competitivity of nuclear power include:

— National economy development and energy demand and supply: a slowdown of growth
of national economy and electricity demand would result in cancellation of orders,
prolonged and costly construction of nuclear power plants as it did in the United States
in the past two decades due to local and regulatory interventions. Closing down of
plants are also dictated by least cost decisions because of availability of power from
other utilities at cheap rates. Some countries may not have those options;
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— National energy policies: they could include energy security, long-term availability of
resources, diversification of energy supply, limitation of dependence on energy imports,
fuel price stability; a study in Japan has shown that if the present world-wide nuclear
generation was to be phased out, the extra demand on fossil fuels to fill the gap would
raise the price of oil by 50%.
— Environmental and health impacts: the proposed taxes of CO 2 emissions could
considerably raise the cost of fossil fuelled electricity, and thus make nuclear and
renewable energy more competitive;
— National economic circumstances, financing resource, balance of payments: some
economic parameters, which are dependent on the national economic circumstances
and government policies, are the critical input data for evaluation of generating costs.
Such parameters include interest rate, discount rate, escalation rate and currency
exchange rate. The competitiveness of the different technical options is very sensitive to
these parameters. For example, a lower discount rate is favourable to the more capital
intensive options with long construction period, like nuclear power3, while higher
discount rate favours higher fuel cost, lower capital cost options, particularly gas-fired
plants;
— Regulatory requirements and procedures: the regulatory approach can have a decisive
influence on the capital and O&M costs of nuclear generation. Long licensing processes
and very stringent and unstable regulatory requirements have led to substantial cost
increase through delays in design and construction, needs to rework and backfit
equipment and extended manpower costs. In fact investors would shy away from
nuclear power if unstable regime for its installation and operation exists;
— Public acceptance: public acceptance is essential for the success of a nuclear
programme, and must be addressed in a timely and proper manner. Public opposition
has led to the termination of nuclear projects or even entire nuclear power programmes
in some countries, and to substantial delay and high additional cost in others.
In order to improve the nuclear economy and to implement nuclear power programmes, the
issues mentioned above should be comprehensively addressed with a harmonized approach. The nuclear industry can also work to benefit nuclear economy by improving
reactors design and plant management. Experience in many countries has shown that the
3
It may be pointed out that the capital investment in nuclear power Is high for the utility « r e a r e d to that for fossil
power, but fossil power requires comparatively larger investments for mining and transportaawn which are made by
different organizational entities. If all of it comes from the same national pool of capital reserve, the total capital
required for nuclear power from mining to generation is about the same as ihe total investments required for fossil
power for mining, transportation and generation particularly for plants located far away from the mines.
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low-cost nuclear projects with shortened construction period have most of the following
features:
— Consistent planning: better match to electricity demand, plant replication, series
deployment and collacation;
— Detailed design largely completed and political and regulatory issues resolved before
start of construction;
— Efficient project management and cost control;
— Improved plant performance: as a large portion of nuclear power costs is fixed,
increasing plant reliability/availability is an important means to minimize unit cost of
generation;
— Strong feedback of experience between utilities, manufacture and regulatory staff.
The development of advanced reactors are based on proven technologies and learned
experiences. Standardized, modularized and simplified designs will provide considerable
savings in construction and operation costs with shortened construction period and
increased plant availability. A cost study from the US Council for Energy Awareness
reported in July 1992 that electricity generated by both 600 MW(e) and 1200 MW(e)
advanced-design nuclear plants would be competitive with power produced by fossil power
plants of similar size. The generation costs are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7 presents projected electricity generation costs for nuclear, coal-fired and gas-fired
power plants, as compiled in a recent OECD study in which the IAEA cooperated4. It can be
seen that the nuclear and fossil-fired generation costs are rather dose in a number of
countries. Which option is cheaper depends on the discount rate, operating regime and
other factors. At a real discount rate of 5%, most countries project nuclear generated
electricity to be cheaper than coal-fired or gas-fired generation. In some cases, however,
such as in the cheap coa! regions of Western USA, Western Canada, Northwest China and
Northeast India, coal-fired generation is cheaper. At a real interest/discount rate of 10% the
economic advantage of nuclear power is reduced.

4

OECD, Projected Costs of Generating Electricity, to be published 1993.
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COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF ELECTRICITY GENERATING OPTIONS
AND TOTAL ENERGY PERSPECTIVE
In the time-frame of the coming three decades, the development and deployment of
technology options from the three broad energy source areas of fossil fuel, nuclear and
renewable energy will be affected by three major driving forces: environmental challenges,
energy security concerns and economic competitiveness. These driving forces will influence policy makers, regulators, utilities and equipment manufacture, consumers and the
general public regarding the type, structure and scale of electricity generation systems
adopterd over the period.
Heightened awareness and concern about environmental issues are exerting a powerful
influence on planning the optimal mix of energy sources and technologies. No possibility
should be rejected out of the hand. The significant potential for rational use of electricity
certainly will be an important element in future electricity strategies; however, the technical
limits to conservation and efficiency and costs of new end-use technologies will make place
for new and "cleaner" electricity generation technologies to be deployed in the future.
Besides, sustainable development for an increasing population, demanding higher standards of living, will need more energy after taking into account conservation and efficiency
measures.
Fossil-fuelled power plants will continue to have a future, but emphasis will be placed on
clean coal technologies and natural gas systems. Increasing concern about the environment has led to requirements of plants to emit less pollutants, either by retrofitting and
refurbishing already existing power plants, or by developing new combustion technologies.
The improvements of conversion efficiencies and thereby the reduction of carbon dioxide
will be the main characteristics of the advanced fossil fuelled technologies. In addition to
technical improvement of the combustion process, the switch from fuel with high carbon
content, e.g. solid fuels, to those with low carbon content, such as gas, and their usage in
advanced gas combustion technologies could further contribute to CO 2 reduction strategies.
Large scale base load deployment of renewable energy sources will require considerable
development efforts. Photovoltaic, solar thermal and wind power systems for electricity
generation have been improved significantly over the past few decades, but they are still
expensive. With successful R&D, these technologies may be able to produce competitive
electric power at optimum geographical locations. In this case, they could provide peak
power in conjunction with fossil or nuclear base load plants, or displace scarce fuels. As
stand alone alternatives, these technologies would require energy storage, which
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significantly increases the costs. Nevertheless, there remains a potential for an economic
breakthrough, particularly in photovoltaic. Use of hydro and geothermal energy is already
cost effective in many situations, depending on the availability of the resources. Though
a promising case is offered by biomass and urban waste, such sources could provide only
a small fraction of electricity in industrialized countries. For developing countries, both
options could be a significance as it could reverse present forest land clearing trends for
non-commercial energy purposes.

The only non-fossil source which can be deployed on a much larger scale and with costs
competitive with fossil fuels for base load generation is nuclear power. Technology
advances are being made to improve the already good performance of existing water
reactors technology, to develop advanced reactors with passive safety features and to
provide the means for better management of wastes.

About 86% of the nuclear power capacity in operation today is produced by reactors of the
light water cooled and moderated type. The features of advanced light water reactors such
as the N4 model in France with 1400 MW(e) and the "Convoy" plants in Germany, 1300
MW(e), are found mainly in the engineering and project management associated with
construction, thereby reducing the cost per installed kilowatt by about 5%. The advanced
systems developed in the USA, UK and Japan incorporate technological and operational
procedure improvements, better fuel performance, greater plant standardization, and other
improvements, all of which will lead to a lower number of challenges to the safety system.
The AP600 (advanced passive 600 MW(e) pressurized light water reactor (PWR)) and the
SBWR (simplified boiling water reactor), both in the USA, are examples of medium capacity
advanced LWRs that emphasize enhance passive safety.

A more radical approach is being taken by the developers of the process inherent ultimate
safety reactor PIUS (Sweden) and the intrinsically safe economical reactor ISER (Japan).
These reactors are based on me principle that the ability to shut down the reactor and to
provide continuous core cooling to remove decay heat after accidents should be entirely
passive. However, these reactors are not expected to be commercially available for the
near future.
The continuing design development programmes for pressurized heavy water reactors are
primarily aimed at reduction of plant costs and an evolutionary enhancement of plant
performance and safety. These designs include the 500 MW(e) reactors of India, several
designs in Canada, including the 480 MW(e) CANDU 3 and the 800 MW(e) CANDU 6,
MK 2 and the 380 MW(e) ARGOS under joint development by Argentina and Germany.
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In parallel with the development of evolutionary large reactors, smaller reactors with
capacities ranging from 80 to 600 MW(e) are being designed in several countries for
supplying electricity production. The development of small and medium reactors is based
on several potentially favourable factors: (1) they open up additional energy end use (low
temperature) markets, (2) they could be candidates for the replacement of older (usually
smaller) fossil fired plants, and (3) they would allow for design simplification and for
introduction of safety systems based on inherent physical processes.
Generation of electricity by any energy source usually entails emissions and disposal of
waste products to air, water and land, potentially giving rise to short or long term impacts,
either immediately following the release or after considerable time has elapsed before the
impact is evident. There are economic and technological possibilities to reduce the
environmental impacts; however, there will always be a residual environmental risk as the
result of generating electricity by any fuel cycle.
Independent of the type of energy source, the environmental impacts of different energy
sources for electricity generation occur at different time levels, e.g. short, medium and long
term, and at different locations, e.g. locally, regionally or globally. Environmental impacts on
the local level occur mainly in the short term; surface and groundwater contamination
occurs in the case of fossil fuels and may occur for nuclear energy; air pollution occurs for
fossil and renewable energy sources but not for nuclear power. In the medium term,
environmental impacts might have a local and regional dimension. Local impacts that might
occur in the long term will be primarily due to land use for the plant itself and the fuel chain
components. Owing to the construction of the plant, local ecosystem, e.g. biological niches,
might be lost irreparably. These impacts apply to all energy sources without exception. The
use of fossil and renewable energy sources for electricity generation might lead to damages
structures, soil changes and forest degradation due to SO 2 and NOX emissions, marine and
ocean pollution with loss of species, changes of marine life and quality, and changes of the
hydrotogical patterns and water quality. The medium and longer term environmental
impacts of fossil energy sources are of global nature. The environmental impacts of CO 2
emissions from fossil fuelled power plants on climate change is being deeply analyzed and
discussed by a multitude of organizations and fora.
Nuclear power has often been presented as a consumer of energy rather than a producer
of energy. Since 1974 various studies of net energy analysis of nuclear power were carried
out, evaluating each phase of the fuel cycle, including resource extraction, equipment
manufacturing, facility construction, facility operation, decommissioning and waste management; these studies concluded that the net energy balance of nuclear power is positive.
However, opponents of nuclear power still claim that nuclear power requires more energy
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for its construction and operation than it produces in its lifetime. More recently, as nuclear
power has been considered as an option for reducing greenhouse gases (GHG) claims
have been made that nuclear power is a net producer, rather than a net avoider, of GHG,
because the initiation of nuclear power generation is perceived to be perpetually dependent
on fossil energy.
A recent study done by the Agency shows that although due to the uncertainties the value
of the energy ratio should be considered only as estimates and not as universal figures, on
the overall nuclear power generation systems are producing more output energy in
electrical form than they use input energy. Among different electricity generation technologies, as shown in Table 1, nuclear power systems using gaseous diffusion enrichment
process fall almost in the same range as fossil fuelled technologies in terms of energy ratio.
When equipped with centrifuge enrichment process which requires less energy, nuclear
power systems show advantages over fossil fuelled power systems. Once the nuclear
power generation process has started in a country, it can be self multiplying, i.e. the energy
for installation and running of more nuclear power plants can come from those previously
constructed.
Moreover, carbon dioxide emissions from the full life cycle of a nuclear power system are
far smaller, two orders in magnitude, than those of fossil fuelled power plants.

NUCLEAR SAFETY AND WASTE MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Concerns about the safety of nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities and radioactive
waste management and disposal constitute a major obstacle to the development of nuclear
power worldwide. However, it should be stressed that the importance attached to safety in
connection with nuclear installation since the early stage of nuclear industry development
has led to technical and institutional measures more stringent than in most of the industrial
activities. The defence in depth strategy adopted for nuclear facilities is based on the
concept of establishing successive protective barriers against the release of radioactive
material and of additional means to ensure the integrity of these barriers. Furthermore,
since the Chernobyl accident in 1986, an international emergency response system has
been put in place and conventions on Early Notification or a Nuclear Accident and on
Assistance in the Case of Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency have been
concluded and are in force. Already in the seventies an international consensus on safety
Standards and Practices was worked out within the IAEA with Codes of Practice for nuclear
power plant safety and many countries have used these extensively in the elaboration of
national safety regulations. The informal international safety regime already in place could
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be further formalized in order to ensure a uniformly high level of safety worldwide; the
safety convention presently under discussion is aiming towards this achievement. Besides
standards and regulation, nuclear safety is ensured and enhanced by the international
exchange of technical information and operational experience. In this regard, the IAEA
provides advice and assistance to Member States in response to their requests, through
experts missions and comprehensive services. In particular, international programmes are
being carried out to review and assess the safety of nuclear power plants of older design in
operation in Central and Eastern Europe, i.e. WWER-440/230 and RBMK.
The nuclear power plants of the present generation are designed and operated in most
countries in a way that ensures a high level of safety. Their safety systems have built-in
redundancy and they rely on decades of experience with proven technology and engineering. Nevertheless, new approaches are adopted in the design of future reactors to
address the challenges of increasingly demanding safety requirements and improved
performance. The advanced concepts are drawing upon operating experience feedback
and incorporate passive safety systems in order to reduce the probabilistic risk of accidents
as well as new features to achieve very low on-site and off-site impacts in the event of
a potential accident.
It should be stressed that nuclear power plants are safe provided; well qualified, trained and
motivated operators possessing full safety awareness are at the helm of operations.
A watch dog regulatory body is also a prerequisite for safety. International peer pressure
should be exerted on all countries to maintain high levels of safety performance of nuclear
power plants.
Radioactive waste management and disposal remains a key issue for public acceptance of
nuclear power, although experts have been convinced for a number of years that the
concepts and technologies which already exist for nuclear waste disposal guarantee the
safety and protection of present and future generations. Moreover, the volumes of waste
from nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities are relatively small and can therefore be
isolated from the biosphere in a way which is practically impossible for fossil fired power
plants. It should also be emphasized that the cost of handling and disposing of radioactive
wastes is small when compared to the economic value of the electricity produced and is
already included in the generating cost. Experience on the safe management of radioactive
wastes has been accumulated over nearly thirty years in many countries and a variety of
methods have been demonstrated and are now being used to dispose of low and
intermediate radioactive wastes. Techniques for the management and final disposal of high
level radioactive waste, including spent nuclear fuel, have been designed and their
feasibility has been demonstrated. However, no high level waste is being permanently
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disposed of at present both because there is a need for interim storage to allow for
radioactive decay and because further analysis of the different technical options available is
desirable in order to adopt optimized strategies. The actual construction of repositories
which will gradually come in more and more countries will be a tangible way to demonstrate
the ability to handle the issue and to alleviate the public concerns.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Development and quality of life are closely linked with the availability of electricity services,
therefore the electricity demand will inevitably continue to grow. At the same time, there is
a need to achieve sustainable development by alleviating and mitigating health and
environmental impacts. While fossil fuels will remain a major component of electricity
generation mixes in most countries, alternatives have to be developed in order to diversify
energy sources, to enhance the security of supply, and to preserve natural resources
including our environment.
Nuclear power, which has reached the stage of commercial deployment and has demonstrated excellent technical and economic performance in many countries, could play an
important role in energy policies aiming towards economic competitiveness, security of
supply and environmental protection. There is potential to increase the nuclear share of
electricity generation since the natural resources and the industrial capabilities for reactors
and fuel cycle service supply are available to support the expanded use of nuclear power.
Recent studies have shown that nuclear power is among the cheapest options for base
load electricity generation and which can make a substantial contribution towards the
reduction of carbon dioxide emissions. However, the future development of nuclear power
will depend to a considerable extent on its social acceptability. Technological progress,
including the enhancement of the safety of nuclear facilities and optimization of radioactive
waste management and disposal, should facilitate a broader deployment of nuclear power
in the world.
The IAEA, according to its mandate "to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic
energy to peace, health and prosperity throughout the world", will continue to provide
information to clarify the issues on nuclear power and to restore its confidence in nuclear
energy. Furthermore, by assisting Member States in planning and decision making in the
electricity sector and in implementing sound safety regimes, the Agency will help to design
energy strategies and develop electricity generation systems aiming towards sustainable
development.
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Figure 2
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Nuclear electricity generation and share of total
electrical energy for the period 1960-1992

Figure 3
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Figure 5 ANNUAL CASH REQUIREMENTS FOR
NUCLEAR, GAS- AND COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS
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Figure 6
Projected Costs of Generating Electricity
from Nuclear and Conventional Power Plants in the US
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Figure 7
Comparative Costs of Generating Electricity
from Nuclear and Conventional Power Plants1
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Few issues have had an impact as profound and long-lasting in Swedish politics as the
energy issue, and particularly that of nuclear power. The energy controversy has brought
several governments to a fall. It has threatend to paralyse sectors of the Swedish industry
to whom long-term planning is imperative. And last but not least, it has sown anxiety,
controversy and distrust among individuals and between citizens and government institutions.
The development of public opinion on energy raises questions beyond those at issue: in the
last analysis the question is how well a democratic society can handle the problems of an
advanced technology, however beneficial it may be, that is poorly understood by its
citizens. To date no final answer is available, and those of us who have been involved in the
debate can only recount our experience and speculate about the underlying patterns.
Let me give you some background facts. Electricity consumption per capita in Sweden is
among the highest in the world. Contributing factors are an energy-intensive industry,
a high standard of living, a cold climate and abundant hydropower. From the late sixties
onward, the foreseen rise in electricity demand was met by a largely domestic nuclear
programme. Since 1985 there are 12 nuclear units in operation, filling about half the
country's electricity demand. The other half is hydropower.
Until the early seventies there was little controversy about the nuclear programme other
than locally. After that, two circumstances were instrumental in raising the nuclear conflict
to the highest national level.
One is that the issue became politically polarized earlier than in most other countries, when
an established political party (the agrarian Center party) took a pronounced negative
attitude to nuclear power and eventually made it the top-ranking issue of the election,
campaign of 1976.
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The early politicization was the doing of one man, the Swedish Nobel laureate Hannes
Alfven, a plasma physicist, whose anti-nuclear attitude stemmed from disappointment in
the limited succes of the Pugwash movement (and possibly in his failing to secure personal
research grants from the Atomic Energy Board).
Thus, the influence of ideologically motivated experts in irrelevant scientific fields at odds
with most of their peers, which has since been a universal characteristic of the nuclear
debate, was decisive in Sweden from the very beginning.
The other important political circumstance that gave the nuclear issue its unique role is that
in Swedish politics there has long been a close balance between two competing blocks,
making them both extremely sensitive to marginal voters. The small but uncompromising
anti-nuclear fraction of the electorate therefore attained much greater influence than the
basically pro-nuclear groups, whose political preferences were not dictated by the nuclear
issue alone.
In the "Socialist block" the small Communist party mirrored the stance of the Center party
in the opposing block. The big Social Democratic party, dominant in Swedish politics, was
long the chief promoter of nuclear power but, as a result of the anti-nuclear campaigns in
the seventies, became internally divided, which threatened the position of the party.
The political campaigning was soon reflected in overall public opinion. As early as 1974
those who wanted nuclear power to be abandoned outnumbered the supporters. Largely
because of the persistence of the Social Democratic leadership under Olof Palme, the
supporters once more gained ground and attained majority in 1978.
Then, in March 1979, there was the TMI core-melt accident in the USA, which severely
damaged the credibility of the proponents and put the leadership of the Social Democratic
party in a difficult position. The solution was to de-politicize the issue by announcing an
advisory referendum, to take place early in 1980.
In the referendum, the electorate was offered essentially two alternatives, the anti-nuclear
one being that the six completed nuclear power plants should be closed down within ten
years, and the ongoing construction of another six should be halted.
The "pro-nuclear" alternative was that all twelve plants should be completed but phased out
at a pace that would not jeopardize employment and welfare.
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Thus, even the "pro-nuclear* alternative entailed an eventual phase-out The reason was of
course tactical and, if you like, cynical: the proponents were convinced that, given enough
time, nuclear power would become firmly established and generally accepted. Also it
seemed obvious that governments in the next century would not feel obliged to adhere to
the outcome of an advisory referendum some twenty years earlier.
The referendum was preceded by intense campaigning from both sides. It confirmed the
utter lack of realism in the anti-nuclear proposition, based largely on the concept that solar
and wind energy should not only replace nuclear within ten years but also decrease the
dependence on imported oil, which had been a national goal since the oil crisis in 1973.
Thus, to many of us the referendum demonstrated a failure of the democratic process, the
real choices being cynicism or disaster!
The outcome of the referendum was 38,7% for the anti-nuclear line, 58,0% for a long-term
phase-out, and 3,3% blanks. As a result of the referendum Parliament decided that the
phase-out should be completed by the year 2010, which in 1980 seemed comfortably far
away.
The choice of the year 2010 revealed another short-coming of the decision-making
process. The official motivation was that the last of the nuclear units, operational in 1985,
would then have completed its "technical lifetime" of 25 years. Embarrassingly enough the
responsible parliamentary committee had mixed up the amortization time of 25 years with
the design lifetime of 40 years)
After the referendum the energy issue faded into the background. The public and the media
had become sick and tired of it, and there were no dramatic events to revive the interest
- not until the Chernobyl accident in April 1986.
It so happened that Finland and Sweden were the first countries outside the Soviet Union to
be exposed to the radioactive cloud. The situation was aggravated by local rainfalls,
caussing substantial fall-out in some regions. The national authorities were unprepared for
the situation, and the information given to the public appeared insufficient and ambiguous.
Naturally there was a lot of anxiety, and a new wave of anti-nuclear sentiment swept over
the country.
Again the politicians - the Social Democrats were then in power - reacted to what they
thought to be a final deterioration of pro-nuclear opinion. The Government proposed to start
the phase-out by closing two unite in 1995 and 1996, respectively.
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This was much more tangible than the vague outcome of the referendum seven years
earlier. The largest utility, the State Power Board, responded by projecting a few large
coal-fired stations - and ran up against solid public opposition! This was so strong locally
that the projects had to be abandoned as soon as they had been announced.
More hydropower was available, but there was a dear majority in Parliament that the
remaining large unexploited rivers in the North should be left untouched. The agreement
was the result of an "unholy alliance" between environmentalists and nuclear proponents.
As had been the case after TMI, the recovery of public opinion after Chernobyl was much
faster than the politicians had foreseen. There were many factors to account for this. The
most decisive one was probably a forceful joint campaign by industry and the major trade
unions, who foresaw a dramatic rise in electricity costs, and ensuing unemployment, in key
sectors such as steel, pulp and paper.
Another important factor was that the national safety authomfos and nudear industry had
successfully brought home the point that, because of fundamental design Differences, the
Chernobyl reactor had no relevance for the Swedish nudear plants. Indeed, a Swedish
phase-out would not substantially increase the safety of Swedish citizens, with so many
plants of equal or inferior safety standard dose by. This argument was supported by the
excellent operational record of the Swedish plants, which gave Шв opportunity for
sensational head-lines in the media.
Yet another circumstance that caused public opinion to recover after Chernobyl was no
doubt the fact that nudear power had met competition as a risk factor. In an opinion poll in
1989 people were asked to rank a number of risks that had been the subject of public
debate. Here nuclear power was ranked lower than industrial emissions, vehide exhausts,
use of coal and oil, the greenhouse effect and genetic engineering. Only natural gas got
a lower ranking than nudear.
The politicians responded to this opinion change with a compromise in the form of
a three-party agreement that guaranteed parliamentary majority. The early-phase-out
proposal was withdrawn in return for a development fund for alternative energy sources,
particularly bio-energy. Furthermore the Government was committed to observing annual
"control stations", where the need far continued nudear operation would be tested against
progress made with the alternatives. The ultimate phase-out goal of the year 2010 was to
be retained.
Prc-nudear public opinion reached a maximum in 1990. After that there has again been
a dedine, although the very latest results, of May of this year, indicate a stabilization
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around the 50% level. The reasons for the decline one can only speculate about Against
the usual background of negative reporting there has, since 1990, been a tot of media
attention about incidents and poor conditions at the two Chernobyl-type plants in our vicinity
- Ignalina in Lithuania and Sosnovy Bor in Russia, which may explain a more reserved
attitude to nuclear in general.
Surprisingly, the accur tulation of operational problems in the Swedish plants that last year
broke the earlier record of excellence, has not so far been reflected in public opinion. It has,
however, been picked up by the anti-nuclear organizations and may have a delayed effect
In summary, we still do not feel we are on firm ground. Some of the threats we see to public
acceptance are the following:
— The possibility of a new major accident anywhere in the world.
— Further trouble at our own plants.
— An unfavourable climate in key foreign countries, in particular the USA where
decisions have recently been taken about an untimely phase-out of uneconomic
plants, and where the life extension programme has been stalled.
— The persisting educational gap to the public as regards safety principles, radiation
and the role of electricity in national economy.
— The continued key role of marginal voters. Only last week the Center party
announced that it will again make the nuclear phase-out г main issue in next year's
election. Similar indications have been made by the Christian Democrats and the
youth movement of the Social Democrats.
On the stabilizing side are on the other hand:
— the new cost consciousness of the public because of the recession,
— the lack of environmentally and economically acceptable alternatives,
— a gradual familiarization (given unproblematic operation) and continued education.
The latter has given some result as regards nuclear waste. According to opinion
polls a majority is now willing to accept the final repository for high-level waste
in their home community.
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So far I have mostly talked about the interaction between public opinion and energy politics
in Sweden. I should like to say a few more words about the mechanisms of opinion
shaping.
There is no doubt that the negative attitudes towards nuclear power are dictated by the
perception of the risks associated with it. Assuming some degree of rationality (which I think
holds for the broad public if not for the more militant opponents), the relation between
anxiety and knowledge should look somewhat like this:
Anxiety

Knowledge

Obviously a totally unknown phenomenon causes little or on concern. When the existence
of a risk i tomes known, but its mechanisms are obscure, there is much room for
speculation, dramatization and exploitation. This gives rise to the hump in the curve. As
factual knowledge increases, the curve decreases, not to zero but to a level that bears
some relation to the actual risk.
As far as nuclear power and radiation are concerned, people are stJI under the hump, that
is, for lack of knowledge they are stil susceptible to speculation, dramatization and
exploitation.
Who, then, provides the negative input? The systematic exploitation of public fear by
political or ideological movements is obvious to anyone who has followed the debate. There
is a natural symbiosis between the exploiters and the dramatizers and speculators, that is,
the media.
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Opinion polls have shown which risks associated with nuclear power are foremost in
people's minds. The ranking (published in Aug. 1991) differs remarkably from expert
opinion, the two greatest perceived risks baing waste disposal and weapons proliferation.
Genetic damage ranks higher than cancer. At the bottom of the scale are power plant
accidents!
The influences on public opinion have been studied at the Department of political sciences
at the University of Gothenburg by professor Jdrgen WesterstaM and co-workers. In one of
their surveys people were first asked to rank Different sources of information in order of
trustworthiness. The percentage of people expressing "Very or fairly great confidence" in
different groups of informers was as follows:
*

Natural scientists and technical ezperts 75%

*

Environmental groups 50%

*

Nuclear industry, politicians, national authorities 30%

*

Journalists 12%

Scientists were by far the most trusted group. Against this background it was of interest to
find out what the public thought was the recommendation of their most trusted group on the
nuclear power issue.
A questionnaire was sent to all Swedish professors of natural sciences or technology. They
were asked if they favoured a phase-out of nuclear power by the year 2010 (according to
the parliamentary decision), or a continued use after 2010.70% recommended the latter.
An opinion poll was then made among the general public asking them what they thought
was the view of the scientists. 28% believed that a majority of scientists were against
continued use, 45% that there were as many for as against Only 27% had the correct
perception, namely that a dear majority of scientists favoured continued use.
This misconception could be traced to the media and their selection scientific spokesmen,
who, rather than being representative of their peers, reflected the opinions of the
journalists. A final poll showed a marked anti-nuclear predominance among the latter.
So in the end the public was most influenced by the group it trusted the least!
I should finally like to mention another opinion poll that was carried out last year to find out
what people think about ionizing radiation and its health effects. Many misconceptions were
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revealed - e.g. that radiation is contagious, and that artificial radiation is more harmful than
natural one. In particular, the documented health effects after the atomic bombing of Japan,
as well as after Chernobyl, were grossly overestimated.
Against this background, the anxiety wer radiation and nuclear power should not be
termed "radiopnobia" but rather ignorance, amenable to education. It was discouraging,
however, that the same opinion poll, carried out among medical practitioners, revealed the
same lack of knowledge!
My conclusion is that the achievement of long-term stability in public opinion and energy
politics requires more success at reaching and educating the public than we have had in
the past.
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Despite a total lack of domestic fossil fuels, national independence in the supply of
electricity has been traditional due to abundant hydropower. Nuclear energy offered an
opportunity to uphold this tradition because of large domestic uranium resources.
Consequently the early nuclear energy programme was focused on the heavy water
- natural uranium system, which did not rely on foreign supplies of enriched fuel. The
programme peaked in the construction of a 140 MWe boiling heavy water reactor of
advanced design - Marviken. It incorporated, among other things, internal superheating of
the steam.
Even before the reactor became operational the superheat concept ran into difficulties,
which required a change in core configuration. Calculations showed, however, that the
modifications would result in a positive void coefficient under certain conditions. This dealt
the death blow to the project, since the instability was unacceptable for safety reasons - the
project was abandoned one month before the reactor was to have started up in 1968.1 am
dwelling on this historic event at some length, since the same kind of instability that was
rejected at Marviken, caused the accident at Chernobyl 16 years later.
Even before the end of Marviken the private utilities had pleaded for a shift to light-water
technology, where international experience was accumulating. Enriched uranium had by
then become a commodity on the international market. The heavy water project experience
helped the Swedish supplier, ASEA-Atom (now ABB-Atom) to make the transition. In 1965
they received an order for a 440 MWe boiling light-water reactor, which became known as
Oskarshamn-1. ASEA-Atom was the first company to supply light-water reactors without an
American licence.
In order not to put all its eggs into one basket the Swedish State Power Board eventually
ordered three pressurized water reactors from Westinghouse in addition to ASEA BWRs.
Today there are twelve reactors in operation:
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Plant

Unit

Rating

Commissioning year

(MWe)

(Utility)
F1 BWR
F2BWR

970
970

1981

F3BWR

1150

1985

Oskarshamn

0 1 BWR

1972

(OKG)

02 BWR
O3BWR

440
600

1974

1150

1985

B1 BWR
B2BWR

600
600

1975

R1 BWR
R2PWR
R3PWR
R4PWR

820
860
915
915

Forsmark
(State Power Board)

Barseback
(Sydkraft)
Ringhals
(State Power Board)

1981

1977
1975
1976
1981
1983

The existence of a supplier within the country has been important to the success of the
Swedish nuclear programme. Another factor of importance has been the way work and
responsibility have been divided between the suppliers, the plant owners and the safety
authorities.
After Oskarshamn-1, which was a turn-key project, procurement and project management
rested with the utilities which thereby developed their own competence.
As to the division of responsibility between the safety authorities - the Nuclear Power
Inspectorate and the Radiological Protection Board - on the one hand, and the utilities on
the other, it is unambiguously stated that the ultimate responsibility for safety rests with the
owner-operator. The authorities set their conditions, but it is the business of the plant
operator to present the means of complying with them. The authorities then may accept or
reject the proposals. This mode of interaction differs from that in e.g. the USA, where the
regulations imposed on the operator are much more detailed. In our view the Swedish
system stimulates independent thinking and the development of a safety culture at each
plant.
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Between 1976 and 1980 the utilities, on their own initiative, undertook comprehensive
safety studies based largely on the PSA technique demonstrated in the American
Rasmussen study of 1975. This resulted in modifications of the existing plants and
improvements in the newer designs. The principles of redundancy, diversity and spatial
separation of safety systems were extended. Among the safety features of the later BWRs
are internal circulation pumps, which reduce the risk of great loss-of-coolant accidents. An
early feature of the Swedish plants was the "30-minute rule", meaning that in case of an
incident the operators need not interfere during the first half hour.
The Nuclear Power Inspectorate estimated that the improvements made since the early
seventies had reduced the core-melt probability by a factor 10, to better than one in
a hundred thousand reactor-years. Because of the extensive back-fitting of the older plants,
the Inspectorate judged it impossible to make a safety ranking between the plants.
The TMI accident in 1979 prompted the Government to appoint an independent Safety
Commission to review the conditions of the Swedish plants. The Commission report largely
confirmed the foresight of the utilities but resulted in several further improvements, the most
concrete one being the introduction of filtered containment venting: If, as a result of
a core-melt accident, pressure builds up in the containment and threatens its integrity, the
pressure is relieved through a filter, designed to hold back 99% of the radioactivity (except
for the noble gases). With this system in place, an accident leading to acute off-site
casualties or massive evacuations is judged to have a probability no greater than one in ten
million reactor-years.
In the last decade the operating record has been very good which is reflected in the three
performance indicators "energy availability, "scrams per unit and year", and "collective
radiation exposure" of personnel.
Radioactive emissions have been a factor 50-100 below the permitted limits, giving
maximum exposures to those living near the plants of some thousandths of the natural
background.
If the nuclear power of some 70 TWh generated in one year by the twelve Swedish plants
had instead been produced in coal-fired units of the standard normal for example in
Denmark, this would have resulted in
65 million tons of CO 2
240 000 tons of SO 2
140 000 tons of NO*
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This last year continual record of excellence has been broken by several events. One was
a steam valve failure at Barseback, trivial per se, which revealed a generic weakness in all
five first and second generation BWRs. The steam jet tore off insulation material which
ended up in the water pool below the reactor, blocking the emergency core cooling
systems. In the (unlikely) event of a large pipe break emergency coolant might not have
been available. All five reactors were ordered shut down for modification.
Another problem of concern is the recent detection of unexpected cracks in piping near the
reactor pressure vessel in the oldest Oskarshamn-1 reactor. It is too early to say whether
this problem is generic.
An important part of the nuclear power story in Sweden is the handling of the waste
problem. The solution to the problem is nowhere so near implementation. Credit for this is
due to the political opposition to nuclear power which brought about a strict legislation on
waste disposal as a condition for plant operation.
The ultimate disposal method for high-level waste - in the form of spent fuel - is muttibarrier
encapsulation and deposition in carefully chosen bed-rock at a depth of 500 m. Many years
of experimentation and analysis have been spent on this concept. Awaiting the opening of
a final disposal site, a central intermediate storage facility, CLAB, at Oskarshamn, was
completed in 1985. A special ship has been built to transport spent fuel from the plants.
A final underground repository for intermediate waste is in operation at Forsmark.
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NUCLEAR POWER IN RUSSIA
Status and Development Trends

Andrei GAGARINSKI
Russian Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute"
Russian Federation

The day 27 th of June 1954 is regarded as the birth date; then of nuclear power in the
Soviet Union a 5 MWe plant went into operation. The second reference point falls on 26
April 1986. Since then the fate of nuclear energy in the Soviet Union has been transformed
once again: it is now clear the Chernobyl did not entirely bury the notion of building nuclear
power stations. There are even sings that the leaders of the new states, as well as the
general public, are beginning to see some of benefits of continuing with nuclear power
programmes.
Realistic assessment of the post-Chernobyl situation in the nuclear power industry of
Russia and any reliable forecast of its development must be based on a considerable
lesson of the pre-Chernobyl period.

PRE-CHERNOBYL ACHIEVEMENTS
Bearing some formal resemblance to unimplemented Soviet programmes, such as the
Food Programme or the Programme for Development of the Non-Black-Soil Zone, the
Soviet nuclear power programme adopted in the early 1980s had an adequate scientific
and industrial base and every nrospect of success. The extensive R&D work carried out in
the 1960s followed up by tests on pilot reactor installations of various types (from
a pressure-vessel bo"ing reactor to a graphite reactor with nuclear superheat) laid the
foundations for creating a large-scale nuclear power industry. But the main benefits of this
R&D programme were perhaps creation of an intellectual reserve for the long term, as well
as education of a galaxy of scientists and engineers who now represent a "gold reserve" of
nuclear science and engineering expertise.
The rate of expansion being achieved by the Soviet nuclear industry in the mid-1980s is
comparable with that found in countries regarded as engaged in "rapid deployment" of the
technology (Fig.1). There was an annual 4-5 GWe increase of nuclear generating capacity,
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reactors as large as 1.5 GWe were successfully put into operation, while 35-40% of total
electricity in some regions (more than 50% in Lithuania) was generated by nudear stations.
This list of рте-Chernobyl achievements would be incomplete if we did not mention
progress in mastering fast reactors and the large programmes of work aimed at extending
the application of nudear energy into heat supply for domestic and industrial use and
high-temperature processes.
The nudear fuel cyde infrastructure that had been developed for military purposes made it
possible to deal promptly with the problem of providing fuel for civil nudear power plants
— and with large margins, such that present-day capacities for fuel mining and fabrication
will be suffident up to the year 2010. Moreover, there is the potential for using tens of tons
of plutonium and hundreds of tons of highly-enriched uranium from nudear weapons. The
considerable extent of nuclear fuel reserves is one of the long-term economic factors likely
to determine the future of nuclear power.

CURRENT STATUS
When the Soviet specialists presented the data on the causes and consequences of the
Chernobyl accident to the world community in 1986 and even in a year after the
catastrophe, they kept certain optimism concerning continuous steady implementation of
the nudear power projects in this country. However, seven post Chernobyl years have
shown that the installed capacities of the NPPs increased only by 6 GW. Basing on the
most optimistic current estimations it can be said that by the turn of the century the total
NPP capacity in the former USSR countries will not have reached even one forth of 190
GW to which the Soviet nudear program, adopted in the beginning of the 80s, was
oriented. It should be pointed out that the cause of reduction in the program was not only
cancelling of the orders for new NPP construction but also stopped construction works
even at the final stage of NPP erection. In the whole, research works, construction and
extension of NPP were interrupted on 39 sites of total capacity 109 GW.
Nevertheless, the case for nuclear power in the European part of the former USSR and
some other regions (Transcaucasus, Far East etc.) has by no means been weakened in the
circumstances that prevail today. Even ignoring the long-term global effects of depletion of
fossil fuel reserves and ecological consequences of their use, one should remember the
mismatch between the location of major power consumers in the Russia and the Siberian
deposits of fossil fuels. One illustration is that the length of the major gas pipelines is
steadily approaching the distance between the earth and the moon.
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In addition it is increasingly evident that, in conditions of economic crisis, nuclear energy
becomes as Island of stability" in the power industry. This is shown by the production
levels for nuclear generated electricity which have remained fairly constant against the
background of a rapid recession in oil and coal production in Russia (Fig.2).
This nuclear stability is a major factor the explaining the decay of the "Chernobyl
syndrome", which has been clearly observed in some regions at least (North-West, Central,
Far East of Russia).
Nevertheless there is still obviously major public sensitivity to nuclear power, which is
currently being aggravated by the growing (maybe forced) anxiety in the West about the
inadequate ievel of nuclear power plant safety in the ex-USSR, particularly at units
designed in accordance with earlier safety standards.
It should be noted, however, that even if it is possible to shut down the one RBMK power
station in Ukraina, where most of the other nuclear units are modem WER-IOOOs, such
a solution is absolutely out of the question in Russia where the "okf RBMK and WER-440
(type V-230) units account for more than 3 0 % of installed nuclear capacity.
Against the background of the burgeoning campaign to shut down "ołd" units, which are
focused on RBMKs, those responsible for power supply in Russia seek a more balanced
solution to the problem. Measures to enhance safety levels (additional diagnostics,
simulators, etc.) are now being implemented, the schedule for permanent closure of
outdated units will inevitably be determined by the feasibility of replacing the lost capacity
and the general economic situation.
With disintegration of the USSR, political barriers have appeared between parts of the
nuclear industrial complex spread among the different republics and this is a new
destablishing factor for nuclear power. This, coupled with disintegration of the economy and
the sudden deterioration of tb-> social/psychological fabric of the society, could have very
serious consequences in the longer term. It will certainly take some time to set up the
necessary mechanist ><s for interaction between the new administrative structures being
created in the republics of the former USRR.
In this context it is, however, encouraging that in June 1992 the CIS countries signed an
agreement on basic principles for peaceful nuclear co-operation. The leading role of Russia
in such a co-operation is obvious as the country possesses about 9 0 % of the industrial,
scientific and technological nuclear potential of the ex-USSR.
Figure 3 shows the current status of nuclear power in the countries of ex-USSR.
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NEW PHASE
The current situation permits us to speak about the entry of nuclear power, at least in
Russia, into a new period. The commissioning of the Balakovo NPP-4 put art end to the
virtual three-year moratorium on putting into service new NPPs. The programme of nuclear
power development having been worked out by the specialists and approved by the
Government is realized at last It is intended for the three year period but with potential
development for another 15 years. The mentioned above decay of the post-Chernobyl
syndrome is dearly observed, particularly in such regions as the Russian Center,
North-West and Far East, in Armenia, Lithuania. In Ukraina voices of the nudear power
supporters are becoming stronger and stronger. Kazakhstan began to develop its nudear
programme. Even from such an antinudear country as Byetomssa requests for assistance
of working out the strategy of nudear power development is coming.
The quantitative estimates of various scenarios of nudear power development, as the
author sees them as of the beginning of 1933, are presented in Fig.4.
The forecast is based on the deployment of the following medium to large size reactor
designs after the year 2000:
— Various modifications of the WER-NP-1000 design (WER-91, W E R - 9 2 etc)
evolutionally extending the general trend of the W E R generation;
— VVER-500 (630 MWe) intermediate power design also basing on the proven W E R
technology, with loop layout and use of passive safety systems;
— VPBER-600 (also MWe) design where the approaches based on the experience with
the nudear district heating plants and ship plants with integrated layout of the
primary circuit are realized;
— BNI-800 sodium breeder design which is an extension of the BN-600 design.
By 2010 it is likely that new indigenously designed plants will have been developed, for
example the multilooped water reactors with graphite moderator (MKER-800).
Some comments to the Russian plans should be added.
As well as four power reactors and two nudear district heating unite that could be got into
operation before 2000, the addition of new units at three existing sites with operating
reactors - Kola, Novovoronezh and Leningrad - has already been supported by the local
authorities as eventual replacements for dder units. In addition, we can expect that
construction of a further several nudear plants (Karelia, Far-East, Rostov, Kostroma,
Kaluga, Primorskaya, Tomsk NDHP) will get approval. These and other nudear power
plants were induded in a state investment programme for the Russian Federation as major
projects financed from the Russian budget.
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The specialists of Minatom believes that it is reasonable and possible to construct, in the
2005-2010 period, three more nuclear power stations of 4 GWe each to replace fossil-fuelled plants that were planned in the Kirov-Man, Penza-Volgograd and Infra regions.
Figure 5 shows the Russian potential for new nuclear sites.
EAST-WEST CO-OPERATION
The new aspects in developing co-operation "East-West" should be added to the conclusion. Disappearance of the Berlin Wall, which for many years separated Soviet and
worldwide nuclear power, it appears suited both parties in those earlier times, is one piece
of fallout from Chernobyl.
A rather low level of exchange of experience, ideas and approaches, that existed for a long
time, began to increase only after the Chernobyl accident. The closed link between each
nuclear power plant and the destiny of world nuclear power became apparent
The openness and the general interest in the analysis of Soviet nuclear power have quickly
revealed shortcomings that are difficult to eliminate and that, by the way, are well known to
Russian specialists.
In the engineering sphere they are concentrated in two areas. This is the problem of
insufficient quality and reliability of the general purpose plant equipment, and control
systems. First of all it is, obviously, related to the background in the area of electronics and
computer technology (automated control systems, simulators, etc.), that began during the
period of disapproval of "American pseucto-science-cybemetics".
Secondly, it is the approach that was born during the period of the "absolute" monopoly and
that actually stipulated the impossibility of severe acddents and resulted in the refusal of
containment, in the absence of scientific ground for severe accident analysis and development of corresponding safety systems.
Lacking elements of high technologies may and already become the subject of efficient
Western assistance exactly in these areas, that greatly improves the nuclear power safety
in Russia, Ukraine and Lithuania as well as in a number of countries in Central Europe.
Examples of efficient cooperation beneficial for both sides include, in particular, the
activities of Joint Russian-American Commission on Civilian Nuclear Reactor Safety,
agreement between US NRC and "Kurchatov Institute" RRC on Severe Accident Research
and Joint Activities with French Institute of Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety (IPSN)
and German Safety Society (GRS).
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However, it is necessary to convince the West to reject approach doomed to failure. One of
them is called in Russian press as "soft assistance". Sincere aspirations of peoples and
parliaments are transformed to endless talks and, at best, to additional profit of Western
companies at the expense of the "assistance to Russia". We would like to hope that the
three-year period of such "assistance" by CEC will transform into something real.
We consider even less useful the ideas of construction in the ex-USSR territory nuclear
power plants of Western design on a turn-key basis. Specialists are convinced that this
approach is unacceptable, at least for Russia, since it leads to a dead and of stagnation
and elimination of its scientific and technological potential.
This potential promises the "East-West* cooperation not to be "a one-way street". The
post-Chernobyl situation has forced Russian specialists to suggest to the society a number
of designs to implement the idea of a nuclear power plant with the safety level statisfying
the best world standards or even higher. The logic of the engineering evolution of the W E R
line has resulted in the W E R - 5 0 design. Original ideas, based on the development of
reactors for sea vessels, enabled, first, to design a district heating nuclear plant, which will
probably soon operate in the city of Voronezh, and then to design nuclear power system
VPBER-600. The obvious at the world level achievements in fast sodium reactors is
complemented by the "revolutionary" idea of developing a breeder reactor with heavy metal
cooling, based also on the experience with naval reactors.
At the same time the world nuclear community may get a lot from Russia. The example of
space power, that confirmed the achievements of our country by successful demonstration tests of TOPAZ-2 system in Albuquerque and by the development of the joint flight
test project convinces once more that there is the future for "East-West" co-operation. Time
will show whether in addition to a large number of "routine" results there will be great
achievements on this way, such as, for example, joint design of safe reactor of the 21st
century, rocket nuclear stage for international Mars mission. One tiling is clear - the period
of isolated development is in the past
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NUCLEAR ENERGY IN UKRAINE
State and Problems
Nikolai STEINBERG
The State Committee on Nuclear and Radiation Safety
Ukraine
Before speaking about the nuclear power and its problems in the Ukraine I need to inform
you about situation in our power sector in general.
Economic crisis that grasped Ukraine could not but touch energy industry. Electric power
generation continues to descend and accounted for 250,9 TW/h in 1992, that is 26 TW/h or
9,47 less than in 1991. 73,7 TW/h was produced by NPPs in 1991.
In 1992 the consumption of black oil and the consumption of gas are still falling
(respectively, 3,7 milion of tonnes and 4,0 billion of cubic metres less than in 1991). We
used 6 million tonnes of coal more than in 1991. The general structure of the organic fuel
consumption in the power sector in 1992 is the following:
coal — 42,5 million of tonnes (38,9%),
black oil — 7,3 million of tonnes (15,8%),
gas — 26,3 billion of cubic metres (45,8%).
In 1992 electricity consumption in the national economy continued to descend and
accounted for 246,2 TW/h that was 16,3 TW/h (6,2%) less than in 1991. Because of the
lack of fuel supply and the decreasing demand, the expert of electricity went considerably
down and accounted for only 5,8 TW/h (9,8 TW/h less than in 1991).
Due to the lack of black oil, the most powerful and economical units of 800 MW function
using only about 30-40 % of their capacity. Every day about 4 million of kilowatt of the
capacity are in reserve because of the absence of the fuel.
The Ukraine is provided for with its own organic resources of energy in 40%, including
coal — in 90%,
gas — in 16%,
black oil — in 7,3%.
To meet its demand our country has to import every year:
35 million of tonnes of coal,
56 million of tonnes of black oil,
104 billion of cubic metres of gas.
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Extraordinary complicated geological conditions (such as the average seam thickness of
1 metre, the higher gas-related risk, considerable depth of occurence — about 1000-1300
metres), and also a long-term lack of investments (42% of the mines were built before
1917, and one mine has been in operation since 1872) led the coal-mining industry to the
catastrophical situation. Coal output fell down to the level of 1954-1956. (In 1976 the upper
limit was 218 milion of tonnes, but in 1992 coal output was only 154 milion tonnes).
On the basis of the information mentioned above it will be easier to understand the situation
existing in the nuclear energy of the Ukraine.
At present there are five NPPs operating in the Ukraine with the total power 13,88 GW.

Zaporozhye NPP
all reactors - WWER-1000

— 5 units

Yuzhno-Ukrainsk NPP
WWER-1000

— 3 units
unit 1
unit 2
unit 3

— mod 302
— mod 338
— mod 320

Rovno NPP

— 3 units
1 unit
2 units

—mod 320
— mod 213

WWER-1000
WWER-440

— mod 320

Khmelnitsk NPP
WWER-1000

— 1 unit

Chernobyl NPP
all RBMK-1000

— 3 units*

— mod 320

* unit 2 was shut down after fie Ip October 1991

NPP relative share for огагей electricity generation in Ukraine continues to grow for the
reasons mentioned above and accounted for 25,7 % in 1990,
27,1 % in 1991,
-30 % in 1992,
34,5 % in the first quarter cf 1993.
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There are 6 units under construction, all with reactors WWER-1000 mod 320:
— unit 6 at Zaporozhye NPP,
— unit 4 at Yuzhno-Ukrainsk NPP,
— unit 4 at Rovno NPP,
— unit 2, 3 and 4 at Khmelnitsk NPP.
However, the works are frozen untill 1995 under a moratorium imposed by the
Parliament.
But a very acute power situation resulting from the shortage of oil and gas could change
that. (Three of the units under construction — Zaporozhye 6, Khmelnitsk 2 and
Rovno 4 — c a n be put into operation in 1 or 2 years). At least one proposal to restart their
construction is now being considered by the Government and Parliament.
The problems in the provision of Ukraine with organic fuel evoked one more keen
discussion. After the fire in October 1991, the Ukrainian Parliament decided to close
permanently the unit 2 at Chernobyl NPP and to suspend the operation of two remaining
reactors in 1993. Nowadays that decision and the fate of Chernobyl NPP are under
steadfast consideration and the leadership of the country has to make a very complex
decision. There is a classic problem of choice: "cost-benefit" or "risk-benefit". And perhaps,
to my mind, there is no reason to envy those who are to make the final choice.
Besides NPPs a number of important nuclear facilities are under operation in Ukraine.
There are 2 research and training reactors and one critical assembly:
— research reactor of WWER-M type 10 MW in Kiev,
Nuclear Research Institute of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine:
— research reactor of IR-100 type 200 KW and a critical assembly of zero power, in
Sevastopol N A W Institute.
Besides, Vostochny Integrated Mining and Concentration Works (Zheltye Vody) run
uranium mining and yellow cake production. Pridneprovsky Chemical Works produce
uranium hexafluoride.
Thus, you understand that Uk.aine has a large nuclear complex and, especially, nuclear
power. At the same time, Ukraine does not posess any scientific, design or technological
organization that would be capable to provide an independent expertise in different areas of
nuclear technology. There is shortage of qualified personnel. We have a lot of problems
connected with the lack of national legislative and regulatory framework. Historically, all
those functions were concentrated in Moscow. Therefore a significant effort is being made
today to create the whole necessary infrastructure to assure NPP safety and reliability.
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It is evident, that nuclear power has the right of existence and the future while assuring
safety level which would be acceptable to the society. The notion of "acceptable safety" by
itself is relative and it depends on many factors. Besides, a definite agreement on the
acceptable safety level was composed in the world nuclear community. Ifs a well-known
fact, that all the NPPs of Ukraine were designed before the issuance of modem safety
standards and rules, thafs why, one of the main tasks for us is the re-evaluation of NPP
safety. There are two directions of activities: a national programme and an international
programme.
The national programme encompasses all WWER units. It is developed on the basis of
Guide US NRC 1.70, IAEA OSART missions programme and national codes and regulations. Simultaneously we are preparing national requirements for safety analysis report
The main objectives of this programme are:
— to reassess safety of operating WWER-440 (213) and WWER-1000 (302, 338 and
320) units;
— to develop operational, short-term and long-term measures on their safety
improvements;
— to issue of licences for their operation.
Besides we think that the results of safety re-assessment will let the discussion about the
"soviet NPP design" out of the sphere of technically justified talks.
The international programme involves the participation of technical support organizations
and other firms of Germany, France, Great Britain, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Poland. The
works began in March 1993 on the basis of a contract between RISCAUDIT and CEC, and
focuses on Rovno NPPs units (V-213 and V 320).
The objectives of the international programme are the same as for the national programme.
Besides, the international project must represent an expert evaluation of the national one.
Another significant problem is fuel supply for nuclear power stations and recycling of spent
nuclear fuel. For political and economic reasons, the former practice of receiving fresh fuel
from Russia and then returning spent fuel to the Russian enterprises for reprocessing has
been suspended. The situation has deteriorated since the Russian Environmental Protection Law, which forbids bringing radioactive materials from other countries into the Russian
territory, was adopted.
Ukraine has uranium mining and ore processing enterprises. But it does not have facilities
for uranium enrichment, spent fuel storage, handling or reprocessing. There are no
sufficiently qualified and experienced scientific or design institutes in these areas.
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Spent fuel from the WWER-1000 reactors creates an especially acute problem. In
a number of nuclear plants on-site storage facilities are almost full. Fuel rods compaction is
now done at those sites, but if more effective ways to solve the problem are not found, the
power stations will be closed one after another in the nearest future.

SPENT FUEL AT UKRAINIAN NPPs

NPP, unit N

Type or reactor

Quantity of spent
fuel stored by the
end of 1992

Annual input
of spent fuel
(average)
tom U

SFA*

tonnU

SFA*

12,6

105

52,08

434

12,6

105

54.12

451

23,65

55

112.70

262

WWER-1000/320

23,66

55

104,49

243

South Ukr-1

WWER-1000/302

23,65

81

69,23

161

Rovno-1
Rovno-2
Rovno-3

WWER-440/213
WWER-440/213
WWER-1000/320

Khmelnitsky-1

South Ukr-2

WWER-1000/338

23,65

55

67.94

158

South Ukr-3

WWER-1000/320

23,65

55

49.45
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Zaporozhye-1
Zaporozhye-2
Zaporozhye-3
Zaporozhye-4
Zaporozhye-5

WWER-1000/320
WWER-1000/320
WWER-1000/320
WWER-1000/320
WWER-1000/320

23,65
23,65
23,65
23,65
23,65

55
55
55
55
55

104,06
89,87
80.84
89,01
76,54

242
209
188
207
178

Total for units with

WWER

786

950,33

2848

261,7

*SFA - spent fuel assemblies

Spent fuel from the RBMK reactors requires special treatment. According to the concept
design in the former Soviet Union, this fuel was not intended for reprocessing in the near
future. There were no reprocessing plants built, not regional or national storage facilities.
A decision was made to store RBMK spent fuel in the isolated on-site facilities at each
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power plant There is such a storage place at Chernobyl, though its capacity is insufficient
for full discharge of all units when they are shut down. The possibility of constructing an
additional storage facility at Chernobyl is being under consideration.
There are some means of solving the spent fuel problem:
— export of the fuel to Rusia;
— examination of alternative propositions (France, United Kingdom);
— creation of interim storage.
In any case we are to solve the problem of high level waste from fuel reprocessing (interim
storage and disposal).
Today we have no problem with receiving fresh fuel from Russia, but since 1991 the prices
of fresh fuel have increased 200 times and still continue rising 3 0 % per quater. While the
prices approach the world level, the precoditions arise for the resolution of this problem
according tc the principles of free market.
It is worthwhile to assess the regional self-provision (for Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic, Hungary, Ukraine). The precondition for «his purpose is the sufficient availiability
of uranium and zirconium resources.
It is quite difficult to speak about the impact of nuclear energy on the natural environment in
the situation of the Ukraine because of the consequences of the Chernobyl accident. At the
same time it is a brilliant verification of the fact that, in case of the strict observance of the
safety requirements, nuclear energy cannot compare other sources of power supply from
the point of view of the environmental protection and human health protection from the
harmful impacts. The average daily mobile gases release into the atmosphere for WWER
type of Ukrainian NPP is not more than 5 Ci per unit. For RBMK type (Chernobyl NPP) the
picture is quite another - the average mobile gases release is 250-300 Ci per NPP per day.
The same for collective occupational exposure: 250-350 man renvunitfor WWER type, and
more than 1000 man-rem/unit for RBMK.
National programme of radwaste management is being worked out now. Generally
speaking, the nuclear energy impact on environment, of course, cannot be compared w№
that of the classic conventional energy. In particular, steam power plants release into the
atmosphere 2,7 million tonnes of harmful substances every year and discharge into th&
reservoirs 21,2 milion tonnes of contaminated flows, let alone the tailings of tha ash and the
slag.
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Unfortunately, the political and economic situation in our country does not give any
possibility to make any authentic forecast about the power sector development as a whole
and particularly of nuclear energy. It is evident, that at least until) 2000, it is hardly possible
to speak about the beginning of new NPPs construction, except those, the construction of
which was interrupted because of the moratorium. The main tasks of the nearest future are:
safety assurance of the NPPs under operation: creation of necessary infrastructure for their
operation and, first of all, training of highly-skilled specialists.
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NUCLEAR POWER IN CZECH AND SLOVAK REPUBLICS
Jiri BERANEK
The State Office for Nuclear Safety
Prague, Czech Republic
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Area 127 905 km2
Number of inhabitants 15 568
(thousands)

Installed capacity 21,2 GW
Generation total 83,4 TWh
Gross consumption 85,2 TWh

ELECTRICITY BALANCE IN
CZECH AND SLOVAK PEP ЕПЙЬ. REPUBLIC (TWh)
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Name of the plant

1992
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Capacity Installed
(MW)

TOTAL
(MW)

Melnlk III

1*500

500

Melnlk II

4*110

440

Melnlk 1

6*55

330

EME

Total

1270

Prunerov 1

4*110

440

Prunerov II

5*210

1050

Tuslmlce 1

5*110

550

Tuslmlcr II

4*200

800

EPK

Total

2640

Tisova 1

4*55

222

Tlsova II

1*100

100

Tisova

Total

322

Hodonln

4*50

210

Porlcl

Total

200

Chvaletlce

4*200

800

Detmarovlee

4*200

800

Ledvlce 1

4*110

440

Ledvlee II

1*200

200

Ledvlce

Total

640

Pocerady

6*200

1200

С E Z fossil

TOTAL

8282

Name of the plant

Capacity installed

TOTAL
(MW)

(MW)

Lipno

122

Orlik

364

Slapy

144
63

Stechovice

450

Dalesice
EVD

1205

TOTAL

Under construction
Diouhe Strane

1992

650

Name of the plant

Capacity installed
(MW)

Dukovany

4*440

1760

2*1000

2000

TOTAL
(MW)

Under construction
Temelin

1992

CEZ POWER PLANTS
Capacity installed (GW)
mm

Л

FOSSIL HYDRO NUCLEAR
1992
1991

8.282
9.362

1.205
1.205

1.76
1.76

TOTAL
11.311
12.39

Я

INSTALLED AND AVAILABLE
CAPACITY IN CEZ POWER PLANTS
1991
Thousands iMWe

INSTALL. CAPACITY

9 362

AVAILABLE CAPACITY

8
|

6
6 081

2
0

Coal fired

II
•

1 760

1

12

05

956

64
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Decommissioning programme of fossil
power plants in the Czech Republic due
to environmental problems
V
r~

By 1995 -1456 MW
In Northern Bohemia
alone - 994 MW
- • . - - - ; : J-tó^^^M^L

Ul

Nucleetr powets contribution to overall electricity
production
in Czech and Slovak republic
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The existing power plants in the Czech and SlovaktiHtafcrepublic today represent a
considerable burden to the environment. The ratio of classical thermal power plants to
the total power production is still very high. Nuclear power plants contribute 28% to the
energy production.
Decrease in the negative impact on the environment is closely connected with basic
structural changes of our energetics or rather changes our primary energy resources
which arebeing prepared at present.

The complex system of arrangements in our state economy should ensure not to
increase the power consumption until 1995 enabling thus the reduction programme of
the power production of fossil power stations mainly in North Bohemia to come true.
We intend to stop six units of fossil power plants in North West Bohemia the outputs
of which are 994 MW. This is in compliance with the plan which was accepted by the
Federal Government. In 1990 two units of fossil power plants in North West Bohemia the
outputs of which are 220 MW were already stopped and further two units (220 MW
altogether) of fossil power plants in North West Bohemia were put out of operation and
given to the reserves. Gradually, towards the year 1995, the power plants will reduce
their output by 1456 MW altogether.
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Nowadays we have eight 440 MW WER units in operation:

NPP Jaslovske Bohunice
1760 MW - 4 units
NPP Dukovany
1760 NW - 4 units
and four 440 MW WER units and two 1000 MW WER units are under
construction:
NPP Mochovce 4 x 440 MW
Commissioning is planned for 1993 - UNIT 1
1994-UNIT 2
1995-UNIT 3
1996-UNIT 4
NPPTemelin2x1000MW
Commissioning is planned for 1995 - UNIT 1
1997-UNIT 2

Nuclear oower
In operation

4 units in operation
Type: WER 440
Output: 4X440 -1760 MW
Commissioning: 1985,86,86,87

ж Nuclear power programme pf t^e Czech
Company
Under construction
Possible site

Temelm

2 units under construction
Typo: WER 1000
Output: 2x1000 - 2000 MW
Commissioning: 1995,97

Nuclear nower nroeramme of the Slovak Power
In operation

Shut-down(A1)

игами»

Commissioning: Ш9,80Д85

Output: 150 MW

S

N

Under construction

\
4 units under construction
Type: WER 440
Output: 4x440-1760 MW
Commissioning: 1993,94,9^96

NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT PROJECTIONS FOR
1990s.

Development of energy in 1990's corresponds to the States energy policy which is the
conception of nuclear power plants development.

Czechoslovak nuclear power generation programme has been depending on the Soviet
nuclear reactors up to now. We have been considering cooperation of a new nuclear
power station with higher efficiency and better safety parameters. We are verifying to
build in Czechoslovakia another nuclear power station with two units (output 1000 to
1400 MWe with the possibility of heat supply) after finishing the units 1 a 2 in the NPP
Temelin.

О

A consortium of Czechoslovak enterprises has been established
for preparation of the nuclear power station. The members of this
consortium are:
*

CZECH POWER PLANTS

*

SLOVAK POWER PLANTS

*

ENERGOPROJEKT PRAGUE

*

URANIUM INDUSTRY PRIBRAM

CONSULTING PARTNERS:
*

FEDERAL MINISTRY OF ECONOMY

*

CZECHOSLOVAK ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

May 31 1991 was deadline of submitting preliminary bids for next power reactors to
be built in Czechoslovakia. The list invitation was sent at the beginning of February 1991
by the Consortium composed of Czech and Slovak utilities, Uranium Industry,
Energoprojekt and Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission.

O)

О)

The bids evaluation process immediately started by Energoprojekt.
The Consortium use the assistance of Belgatom and Empresarios Agrupados in the
evaluation period and also for the subsequent phases.
Evaluation phase for "licensed type of reactors" was finished in year 1991.
The evaluation phase for" not yet licensed type of reactors" continue during 1992
and will be finished in November 1992.

Based on review of future requirements in nuclear safety and
the relevant preliminary bid specifications are formulated as
follows:
1. Bid is open for both evolutionary and revolutionary concepts
of new reactors.
Each unit will have a gross electric power output in the 1,000
to 1,4000 MWe range. This shall be considered the base
proposal. However if as an alternative to the base proposal
the Bidder also decided to submit a bid based on an Advanced
LWR of the simplified, passive type, units of smaller size may
also be acceptable.
2. Outgoing reactors are eliminated by new interpretation of
licensibility.
The plant proposed by the Bidder shall comply with all safety
requirements imposed by the licensing authorities in the
bidder's country of origin.

Therefore the plat shall be licensable in the Bidder's country
of origin at the date the proposal is submitted. At the same
time, the plant shall also comply with the safety requirements
established by the Czechoslovakia Nuclear Regulatory Authority
so that the plant is fully licensable in Czechoslovakia.
3. Nuclear safety level shall be documented in following way:
The plant design shall closely follow the latest international
recommendations as included in the relevant IAEA and EPRI
documents and indicate how far the proposed design follows
these recommendation.

4. The existence of reference nuclear power plant is weakened.
The Bidder shall base his proposal on a reference plant fully
licensable by today's regulatory requirements in the country
of origin of the Bidder. The reference plant either shall
already be in operation or in an advanced stage of
construction in the country of origin. Acceptable are
adjustments to comply with site specific conditions, and the
latest codes, standards and regulatory requirements, and
international recommendations (IAEA, EPRI).
5. Bids shall include nuclear fuel cycle proposal and radioactive
waste treatment and storage technology.
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The bids obtained response to detailed preliminary bid specifications are:
VENDORS:

UNITS:

ASEA 8R0WN BOWERI

ABB

CONSORTIUM:
WESTINGHOUSE+
+ŚKODA+INITEC+
+ENSA+ENUSA+
+BECHTEL

APWR1000

CONSORTIUM:
WESTINGHOUSE+
+ŚKODA+BECHTEL

AP 600 SIMPLIFIED (OPTION)
PWR PASSIVE SAFETY SYSTEM

MITSUBISHI

PWR 1262 MWe
APWR 1482 MWe (OPTION)

NPI:
FRAMAATOM+
+GEC ALHSTOM

PWR 1300
MODEL P400

NPI:
SEMENS

PWR 1300
KONVOI-95

ATOMENERGOEXPORT

WER 1000 V-92

CE SYSTEM 80+TM
1372 MWe

NUCLEAR POWER IN GERMANY
Dieto- BROSCHE
Bayemweik AG, Munich, Germany
Abstract

PRESENT STATUS
At the moment 20 nuclear power plants with a total capacity of 22507 MW electrical power
are in operation. In the year 1992 they produced 158,84 billions of kWh with a high
availability and a high degree of safety and very low emissions of radioactivity (Fig.1).
In 1991, the share of nuclear power in the production of electrical energy has been about
37% in the old countries and about 32% in the whole Federal Republic of Germany (FRG),
because in the new countries all nuclear power plants have been shut off.
In Bawarią the share of nuclear power has been about 69%, therefore for Bayemwerk
nuclear power has a great importance. Due to nuclear power the emission of about 150
million tons of CO 2 is avoided every year in the FRG (Fig.2). Nuclear power therefore has
a great importance for the economy and the environment.
In spite of this situation a controverse discussion is under way in politics and public
especially concerning the areas of nuclear safety and treatment and final storage of
radioactive waste.
DEVELOPMENT TRENDS
At the moment an intensive discussion concerning energy supply is under way in the FRG
which concerns the nuclear power, the use of coal (hard- and browncoal), reducing energy
consumption and use of regenerative energies.
Concerning nuclear power the following topics are in discussion:
— lifetime of the operating plants,
— development of future plants,
— final storage of radioactive waste and spent fuel elements,
— reprocessing contracts.
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Concerning the development of future plants the German utilities work together with
Siemens on the german side and together with Electricitó de France and Framatome on the
french side to develop the so-called "European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR)".
With this reactor a new quality of safety shall be reached, that means the consequences
also of a postulated core-melt-accident shall be limited to the near vicinity of the plant
(Rg.3).
In the FRG government, industry and utilities are convinced, that nuclear power now and in
the future is necessary and cannot be replaced by other energy sources.
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Nuclear Power Plants in Germany
Operational Results 1992
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Mai 1993

Figure 2

Nuclear Energy reduces CO - Emission to Environment
without Nuclear Eaergy

•+•

1987
CO.

Target for 2005
Ш1Щ already reduced, by Nuclear Energy
'" ' ' ' (replaced by hard and brown coal)

necessary CO,- Reduction

Source: ENERGIE gĄAJH&fi

BAG

CO 2 - Emission
within the Federal Republic of Germany (western part)

En - Dr. В
Mai 1993
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Figure 3

Design of Nuclear Power Plants:
Avoidance of core melting by safety systems

Target for EPR: even in case of postulated core melting:
No disaster management necessary
outside of close neighbourhood of the plant
--> New quality of safety
Measures by EPR
keeping molten core within the containment
primary bleed to avoid high pressure path
removing of decay heat out of the containment
treating of hydrogen resulting from metal water reaction
treating of steam explosion

BAG

Development of Nuclear Energy
European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR)

En - Dr. В
Mai 1993

ЕпЭ2«.РМ4, 7.0в.19»3,
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NUCLEAR POWER IN FINLAND
Present Status and Trends
Bjorn WAHLSTRÓM
Imatra Power Ltd., Finland

Finland covers an area of 338 000 km3, which makes it one of the largest countries in
Europe. It has a population of 5 million, a cold climate and an energy intensive industry.
The absence of high grade domestic fuels has made Finland heavily dependent on
imported energy, mainly oil and coal, but also nuclear fuel, natural gas and electricity. The
consumption of primary energy per capita is one of the highest in Europe. So is the case
with electrical power consumption. The use of electrical power increases every year. This
situation and the fact that the power import contracts with Sweden and Russia will run out
by the end of this century mean, that new power capacity must be constructed in the future.
For the moment the only realistic alternatives are nuclear power and coal power. Industry
and the power companies would prefer the nuclear option, public opinion is divided.
A Decision in Principle in favour of a new nuclear power unit to one of the existing sites was
made by the Government in February. The Parliament Is supposed to vote on Hie
ratification of this pro-nuclear decision during the summer 1993.

THE RECENT SITUATION
Finland has 4 nuclear power units, two PWRs and two BWRs. Their total power capacity
(net) is 2 300 M We. They were all commissioned between the years 1977 and 1981. At that
time they represented almost half of the power supply of Finland. As the consumption has
steadily grown, the nuclear share is nowadays about 30%. The Finnish nuclear power
plants perform well. Actually, Finland has topped the international ranking list of load factors
ever since the year 1984, continuously reaching annual load factors dose to or above 90%,
as an average.
Even though Finland is going through a period of recession the demand for electric power
grows every year. The power consumption per capita is fairly high in Finland depending
partly on the energy intensive processing industry of Finland and partly on the geographic
location in the "chilly and dark" North, requiring space heating and light almost around the
year.
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For more than ten years the two Finnish power companies operating the recent nuclear
power plants - Imatra Power Ltd. (IVO) and Industrial Power Company Ltd. (TVO) - have
studied the possibility of constructing one or two new nuclear power units in the capacity
range of 1000 to 1400 MWe. However, according to the Nuclear Energy Act, which came
into force in 1988, the decision to construct nuclear power plants must nowadays be made
by the Parliament after a rather elaborate procedure.

PLANNING OF NEW CAPACITY STARTS
The procedure aiming at increasing the nuclear power capacity formally started in 1986,
when IVO and TVO established a joint nuclear cooperation company named Perusvoima
Oy (PEVO), and this filled with the Government a formal application for the Decision in
Principle for a fifth nuclear power unit in Finland. This application was made in March.
According to the Nuclear Energy Act new nuclear power plants can only be constructed if
the Government has made a positive Decision in Principle and that Decision has been
ratified by the Parliament.
A positive decision was expected before the summer 1986, but the Chernobyl accident in
April caused the freezing of the project. However, the application for the Decision in
Principle was not formally withdrawn, ony put on ice.
During the years 1987 to 1990 feasibility studies on several reactors concepts were started
with three reactor vendors. IVO started feasibility studies on two PWR concepts, VVER
1040 and NP11110/1390, and TVO started corresponding studies on two BWR concepts,
ABB 1200/1370 and NPI 1110/1390.
In May 1991 the application for a Decision in Principle was activated. The main motives for
choosing nuclear power instead of fossil power were the following:
— The nuclear option would in the long run give less expensive energy and the energy
price would be less dependent on fluctuations in the fuel price.
— There is practically no environmental impact from nuclear power plants, whereas
increased use of fossil power is in conflict with the new environmental thinking
and environmental commitments of Finland.
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AGREEMENTS ON PROTECTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
Finland has been very active in discussions and decision-making concerning limiting
pollution to the atmosphere. In international negotiations and discussions Finland has
agreed on or announced the following:
— to decrease the releases of Sulphur to the atmosphere to 70% of the 1980 level by the
end of year 1993,
— to improve this goal to 50%,
— to start in 1991 a programme which aims at decreasing the releases of Sulphur by 80%
within ten years,
— to freeze the releases of Nitrogen oxides to the 1987 level by the end of 1995,
— not only to freeze, but to lower the releases of Nitrogen oxides 30% by the year 1998,
— to lower the releases of Carbon dioxide to the 1990 level by the year 2000.
It is evident that these goals cannot be fulfilled in an economical way if new coal-fired
capacity is taken into use.
Finnish people are nowadays rather well aware, not only of the greenhouse effect resulting
from the accelerated release of Carbon dioxide, but also of the environmental problems
caused by acid rain, releases of Sulphur, Nitrogen oxides etc. They are also aware, that the
releases of radioactive substances from well performing nuclear power plants are negligible
and without any impact to the nature. The effect of the radioactive releases is much smaller
than the fluctuations in the natural background radiation caused by changes in weather and
seasons.
Actually, coal-fired power plants release radioactive substances, too. Long-lived radioactive
substances are milled from the deep earth together with the coal and released from the
stack. These radioactive releases may well be of the same order of magnitude as those
from nuclear power plants. Of course, in the case of coal-fired plants the radioactive
releases form the smallest environmental problem.
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As an example, let us look at the annual releases to the atmosphere from the four Rnnish
nuclear power plants (together 2 300 MWe), and what the releases would have been, had
the plants been coal-fired. This gives an idea of the pollution avoided during one year, when
using four middle-size nuclear power plants instead of coal-fired plants:

Substance released
Radioactive substances
Sulphur dioxide
Nitrogen oxides
Fly ash
Carbon dioxide

Nuclear power
A little

—
—
—
—

Coal-fired power
A little
100 000 ton/a
70 000 ton/a
35 000 ton/a
20 000 000 ton/a

PREPARING A NATIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY
In accordance with the Nuclear Energy Act the applicants for a Decision in Principle
introduced their plans to the local communities, and local hearings were carried out in 1991
by the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI). Opponents were active in using their voice. The
majority of the public was silent and listening.
The MTI requested more than 40 statements on the Application from other ministries,
safety authorities, administrations, municipalities of the proposed locations, energy associations, labor organizations, etc. By the deadline in November 1991 more than 50
statements had arrived: those requested and several voluntary ones.
Thereafter, the MTI started preparing the National Energy Strategy and outlined the
Decision in Principle for Government. At the same time, in the summer 1991, the applicants
invited bids from the three reactor supplier candidates, ABB-Atom, Atomenergoexport and
NPI-Siemens. Bids were received from all of them.
In April 1992 the Government handled and finalized the proposal of the MTI for the National
Energy Strategy and submitted it to parliament handling. Any decision on the proposed fifth
nuclear power plant was not included, but the strategy was tuned in favour of nuclear
power. However, the handling by the Parliament was slow and elaborate, and the public
was divided and ignorant.
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PUBLIC ATTITUDES TO NUCLEAR ENERGY
In order to test the attitudes of the Finnish public to energy matters and especially to
nuclear power, public polls have been made every year by the University of Tampere, The
Department of Municipal Sciences. These results can be used to guide decision makers as
to the wishes of their voters.
When ranking different energy options, it shows that the most popular options are the
burning of natural gas, hydropower and burning of domestic fuel, i.e. peat Nuclear power is
ranked fourth and coal power at the bottom.
Until 1988 coal power was more popular than nuclear power, which then was ranked at the
bottom. However, as the public became aware of the environmental impact of coal burning
the order was changed, and coal has stayed at the bottom since 1989.
The annual polls which scientifically represent Finland in Miniature have shown among
other things that nuclear power is supported:
- by men rather than by women,
- by well-educated people rather than by those with a low level of education,
- by people in leading position rather than those at a lower level in an organization,
- by people living close to a nuclear power plant rather than by those living far away.
If you ask the Finnish public: Do you think that Finland should have more nuclear power?,
then the standard answer would be No (No: 47%, Yes: 32%, Doesn't matter: 14%, Don't
know: 7%). This is because many Finns believe, that Finland does not need any new power
plants at all. They do not believe that the power consumption will grow any more. This is in
sharp contrast to the official prognoses made up by the Ministry of Trade and Industry and
by the power producers.
On the other hand, if you put the average Finnish citizen the question: Assuming that
Finland is going to build either a coal-fired plant or a nuclear power plant, which one would
you prefer?, then a majority would support the nuclear option (Nuclear: 34%, Coal: 23%,
Doesn't matter: 28%, Don't know: 15%).
PRO-NUCLEAR DECISION B v THE GOVERNMENT
In February this year, the moment had come for the Government to finally take the Decision
in Principle on whether to propose the increasing of nuclear power capacity or not At that
moment 8 ministers were clearly in favour of a new nuclear power plant, 6 ministers were
against and 3 were not decided. This little group of three ministers had the decision in their
hands. If they kept together the votes could be either 9 to 8 against a new plant or 11 to 6 in
favour of one.
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At that moment ins three-minister's group proposed an energy package consisting of new
nuclear power connected with economic advantages for domestic fuels. As this package
was accepted by the 8 ministers in favour of nuclear power, the final votes for an increased
nuclear capacity were 11 in favor and 6 against. This pro-nuclear decision, made on the
25th February 1993, must still be ratified by the Parliament.
The Parliament is supposed to vote on this decision in June 1993. However, the political
debate is very hard for the moment, and neither the voting date nor the result can be
predicted.
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NET POWER CONSUMPTION 1992
62.9 TWh
Industry 32.3 TWh
Households 14.1 TWh
Service 7.0 TWh
Public 4.1 TWh
Agriculture 2.6 TWh
Losses 2.9 TWh

tea

POWER SUPPLY IN FINLAND 1992
62.9 TWh
ШШ Nuclear power 18.2 TWh
ШШ Hydropower 15.0 TWh
M i District heating power 9.4 TWh
П

Net imports 8.2 TWh

ШШ Industrial back-pressure power
7.5 TWh
ГЩ Conventional condensing
power, etc. 4.6 TWh
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• Fig 8. Trends fn annual arithmetic (unweighted) average load factor lor countries
operating four or more reactors.
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ANNUAL RELEASE
(2300 MWe)

no

Sulphur dioxide, SO 2 :
(with sulphur removal) :

100 000t. /

Nitrogen oxides, NOX :
(with NOx-removal) :

70 000t. I no
30 000 t.

30 000 t.

Carbon dioxide, CO2: 20 000 000t. I'
(no removal possible)

no

35 000 t. /

no

Fly ash:
(despite gas cleaning)
Rad.act. substances:
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COAL/ NUCLEAR

A little / /\ little

POWER CONSUMPTION IN
VARIOUS COUNTRIES IN 1991
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1970-1981: The operation of IVO:s two
PWRs and TVO:s two BWRs was started.

Norway

1986: IVO and TVO established a joint
cooperation company named PEVO.
Mach 1986: PEVOs application for a
Decision in Principle (to the Government)
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April 1986: The application was frozen as
a result of the Chernobyl accident
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1987-1991: Feasibility studies on reactor
concepts for a possible new plant unit
1991: The application for Decision in
Principle was reactivated
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February 1993: The Government made a
decision in favor of new nuclear power
Summer 1993: The Parliament will vote on
ratifying the pro-nuclear decision

REPORT OF THE CHERNOBYL STATE COMMITTEE OF
THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

V. ROLEVITCH, I. VASILJEVA, I. POPLYKO, A. SEMESHKO
Chernobyl State Committee, Belarus
Lecture has been delivered by Valentine DOGONOVA

Today the preservation of natural environment is no longer a private affair of one separate
country and heads the list of world urgent problems which can only be solved by
consolidated efforts of humanity. In fact, pollution recognizes no frontiers. The most
complicated question in this field is the interactive contamination of the territories of
neighbouring countries.
In the Republic of Belarus there are neither nuclear power-stations nor atomic industry. At
first, it $eems that the topic of this Information Seminar does not touch our republic's
interests. But Belarus is surrounded by 4 nuclear power stations situated not far from its
borders. They are: Ignalina, Smolensk, Chernobyl Nuclear Plants with RBKM-1000 and
Rovno Nuclear Plant with WWER-440 and WWER-1000.
As a result of Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant accident, its scale, prolonged consequences,
and the huge damage caused our dynamically developing republic turned into a zone of
ecological calamity with all subsequent negative effects. Socio-economic, medical and
demographical conditions have changed essentially.
From all the regions contaminated with radionuclides in the European part of CIS about 50
per cent belongs to Belarus. The area of 46 thousand square kilometers or about 29 per
cent of our republic territory has been contaminated with long-lived radionuclides such as
caesium-134,137, strontium-90, plutonium-239,240 and others. More than 70 per cent of
the European part of CIS contaminated with strontium-137 with density over 15 Ci/sq.km
are Belarus territories.
The area of 3331 settlements of Gomel, Mogilev, Brest, Minsk and Grodno regions
inhabited by 2.2 million people (which is one fifth of all citizens of the republic) has been
polluted. More than 20 per cent of agricultural lands and forests have been put out of use.
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It is estimated that national economy losses for the period of 1986-2015 might probably
amount to more than 20 annual budgets.
During the first stage following the accident 24.7 thousand people were evacuated which
required 66 thousand flats and single-family houses to be built as well as social and cultural
infrastructure. To date 130 thousand people have been resettled from contaminated areas,
of whom 92.7 thousand people from areas which were classified as emergency zones and
those for subsequent resettlement.
The resettlement of such a number of poeple and creation of appropriate living conditions in
areas which were not assigned for resettlement required prompt extenticn of construction
facilities, structural changes of enterprises and organizations, construction of gas pipe-lines
and new power lines. Considerable resources nave been allocated for social and communal needs, for territories clean-up within radiation-contaminated zones.
Deactivative measures implemented during the initial period required relocation of more
than 1.5 milion cubic meters of soil. Today there are 77 radioactive waste burial sites in the
republic.
To improve the effectiveness of measures designed to combat the consequences of the
accident and to create safe living conditions for the people, the STATE PROGRAMME to
overcome the consequences of the catastrophe for 1990-1995 and the period up to 2000
year was worked out and adopted by the Supreme Soviet in 1969. Owing to the dynamic
changes in the social life of our country of the Programme is constantly being modified.
The Programme provides for the following major implementation measures:
— improvement of legislative and regulatory framework - in order to eliminate the
consequences of the catastrophe - in the areas of population protection and rehabilitation of
the natural environment by determining the national structure of radiation protection, the
mechanism of control and assessment of its effectiveness, the responsibility of legal
ensities and individuals for radiation - related damages. Legislative Acts must define the
mechanism for safety management of radioactive waste and materials;
— elaboration of the socio-protective and sanitary measures to reduce doses received by
the population. According to the objectives and goals of the Programme it is presumed that
the republican medical and sanitary complex for population health recovery, and a net of
diagnostic centres, will be completed to implement a wide spectrum of measures concerning social development, improvement of living conditions as well as protective measures
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in settlements situated in radiation affected areas, and that the social infrastructure and
working facilities will be developed in the towns where to people were resettled;
— elaboration of socio-economic measures to restore industral and economic potential in
the contaminated areas. These measures envisage deactivative operations, radioactive
waste, disposal restoration of agro-industrial complex by changing its profile, provision of
conditions for safe living and production. The priority is given to measures planned for
alienated areas and those for subsequent resettlement: inspection of polluted objects and
radionuclides-carrying channels, fire-prevention, security measures and socio-ecological
rehabilitation.
Fulfilment of the State Programme for overcoming the consequences of the Chernobyl NPP
catastrophe will make possible assess the medico-biological consequences of the catastrophe, to develop guidelines for rational management of agricultural production, to investigate the dynamics of radi-ecological situation and its influence on natural ecosystems.
Thanks to the Programme it will be possible to work out deactivative and radioactive waste
management methods, grounds for economic development of industrial activities and to
study socio-psychological and legislative aspects of life in the polluted areas.
To overcome and minimize the consequences of the Chernobyl disaster, The Concept of
Safe Living was adopted in the Republic of Belarus. According to it our strategy is directed
towards implementing a set of social, medical and sanitary measures leading to reduction
of population irradiation dose, impact of irradiation and, other related factors. These are:
radiation monitoring of the environment and food-stuffs, measures aimed at the reduction of
radionudides content in agricultural produce, in the air, water and soil.

—
—
—
—
—

Protective measures include:
medical and sanitary care for the population regarded as high-risk groups,
sanatorium and health resort treatment and health improvement,
provision with healthy food supply,
measures directed towards the lowering of socio-psychological tension,
socio-economic measures (compensations, privileges, guarantees).

In 1993 the investments to develop of health services will be increased by 1.8 times (as
compared to those in 1992) because of the alarming trend in the state of health of the
population living in the polluted areas.
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Medico-biological investigations point to a sharp increase in functional disorders and
thyroid gland diseases such as hyperplasia, hyperthyroidism, autoimmunitythyroiditis,
cancer and goitre among the population of Belarus.
Negative health after-effects were revealed in of children living in the polluted areas over
a long period of time and in Chernobyl NPP accident liquidators as a result of constant
exposure to low-rate radiation. They followed from emaciation of functional reserves of
immunosystem, early chronicity of diseases, which make any pathology heavier.
The present medical situation in the republic is characterized by a stable increase of
general morbidity rate among children, pregnant women and women of child-bearing age
as well as a greater incidence of patology cases in childbirth and a tendency towards
increased of infant mortality. The relevant frequency of chromosome aberration the
accident liquidators suffer from and an increase in the quota of sporadic mutation in babies
born in the post accident period show an expansion of mutation process intensity in sexual
cells.
Methods of early pathology changes diagnostics, principles of patient groups formation,
recommendations of organizational measures, prescriptions for possible defence from
small irradiation doses were worked out. Assessment methodology for annual effective
irradiation dosage catalogue and cadastre of Belarus population doses have been prepared. Their elaboration was forced by the post-catastrophe effects.
Unique data concerning dosimetrical thyroid gland subregister, was collected and individual
liquidator and migrator profiles for the purpose of a more precise definition of internal and
external exposure were created.
Nowadays the main objectives of further medico-biological investigations in our republic
are:
— to make short-term and long-term prognoses of doses to be received by different
population groups taking into account of all kinds of irradiation sources;
— to elaborat of scientifically grounded concept, documents and regulations to secure
radiation safety;
— to ascertain the relation betwen the dose received and tactics of medical insurance;
— to address the issue of affected population rehabilitation;
— to develop of pharmaceutical and food industries so they can supply population with
medicaments and valuable well-balanced food allowance;
— to carry out comprehensive inspection in separate settlements in order to determine
their future;
and, at last,
— to develop a national sanitary concept.
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AgroradiologicaJ investigations show that caesium-137 and strontium-90 radionudides
vertical migration in agricultural lands and its arable layer is proceeding rather slowly and in
the very near future there will be no soil self-clearing on account of radionudides migration
out of mineral soils upper layer. Principally new discoveries in this field are:
— established law-governed radionuclides migration from peatbog and marsh soils into
fodder crops;
— fundamental and effective chemical soil reclamation methods which can reduce
radionuclides migration into agricultural produce by 3-4 times thanks to calcium, magnesium, potassium saturation of soil up to the optimum level combined with a reduced use
of nitric fertilizers and utilization of microfertilizers.
Technological methods of radionuclides reduction in fodder have been worked out. New
technologies and machinery for agricultural produce cultivation and harvesting which
ensure radionuclides migration reduction and save material, time and energy resources
and personnel needed in the contaminated area have been mapped out
The results of stock-breeding animals investigation show that their long-term keeping in the
polluted area affects their productivity and physiological state, reproductive functions. 75
per cent of inspected animals have enlarged thyroid glands, gynaecological diseases,
disorders in blood circulation and creation systems and low immunity. Possibilities of
processing milk and meat with permissible radionuclides content processing have been
studied. It is achieved by using or ferrocine in animals daily diet. Recipes have been
elaborated and samples of milk and meat produce with radioprotectjve properties manufactured.
Nowadays investigations, modelling and forecasting migration process in ecosystems and
its Impact on organisms are carredent in the republic.
For implementing defensive a i preventive measures in the sefwnents situated in the
polluted areas we have got a comprehensive programme which consists of a number of
projects aimed at the reduction of external and internal irradiation dose of the population.
The aim of the deactivation project for settlements to be tight-build is to reduce the external
dose rate, utilizing technologies which are advantageous because they involve minimum
expenses, small ecological damage and low personal irradiation dose.
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The Project realization demands compact and multifunctional machinery for the removal of
soil, concrete, asphalt (locally contaminated with radionudides) in the premises of kindergartens, medical institutions, industrial enterprises, individual households. The utilization of
such machinery will lead to the smaller volume of deactivate wastes and, thus, to the
smaller amount of radioactive burial sites. Moreover the use of such machinery will ensure
the full cycle of deactivation, will shorten realization time, will allow to involve a small
number of staff.
With a view to control the radioactive contamination levels gained as a result of ..uclear
power plants fall-outs an automized control system is being worked out in the republic. It
provides for a net of sensors to cover the territory of Belarus. Early warning about ttw
radiation danger will make it possible to solve the following problems:
— to put the state and changes in dynamics of radiation situation under control in the
territory of the republic,
— to determine of the character and scale of radionuclides fall-out;
— to accept of the decision for minimizing the consequences of an accident under the
catastrophe circumstances;
— to forecast and assess consequences of radiation incidents.
The whole complex of urgent problems concerned the elimination of the consequences of
Chernobyl disaster, impossibility of their prompt settling, lack of strict plans of action under
extreme post-catastrophe conditions, the mistakes made in the initial period which brought
our republic to complicated socio-psychological situation. Pessimism and distrust of the
population towards officials and media were caused by the lack of objective public
information, difficulties in achieving information about radiation situation, absence of
necessary measuring instruments, equipment, skilled specialists and others.
The alleviation of socio-psychological situation and restoration of the population confidence
in official information prepared by specialists are the important tasks in overcoming the
consequences of Chernobyl disaster.
The solution of these problems will demand huge resources as well as the world community
participation.
Significant and unique data concerning radioactivity and prs^cal antiradiation measures
were accumulated in Belarus during past years. It includes measures of social rehabilitation
and equivalent methods of its organization under the circumstances of vast socio-ecological catastrophy. The data can be analyzed and used by the world community.
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Nowadays the priority should be given to such principles of the modern society development which make it possible to develop effective preventive measures inspite of ail
difficulties and technogenetjc danger.
Vast accident know-how of any world community member will facilitate the development of
effective preventive measures beginning with the creation of nuclear security system,
monitoring and early announcement systems, up to the investigation of distant results of
the radiation impact the ecosystem and the mankind.
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1. Description "Ionizing radiations" includes various physical phenomena (paniculate and
quanta radiations). Their principal feature is the ability to produce ionisations when
interacting with electrically neutral matter. The most important are gamma - and x-rays,
beta and alpha particles, neutrons and positrons. They produce ionisations along their
pathway in absorbing media, which display different density of ion-pairs and may be
divided, therefore, into high-LET (alphas, neutrons, and positrons of some energies) and
low-LET radiations (X- and gamma-rays, beta particles}.
2.
Effects of irradiation (chemical, biochemical and biological) occur predominantly, but
not exclusively, via ionisations and their secondary accompanying phenomena (radiolysis,
principally of water). This requires absorption of energy carried by ionizing radiations, when
interacting with tho matter. Quanta or particles that do not interact with the medium they
pass, will not produce biological effects. Only the absorbed energy, mostly in form of
ionisations, will be, or may be, followed by detectable biological effects. Therefore, intensity
of energy, absorption (energy absorption per unit mass; unit - 1 Gray = 1 Joule/1 kg) forms
of good correlate (independent variable) for studying dose-response relationships between
the "amount", i.e. DOSE-of radiation on one hand and frequency, or severity of ensuing
biological sequelae on the other.
3. There are other factors, apart from the absorbed dose, that influence the frequency or
intensity of the biological response. These are:
physical - the ionisation density (LET), time distribution of the dose (dose rate),
biological - cellular, tissue and organ sensitivity, individual sensitivity (genetic, age- and
sex-related etc.)
4. EQUIVALENT DOSE (H 1 / is the absorbed dose (averaged over an organ) weighted by
a dimensionless radiation weighting factor (W R ), depending on nature and LET of radiation
(numbers will be presented). This is a better correlate than the mean absorbed dose (D).
The unit of equivalent dose is 1 sieved (1 Sv) = 1 Joul kg"1.
5.
From the health protection point of view the systemic effects of irradiation can be
divided into two broad classes:
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A. Those, whose frequency and severity depend on the equivalent dose, in a fashion
(dose-response curve) that is commonly called sigmoid, with a pronouced threshold dose,
below which the effect in question does not occur. Typical effects constitute e.g.: acute
radiation sickness (whole body irradiation), local radiation-induced damage (skin inflammation, skin necrosis, inflammatory necrotic and fibrotic changes in various organs,
depletion of bone marrow, eye-lens opacification (cataract), depletion of germinative
epithelium in ovary and testes, etc., etc.). All these changes result from massive radiation-induced cell killing in the affected organ, beyond the capacity of restitution of its
anatomical and/or functional integrity.
These effects are clinically characteristic, their causal dependence on irradiation is normally
beyond doubt and therefore they are called DETERMINISTIC.
Dose thresholds for such effects are - as a rule - in the high dose domain (from
a substantial fraction of a Sv up to several or several tens of sievert, depending on organ,
tissue and irradiation mode - size of the field, dose-rate etc.).
B. Those effects that seem to result from a change in a single cell (cell death, cell
modification), whose frequency but not severity is correlated with equivalent dose. They are
called STOCHASTIC EFFECTS. The relevant dose-response relationships do not display,
or suggest, the presence of threshold doses for their manifestation. It is believed therefore,
that each increment of dose is accompanied by some increase of the probability of their
occurrence. The current theories and explanations of the mechanisms involved point to
radiation induced changes in the cellular nucleus - i.e. chromatin, (DNA) as the underlying
phenomena.
From the radiation protection point of view the most relevant consequences are those
resulting from DNA induced changes - modification but not death - in the cells. From such
action on somatic cells may result NEOPLASMS and on the germ cells HEREDITARY
EFFECTS. Both are deleterious.
6. From what was said above it follows that complete prevention of deterministic effects
is possible if exposure (dose) is kept bellow the dose-threshold.
Total prevention of stochastic effects is not possible if any exposure occurs. The important
question is, however, how small or large the risk (probability) of the deleterious stochastic
effects really is.
7. Quantitative assessment of radiation-related risk is possible, when based on the facts
(experimental, epidemiological) accumulated over the last decades of intensive research.
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One may risk statement that effects of ionising radiation are among the best understood
and evaluated.
8. Risk of radiation induced hereditary changes is derived (by extra- or interpolation) from
experimental observation on numerous species. Human data are being accumulated slowly
and allow rather upper limits than the central values of coefficients of the risk to be
estimated.
9. The nature, appearance time and relation with dose and its delivery pattern (dose rate,
degree of fractionation) of malignant neoplasms have been widely studied in numerous
species after external and internal, whole and partial body irradiations. Thousands of
experiments have essentially contributed to understanding of basic phenomena as well as
of interaction with other causative and promoting factors. For assessment of the corresponding radiation-related risk of malignancy to man, however, these data cannot be directly
used (great interspecies and interstrain variation).
10. Risk of radiation-induced cancer in man can be derived from EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
investigation of human groups, irradiated under various conditions and for various purposes. There are several dozens of studies that have been utilised for such purpose. They
can be divided into four basic categories:
a. A-bomb survivors (Hiroshima and Nagasaki),
b. patients irradiated for purposes of medical treatment and diagnosis,
с people exposed to radiation in course of occupation,
d. people exposed under conditions of environmental exposure (mostly negative or
inconclusive observations).
11.
For assessment of broadly uniform whole body, INSTANTANEOUS exposure to
predominantly low-LET radiation an almost 40 years followup (mortality, incidence) of
atomic bomb survivors plays a principal role (1.6 mln manyears of observation). The study
allows to estimate the total risk (mortality, incidence) of all neoplasms, both leukaemias and
solid tissue tumours (sum, cancers of individual organs - approximately). There are strong
doseresponse relationships (dita will be shown).
This study is supplemented by a number of those on the cancer risk related to individual
organs and modes of exposures.
Important uncertainties in the data apply to age-related sensitivity (mostly at young ages),
effects of dose rate and magnitude of effects per unit dose in the low dose domain, to the
transfer of data from one population to another (in view of wide geographic and ethnic
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differences in incidence of tumours of individual organs), and to projection of the risk
beyond period of direct observation.
12. The International Commission of Radiological Protection (ICRP) has defined (1990,
Publ. 60) the radiation induced health DETRIMENT as a sum of lethal cancers, curable
cancers and hereditary effects, weighted (individually) by their severity and years of healthy
life lost. Epidemiological studies - mostly on A-bomb survivors-provide reasonably credible
input into this aggregated quantity.
The studies referred to permit also to define an additional quantity for assessment - or
rather estimate - of the risk of nonuniform irradiation. This quantity, called the effective
dose, is a sum of mean doses to individual organs, weighted both by radiation weighting
(WR) and tissue (or organ) sensitivity factors (W T ). W T have been defined for practical use
from analysis of epidemiological data (data will be shown). The unit is again 1 sievert
(1 Sv); its dimension: [1 Joul kg'1].
13. On basic of available epidemiological and experimented data the ICRP has estimated
after UNSCEAR and BEIR (V) that probability of deleterious effects after irradiation of 1000
individuals, 500 males and 500 females, of an average age structure at exposure, with 1 Sv
of effective dose at low dose rate should produce, until extinction of such a population,
a following number of excess cases:
- 50 deaths from malignant diseases,
- 1 0 equivalent cases of curable cancers, and
- 1 0 equivalent cases of deleterious hereditary effects.
For working population (18-60 years of age) the risk of radiation-induced deaths would be
somewhat lower (40 cancer deaths) and the risk of hereditary changes would decline to
almost zero at the age of 40 years.
The sex related differences appear minor, well within the uncertainty of the data. Age
effects seem to be important: irradiation in early childhood may carry a risk of up to twice as
high as the average and irradiation above age of 50 years a substantially lower than the
mean.
14. The ICRP recommended system of radiological protection.
The ICRP - a nongovernmental organisation - groups ab. 70-80 experts of international
prestige. They form the Main Commission and 4 expert committees (on biological effects,
on secondary standards, on protection in medicine and on practical application of the
recommendations).
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Most international organisations accept the ICRP recommendations as a backbone of their
specific rules and guidelines. Most individual countries and regional organisations implement the ICRP recommendations by means of their legal systems. The Commission
publishes basic recommendations every 10-15 years and frequently numerous specific
recommendations (in the Annals of the ICRP).
15.
The system recognises three categories of exposure to ionising radiation: the
occupational, medical and that of the population in general. Limitation of exposure applies
to those situations only that can be understood as falling under effective control of
competent authorities. Therefore, most of the exposure to natural radiation (except specific
situations relating to radon and technologically modified natural exposure) fall outside the
scope of the system.
The exposure may further be divided into actual, regular one, and potential (mostly
accidental), for which only probability of occurrence could be estimated.
16.

The system is based on three principles:
1. Justification of exposure - only that exposure may be accepted that produces more
good (csocietal benefit) than harm.
2. Optimisation - the exposure should be kept as low as readily achievable taking
economic and social considerations into account.
Apart from generic - common sense - optimisation numerous formally rigorous
prosedures have been developed, utilising a.o. collective doses (average dose in
a group multiplied by the number of people exposed; unit: 1 mansievert).

3. Dose limits.
Nobody should be exposed above some level of dose - under normal conditions.
This postulate does not apply to medical exposures and also to situations understood as intervention - lowering of existing exposure (emergency, high levels of
natural - potentially controllable - exposure) where intervention levels should apply.
(Values shall be shown.)
17. Criteria of acceptability of exposure. This is a very difficult subject. The Commission
utilises a multiattribute system of analysis for the purpose in question (explanation will be
attempted). Several criteria will be noted.
1. Social acceptability of risk.
2. Relationships to other risk of life.
3. Comparison with the exposure from natural background.
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18. Exposure from natural background will be briefly described and its variability (mostly
geographical) emphasised.
The criteria of natural exposure may be used to provide broader perspective for population
exposure to man-made radiation (magnitude of typical dose sources will be shown). This is
possible because in spite of substantial variation of the background (typically by a factor 5,
sometimes by one or more orders of magnitude) no epidemidogically measurable effects
could be attributed to such differences. Therefore exposure to doses that do not exceed
a fraction of the typical background cannot be understood as a dramatical, catastrophic^
event (examples will be given).
19. Priorities for radiological protection in Poland will be outlined, based on feasibility of
action and magnitude of collective dose to be averted, both under conditions of actual and
potential exposure. As the basis the modification, development and adaptation of the legal
system to current international trends are required.
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INTRODUCTION
All industries and, in fact, all human activities produce wastes. Until the last couple of
decades, wastes of all sorts were tacitly accepted as an inevitable consequence of
industrialisation and, in most cases, they did not receive a great deal of attention. The
environmental consciousness which arose in the 1960s, although to a large extent
attributable to the affluence derived from industrial development, has led to a much more
careful evaluation of the detrimental aspects of such development Radioactive wastes
have been popularly identified as particufariy intransigent and, in particular, are considered
a critical problem associated with nuclear power generation. Where do such wastes come
from, what are their properties and are they ready such a problem?
SOURCES OF WASTE
The largest source of nuclear waste is associated with the civil (and military) utilisation of
nuclear power.
The "nuclear fuel cycle" is illustrated in Fig. 1. This cycle is a representation of the
processes associated with the production of fuel for nuclear reactors and its subsequent
reuse after reprocessing or direct disposal.
Basically the processes involved include:
1) mining of the uranium ore
2) extraction and purification of the uranium
3) (optional) enrichment of the ^ U concentration
4) fuel element fabrication
5) reactor operation
6) spent fuel removal and storage
either
7) direct disposal of spent fuel
or
8) reprocessing of spent fuel to extract usable fissile materials (U, Pu) which can then be
used to produce further fuel elements (look back to 4 above)
9) decommissioning of nuclear facilities.
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Every process listed above produces waste, and a proportion of such wastes will have
enhanced radioactivity.
Mining and uranium extraction from the ore produces the highest volumes of waste.
Although the total radioactivity of the waste is less than that of the original rock (as the
uranium has been removed), some radioactive "daughters'" of uranium (e.g. radium) may
be rendered more mobile by the processing involved and the spoil heaps may be more
exposed to weathering and dispersion in the environment The operation of the enrichment
and fuel element fabrication facilities will produce small quantities of radioactively contaminated waste. Even though most of the radioactive products of fission will be sealed
within the fuel elements, reactor operation will also produce a range of contaminated and
activated wastes.The spent fuel is both very hot and very radioactive when removed from
the reactor and hence must be stored for a period of time before further handing. The spent
fuel can either be considered as waste and disposed of directly or reprocessed by
separating all of the waste products from fissile material which can be re-used. The waste
radionuclides are than immobilised in some manner before disposal.
All of the facilities involved will become contaminated to some extent and further wastes will
be produced during their eventual dismantling (decommissioning, in the jargon). Decommissioning can produce significant volumes of weakly radioactive wastes; the actual
volumes depend sensitively upon the allowable levels of radioactivity in materials released
for unrestricted use.
Although the total quantity of radioactivity is not so high, considerable volumes of
radioactive waste are also produced by medicine, 'non-nuclear" industry and research.
Such wastes have been produced since long before the nuclear era - for example from use
of uranium to produce coloured glass and radium in tf e manufacture of luminous paints.
These wastes are extremely diverse and range from biological samples containing
radiopharmaceuticals, through radiation sources for industrial radiography to massive
structures which are irradiated in research accelerators. Even countries without nuclear
power programmes need special disposal facilities for this type of waste.
Wastes can be categorised by their origin, as above, or by their radioactive content By far,
the largest volume are low-level wastes (LLW) which contain very small concentrations of
radionuclides and, in particular, contain primarily nuclides which decay in relatively short
periods of time (half-lives in the order of tens of years or less).
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A smaller volume of wastes contain higher radionudide concentrations and is classified as
intermediate-level waste (ILW). Low- and intermediate-level wastes may be further subdivided depending on the amount of particular radionuclides which they contain - especially
if these are long-lived or are particularly toxic (e.g. ос-emitters, transuranics).
A very small volume of waste is so radioactive that the heat produced by radioactive decay
is significant Such high-level waste (HLW), although of small volume, contains the major
part of the radioactivity produced in the nuclear fuel cycle.
In the following sections, we will examine the properties of high-level waste and the option
for its disposal in more detail, as this is commonly considered to be the most problematic
waste type. Most of the other wastes are really just conventional junk -steel, concrete,
plastics etc. - which has slight traces of radioactivity. Although it is necessary that such
waste is properly treated, in principle it is Kffie Different from other hazardous waste, for
example that resulting from the chemical industry.
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE CHARACTERISTICS
As previously mentioned, HLW is so radioactive that it produces significant heat and this
situation persists for hundreds of years. The waste either comprises the spent fuel element
or radioactive residues from reprocessing, immobilised in a stable solid .matrix. Many
options are available for such matrices; these include various types of glass, ceramics and
synthetic rock. All these materials are characterised by their insolubility, their stability with
respect to high temperatures and irradiation and their mechanical strength. The waste is
further encapsulated in a shielding container (steel or concrete) for transport and intermediate storage.
The heat and radiauon output is predominantly due to relatively short-lived radionuclides
and hence drops off markedly with time. Figure 2 gives an indication of how, as the
concentration of important radionuclides in high-level waste changes with time, this affects
the total toxicity of the waste.
DISPOSAL OPTIONS FOR HLW
Radioactive waste can be stored indefinitely; surface facilities providing safe storage have
been in operation for decades. With proper maintenance this could be continued as long as
desired. However, this is no proper solution to the problem - it is rather a shift of the burden
of disposal onto future generations which come after those profiting from the corresponding
nuclear energy. Other options must therefore be sought.
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Many different strategies for the removal of HLW from man's environment have been
studied. Perhaps the most attractive, in principle, is the destruction of the problematic
long-lived nuclides by nuclear activation (transmutation or "nuclear incineration'*) - converting them into shorter-lived species. In practice, however, such a process involves
extensive handling of very radioactive materials which poses considerable hazards to the
workers involved. Although the concentration of long-lived components is decreased, the
total activity for the short-term (hundreds of years) is increased.
All other strategies involve some kind of isolation of waste. Some of the more exotic options
considered include space disposal and disposal in the Antarctic ice sheet. Both these
options are problematic because of the technical difficulties involved and the hazards
associated with getting the waste to its final resting place. They would also involve
considerable problems due to the statutes of international law. Legal problems also limit
various disposal options on (or under) the sea bed which, from a technical point of view,
apper feasible and very attractive.
All countries with HLW management programmes have thus focused on some form of
geological disposal. Even here, some exotic variants have been considered (e.g.
rock-melting waste packages, disposal in subduction zones, extremely deep boreholes).
Plans which consider only established technology have, however, converged on some kind
of mined repository.
Basically, the aim of a repository is to ensure that releases of radioactivity from the waste
never cause any hazard to mankind. This is achieved by a system of engineered safety
barriers and by selection of an appropriate rock environment This ensures that the waste is
completely isolated until radioactive decay has drastically reduced the activity present and,
thereafter, that the rate of release of radionuclides is insignificant Because of the toxicity of
the waste, redundant barriers are often incorporated (the multi-barrier concept) - for
example putting an insoluble waste form inside a chemically inert canister which is further
sealed in a thick layer of plastic clay and buried at depths of hundreds of metres below
surface (cf. Fig. 3, Fig. 4).
Many different types of rock have been considered as potential hosts for HLW repositories
but these can be classified as either dry or wet Dry rocks (such as salt or anhydrite) do not
contain a groundwater flow system and have no direct mechanism for degradation of the
engineered barriers or transport of radionuclides. Wet rocks do contain groundwater but
may also be suitable if groundwater flow is low and is either localised in well-defined zones
(e.g. crystalline rocks) or occurs only by very slow diffusion throughout the entire rock (e.g.
days).
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In general, the topography and structural geology of the chosen site ensures the favourable
low-flow conditions. Deep sites are also usually characterised by chemically reducing
conditions - i.e. the absence of oxidants like dissolved oxygen which could encourage
barrier corrosion or radionuclide dissolution.
The host rock provides a suitable environment for the engineered barriers (physical
protection, low water flow etc.) but also has important barrier roles of its own. In particular,
the transport of any radionuclides released from the repository can be greatly diminished by
sorption onto the rock, while concentrations may be reduced by dilution and dispersion
along groundwater flow paths.
ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE OF A HLW REPOSITORY
The previous discussion has considered general aspects of HLW disposal; now we will try
to show how the future behaviour of a repository is evaluated (performance assessment).
Possibly more important than the mathematical evaluation of performance, however, is
convincing external critics that the conclusions reached are reasonable. To demonstrate
both these aspects, we will use the example of the current Swiss design for a HLW
repository (Fig. 3).
As shown earlier, radioactive waste remains hazardous for very long periods of time, and
hence this sets the timescale over which repository performance must be assessed
(Fig. 2). The approach used is based on mathematical models which predict the behaviour
of various components of the repository system based on theoretical treatment or empirical
experimental data.
In the Swiss case, vitrified HLW will be sealed in massive steel canisters which are
emplaced horizontally in tunnels backfilled with a compacted day (Fig. 4). For a granite
host rock in Northern Switzerland, the repository would be built at a depth of ca. 1000 m,
where maximum expected water flow rates would correspond to less than 1 litre per year
past each waste canister. It has been calculated that the canister would remain intact for at
least one thousand years - much longer than the period of enhanced heat and radiation.
After the canister finally fails, the glass will begin to dissolve - but at an extremely slow rate.
Total destruction of the glass block would take more than 100 000 years.
Radionuclides which are leached from the glass may slowly diffuse through the clay and
into the rock. The time taken is so long, however, that most of the radionuclides originally
contained in the waste will decay away completely within the engineered barriers - even
some long-lived radionuclides such as the isotopes of plutonium.
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\fery small quantities of radionuclides may, nevertheless, eventually escape into the flowing
groundwater. They will, however, be transported even more slowly than the groundwater
itself due to uptake onto the rock (sorption). In consequence, the eventual releases to
accessible water (boreholes or surface water) are so low that they are negligible in
comparison with either legal limits or natural concentrations of radionuclides (Fig. 5).

PROOF OF REPOSITORY SAFETY
Relatively, the HLW repository is a very simple, passive system. Corrosion and degradation
processes tend to be limited by the low availability of water and the ambient geochemistry.
Nevertheless, extending predictions to geological timescaies goes far beyond usual
analyses of the behaviour of technical systems (although, in the future, this may be
required for a much wider range of wastes).
The long timescaies involved and the "novel" nature of radioactive waste tend to be
considered the biggest problems involved with proving the validity of any repository
assessment. In fact, nuclear waste is not as novel as it appears to be and there are
examples (often termed "natural analogues") that we can use to justify our model
predictions.
At an uranium mine in Oklo in Gabon there is well-established evidence of the existence of
natural nuclear reactors which were active 2000 million years ago. The chain reaction in
this very rich ore body produced all the important radionuclides present in HLW. The very
fact that the "fossil" remains of such reactors are observable today clearly demonstrates
that the concept of containment over geological periods is feasible.
On a more detailed level, the correctness of the models used to predict corrosion of the
glass and the canister can be checked by comparison with archaeological materials (on
timescaies of up to a couple of thousand years) or witfc geological samples of natural
glasses or native metals (timescaies of many millions of years). Such studies clearly
indicate that the processes predicted by the models occur in real life and, quantitatively,
model predictions are in the right ball-park.
Even the more complex models which evaluate the geochemical barriers provided by the
chemical conditions in the repository (ensuring low solubility of the radionuclides) and by
sorption processes can be checked by field observation. Here it is seen that the steel
caniste. adopted for the Swiss design may play a more important role than assumed in
current models. Areas with reducing conditions together with the presence of iron oxides
can be found on a wide range of physical scales and these are commonly observed to be
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geochemical traps - i.e. they increase the concentration of trace elements to levels far
above those in the surrounding rocks. This implies that, rather than releasing radionuclides,
an iron-based waste package may act as a trap and reduce the concentration of natural
radionuclides in surrounding waters!

LOW- AND INTIERMEDIATE-LEVEL WASTE
Because they contain much lower concentrations of radionuclides (especially those with
long half-lives) than high-level waste, and because the volumes of L/ILW are reasonably
large, less sophisticated treatment can and must be foreseen. Nevertheless, such wastes
are generally immobilised in an insoluble form (e.g with concrete, bitumen or resins),
sealed in a steel or concrete container and then emplaced in a specially designed facility
(e.g. Fig. 6). Because the waste is not particularly hazardous, and the hazard involved
decreases rapidly with time, such waste may be emplaced on or near the surface if special
provisions are made to ensure that it is not disturbed for a few tens or hundreds of years.
Alternatively, deep disposal may be considered if the cost is not prohibitive - for example
utilising abandoned mines.
The safety of L/ILW repositories is, as in the case of HLW, ensured by multiple barriers
(Fig. 7). These barriers completely contain the radionuclides for a period of time and,
thereafter, limit releases so that any activity returning to the surface presents no health
hazard.

ALL VERY NICE - BUT WHAT IF?
If you visit one of the sites considered for waste disposal and see the dry rock and the
massive engineered barriers, it is quite easy to be convinced that everything will be OK as
long as conditions stay as they are today. Inevitably, however, when you consider the long
timescales involved, a series of possible horror events ("scenarios") spring to mind; what if
... volcanoes, earthquakes, meteorite impact...? Naturally, the people involved in building
repositories must take all these possibilities seriously and they have created long lists of
possible disturbing events and processes (e.g. Table 1).
For hazardous installations on the surface, there are a range of events which, even if very
unlikely, could cause serious damage - e.g. crashing jumbo jets, nuclear attack, major
earthquakes, meteorite impact. The deeper the waste is emplaced, however, the more
difficult it is to postulate any external influences which will seriously affect it. By the time that
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depths in the range of kilometres are considered, most of the surface catastrophies have
a completely negligible influence - even such long-term events as glaciation or
sea-level/climate changes. Selecting an appropriate site would allow vulcanism to be fairly
well excluded and use of plastic clay backfills ensures that deep-rock movements cause
minimal effects.
There will always remain some theoretical "mega-catastrophies" which would cause
significant disruption of the repository. Apart from being extremely unlikely, however,
events like massive meteorite impacts would cause such global devastation that the
consequences of some radionudides released from a repository would be completely trivial
by comparison.

CONCLUSIONS
All industries produce waste and nuclear power is responsible for various types of waste,
some of which are particularly toxic. Such wastes are, however, produced only in very low
volumes (in particular when related to the value of the product (electricity), they are
confined from the time of production onwards and they become less toxic with time. Hence,
repositories involving multiple barriers can be designed to provide a very high degree of
safety - and the costs, even of expensive designs, are not prohibitive. Although the
repositories must contain the waste for long periods of time, suitable engineered and
geological barriers can provide adequate safety and the models used to demonstrate such
safety can be checked by comparison with observations of natural systems.
In discussing the problems involved in building repositories which must last for "periods well
beyond any engineering experience", people often tend to take a rather myopic view of
history. Although the time since the western industrial revolution is rather short, the ancient
Chinese were happily building tombs to last millenia. By careful site selection coupled with
very clever use of engineered barriers such as day, charcoal and wood, tombs have
preserved even fragile lacquer and paper objects (and also bodies) for two millenia. With
current engineering materials and technology, it seems reasonable to feel confident that we
can do as good a job with nuclear waste.
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THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE
U-extraction

Fuel
Fabrication

Reactor

HLW
Disposal
Figure 1:

Diagrammatic representation of the nuclear fuel cycle. High-level waste
comprises either spent fuel or solidified reprocessing wastes. All stages of this
cycle also produce low- and intermediate-level waste.
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Natural
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10'

Years alter waste disposal
Figure 2: variation of the toxicity of HLW with time. For comparison, the toxicity of
uranium ore is shown (Swiss repository tunnels filled with 40 % U ore). The
period when the waste is so radioactive that it heats up lasts for a few hundred
years, during which it will be contained within the massive steel canister. After
more than a thousand years, corrosion will cause the canisters to fail and
groundwater will slowly begin to dissolve the waste. The large amount of clay
around the canister will ensure that it takes hundreds of thousands of years
before the remaining radioactivity moves into the rock. Movement from the
repository back to the surface can take millions of years, by which time most of
the radioactivity has decayed to insignificant levels.
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The system of safety barriers
for high-level waste
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Figure 3:

Geosphere
в Long water-flow times
О Additional retardation of
radioactive material transported
in water (sorption, matrix diffusion)
О Long-term stability of hydrogeological conditions in view of
climatic and geological changes

Repository zone
• Limited water supply
• Favourable chemistry
• Geological long-term stability

Diagrammatic representation of the Swiss HLW disposal concept showing the
sequence of barriers and indicating the process which will limit release of
radionuclides from the repository.
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Figure 4:
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Planned emplacement mechanism for HLW in a Swiss repository. Due to heat
and high radiation, the heavy waste container will be placed remotely in tunnels
which are then filled with compacted blocks of bentonite clay.
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Figure 5:

Results of the performance assessment for a Swiss HLW repository. The dose
calculated from the models is a factor of ten million times less than the legal
limit and one hundred million times less than the dose due to natural radiation!
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Figure 6:
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Example of a repository concept for L/1LW. In this Swiss example, a specially
designed repository is built under a hill. In this case, horizontal access aids
transport of large waste packages.
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Diagramatic representation of the Swiss L/ELW disposal concept showing the
sequence of barriers and indicating the processes which will limit the release of
radionuclides from the repository.
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Table 1:

A list of processes and events caused by nature, waste disposal and man
which are considered in assessing the safety of a repository for nuclear
waste

decompressed zones from mining
mechanical canister damage
differing thermal expansion of
- glass matrix and canister
- canister and backfill
- backfill and host rock
- host rock zones
thermal convection
thermally induced chemical changes
drying-out and «saturation
chemical changes due to corrosion
geochemical changes in
- backfill
- host rock
physico-chemical effects (e.g. colloid
formation)
microbiological effects
gas production
failure of shaft sealing

Slow natural processes
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
.

climate changes
sea-level changes
erosion (fluvial and glacial)
sedimentation
tectonic crustal movements
magma intrusion
vulcanism
diapirisin
metamorphism
weathering, mineralisation
ground water changes

2 Rapid natural events
. earthquakes
. volcanic eruption
. meteorite impact
. flooding wiu) extreme erosion
. hurricane, storms
. movements at faults
. formation of new faults

4 Processes/events caused by man
.

3 Processes/events caused by disposal of
waste
.
.
.
.
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radiation damage of the matrix
radiolysis
nuclear criticality
canister movement in backfill

direct alterations in hydrogeology
(e.g. through draining or storage)
. injection of liquid waste
. drilling in
- sediments
- host rock
. geothermal energy production in
crystalline rock

THE MANAGEMENT OF OFF SITE CONTAMINATION

Paul GINOT
Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection, France
Lecture has been delivered by Philippe HUBERT

PROBLEMS BROUGHT UP BY AN OFF SITE CONTAMINATION
It is usual to distinguish three phases during the course of a severe accident with off site
consequences: accidental phase, post-accidental phase and return to normal life (Fig. 1).
An off site release of radioactive products covers the three phases and progresses from the
installation to the natural environment - air, water, ground - (Fig. 2), then from the physical
environment to the population through different ways - inhalation, direct transfer to tissues,
external irradiation, ingestion - which threaten the health of the people, the way of living and
the economic life (Fig. 3).
The public authorities have two main references for the protection of the population dealing
respectively with the emission of radiation by the contaminated food and the reception of
these radiations by the threatened population (Fig. 4). The recommendations of the
Internationa! Commission for the Protection against Radiation (ICRP) are a good quide to
decide of counter measures such as sheltering and evacuation (Fig. 5). The European
Community has emitted regulations about the marketing of food which are compulsory for
the member states until such time as the European experts decide up of better figures for
each actual case (Fig. 6).
Hence the public authorities have in principle sound basis to decide of the different zones of
intervention in which protective measures have to be taken for the population and farm
produces (Fig. 7). They have usually emergency plans to remind them of what to do. In
France, the operator puts on first an internal plan for the nuclear site (PUI) and the local
authority launches a related external plan (PPI), then a postaccidental plan (PPA). These
plans and the related emergency organisations cover the professional acts to be done
(Fig. 8) and the actions to be taken to rule the social, economic and media life.
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As a matter of fact at least two big problems arise:
The first one is to decide, before any accident, up to what distances to expand the planning.
The Chernobyl accident suggests to consider the northern hemisphere itself. And indeed,
the IAEA conventions for rapid notification and mutual assistance do so. In France a typical
release has been adopted dealing with the public health, leading to 5 and 10 km for
evacuation and sheltering respectively. But such a release, if applied to milk, would forbid
marketing up to several hundreds of km to comply with the 500 Bo/I of iodines of fig. в. This
may cause a strong economical perturbation and the related planning does not exist
The second problem is that in case of actual contamination the publics, organisations and
authorities involved would be countless: the local population which is threatend, the general
population, the media, the political authorities, the foreign countries and the international
bodies... (Fig. 9). Each economical agent, each member of the public, each authority will
have to face a special problem and will ask for information and advice. Thousands of
figures about radioactivity would appear, many advices would be spread, from expected
and unexpected sources.
This poses a difficult problem to the authority in charge of preparing the country to face an
off site contamination. Furthermore training should go with planning in order to built an
efficient organisation. Though the in site accident management relies on few poeple
knowing about nuclear and are trained, it is not the problem for the off site accident
management.
LEADS AND TRIALS TO COPE WITH THE OFF SITE MANAGEMENT
Since it cannot be forseen to teach and train everybody, choices have to be made.
First, a strong effort has to be put to save the social structure of the local population which
is threatened and to inform the general public. Hence two "actors" should receive a special
treatment: the local elected people and the media. A second ground for action results from
the conclusions on the community ifself drawn by researchers from their studies on graet
disasters such as Bopal and Mississauga or on crises which recently occurred in France
(Nantes, Nimes, Tours). These researchers lay stress on the importance of the professional networks, almost entirely autonomous, which govern the social life. With this in view,
priority must be given to closer co-operation between nuclear experts and people working
in health, the farm-produce industry, transports, etc. to enable them to approach the
nuclear hazard property and to adapt to radiological emergencies the control methods they
have well in hand.
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In France two recent exercises have coped with the local mayors, the medias and the
administration in charge of farming and cattle breeding.
In June 1990, a command post exercise named Jacques Coeur has been performed with
the EOF Belleville-sur-Loire power station, the prefecture of Bourges, 30 local people
(mayors, economic agents, inhabitants) and 17 journalists with on time means of broadcasting. The contamination of a large area was simulated (Fig. 10).
In October 1991 some contamination was simulated over 50 km westward from the
research centre of Cadarache for a field exercise (Fig. 11). This put at work three kinds of
people: farmers and breeders, nuclear agents (helicopter, mobile units, laboratories,
decision and expert centres) and administrative bodies (food, milk, water...) (Fig. 12)
The assessment of these two operations brings the following conclusions for the off site
accident management preparedness:
— for the following years priority should be given to the local or regional exercises with off
site contamination over few tens of kilometres,
— for these exercises a large initiative should be given to the local prefect since the off site
situation is very dependent on the local characteristics,
— local people and local administrative and professional bodies should be involved in
the preparation,
— modular services should be settled by the nuclear bodies and offered to the prefect,
— assessment is a favoured time to teach the non nuclear people.
At a national level, a nuclear body such as IPSN in France should dispose of an off site
emergency centre and off site experts fitted with:
— informatic means to collect, validate an treat the data coming from everywhere about
radioactivity,
— effective connections with the agriculture, water, consumption... statistics,
— methods to simulate the contamination of environments and products.
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NATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
NUCLEAR EMERGENCIES
Institute for Nuclear Safely and Protection, France
Lecture has been delivered by Philippe HUBERT
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
WATCH AND ALERTS
Nuclear safety is permanently managed in each establishment by the operators, i.e. EDF,
the CEA and COGEMA. Automatic devices monitor the radioactivity in the immediate
vicinity of the sites containing nuclear installations.
A watch and duty system makes it possible to alert and rapidly convene the management
and competent departments at both local and central levels.
The transport of sensitive materials is the subject of real-time monitoring by the IPSN.
For the government authorities, at central level, the CODISC of the Ministry of the Interior is
permanently on-call for all types of risks. The services specialized in nuclear matters
(DSIN, SCPRI and SGCISN) can be rapidly alerted by watch and duty systems.
The SCPRI manages a network of automatic radioactivity monitoring stations covering all of
France. The CEA and COGEMA sites, which are co-ordinated by the IPSN, also constitute
a surveillance network at the disposal of the government authorities.
At local level, the Prefectures have watch and duty systems, as is the case for the
municipal and departmental emergency and fire services, and the Regional Directorates for
Industry, Research and the Environment (DRIREs).
Throughout France, units of the gendarmerie, which are attached to the Ministry of
Defence, provide a permanent watch, particularly for events relating to transport and public
highways. The same applies to the police departments of the Ministry of the Interior.
For expert advice, the IPSN runs a watch and duty system making it possible to rapidly find
experts in the different nuclear disciplines, essentially for the DSIN, the CODISC and the
Prefectures.
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LOW-LEVEL RESPONSE
Certain incidents and accidents only require low-level response. This is, for example, the
case of problems in the transport of medical supplies. The "gendarmerie" and those
responsible for the transport operation can rapidly obtain a response from a specialized
team by addressing themselves to the local fire brigade, the CODISC, the SCPRI or the
IPSN. The SCPRI is always alerted and makes the verifications it considers necessary.
HIGH-LEVEL RESPONSE
Some 150 so-called basic nuclear installations contain large quantities of radioeiemertts
which has resulted in the setting up of a national system for decision-making, expert
appraisal and emergency action. This system is activated when an alert is given by an
operator.
It can also be activated in the event of a severe accident in another country, an accident
during transport or other emergencies (fall of satellite etc.).
For the installation where the accident has оссштед and its site, command posts are set up
at the site, the headquarters of the operator and the offices of the DSIN. Teams of experts
are attached to each command post The IPSN therefore activates a technical safety
centre.
Specialized links allow the flow of information between the command posts and the teams
of experts. For EDF power plants in particular, computer-to-computer links allow the
experts access to the same data as the operators of the installation in the control room.
The Prefect is alerted and makes emergency services available, particularly in the event of
fire.
As regards protection of people and property, the SCPRI, the CODISC, the National
Meteorology Centre and the SGCISN, which are alerted at the same time as the Prefect,
monitor the process of the events and activate emergency command posts if necessitated
by the event. Depending on the seriousness of the situation, the local and central services
of the government and all the CEA and COGEMA establishments are alerted. Means of
measuring radioactivity can be made available by local departments and by the SCPRI, the
CODISC, the CEA and COGEMA. Countermeasures for protection of the population
(evacuation, confinement, ingestion of stable iodine etc.) are decided by the Prefect and
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implemented by й~.е local departments, and possibly reinforced by means available in the
defence areas and at the national level, including military resources.
The radiological screening of populations and any treatment required may necessitate
setting up reception centres and forward medical posts. Wounded, irradiated and contaminated individuals are then directed towards hospital facilities suited to their condition.
Some establishments are specialized in the treatment of victims of irradiation and severe
contamination. These arrangements involve the Departmental Health Authorities (DDASS),
medical practitioners of the fire brigade, the ambulance brigade (SAMU) and the SCRPI.
The IPSN may intervene to make diagnostics and to provide doctors with advice.
All these arrangements are detailed in the emergency plans.
The economic consequences of possible contamination of the environment give rise to
medium and long-term countermeasures which would be determined on a case-by-case
basis. General considerations based on EEC directives and ICRP recommendations are
set forth in a post-accident plan now under development These considerations specifically
relate to the marketing of agribusiness products and return to a normal lifestyle.
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
The supply of information to elected representatives, the population and the local media is
the responsibility of the Prefect.
The supply of information to the President of the Republic, the Government, neighbouring
countries and international bodies is the responsibility of the SGCISN.
Supply of information to the public and media is co-ordinated nationally by the Ministry of
Industry for matters concerning the installation and the site where the accident has
occurred, and by the CODISC for matters concerning the protection of people and property.
The operator and other agents supply information within the scope of their responsibilities.
EMERGENCY PLANS
In France, there are two types of emergency plans of organization of accident response
centres:
— The ORSEC plan for general organization of the response in the event of an accident or
catastrophe, whatever its nature, origin or location,
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— Specific emergency plans for the organization of response in the event of an accident of
a known type, possibly in a predictable location, for example:
*
*

a specialized relief plan for dangerous material transport accidents,
a civil emergency plan for the vicinity of a nuclear power plant

NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
Every nuclear power plant and major nuclear installation has its own internal emergency
plan and civil emergency plan, for the site and its surroundings respectively. These two
plans are co-ordinated.

*

Internal emergency plan

The internal emergency plan applies inside the nuclear site and is under the responsibility
of the operator. It consists of setting up an organizational system to return the installation to
a safe state without delay and to mitigate the possible consequences of the accidents for
people and property, inside the site and in the surrounding area.
The principal tasks are:
— Operating and safeguarding the installation,
— Caring for casualties at the site,
— Protection of staff at the site,
— Warning and informing the government authorities.
Local emergency organization features:
— A decision-making centre: the site management command post.
— Three operation centres:
* The local command post of the facility (control room).
* The site radiological monitoring command post.
* The site logistical facilities command post: transport, utilities etc.
— A think-tank.
The internal emergency plan must be initiated without delay and applied as soon as
a situation necessitating application of predefined procedures occurs.
The internal emergency plan and the civil emergency plan are co-ordinated, essentially by
common definition of three plan-application levels:
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Level 1: Accident of a non-radiological nature but nevertheless requiring intervention by
off-site facilities.
Level 2: Accident of a radiological nature but limited to the nuclear site.
Level 3: Radiological accident with, or liable to have, consequences for health outside the
site.

*

The civil emergency plan

The civil emergency plan determines, under the responsibility of the Prefect, emergency
action to protect the population and the environment outside the site.
The civil emergency plan details the command structure, the roles of the departments and
the alerting systems. It includes lists of the specialized facilities and a basic transmission
sequence.
— The command structure features:
* A fixed command post located in the prefectural building, which centralizes
information, prepares decisions and handles liaison between authorities.
* An operational command post which controls operations on-the-spot and centralizes
radiological measurement.
— The Prefect, the managers of the department services and their representatives report
to the different command posts to perform assignments previously established in the
reflex sheet drawn up by the service corresponding to plan initiation levels 1, 2 and 3.
— Taking decisions concerning the protection of population is the responsibility of the
Prefect. This is based on three types of countermeasures predetermined in the civil
emergency plan:
* Sheltering of population.
* Arrangements for evacuation of population by sector.
* Arrangements for the distribution of stable iodine to population.
— An alerting chart detailing alerting of the government authorities by the operator, in
accordance with the provisions of the internal emergency plan, as well as passing the
alert on to all the services involved in implementation of the civil emergency plan, and
also the formalities of alerting the population by the different means available: static
siren, mobile facilities for broadcasting spoken messages, facilities for making radio
broadcasts in accordance with rules, an automatic dial-up information centre etc.
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— The list of the means available includes the general facif Леь of the department (medical,
police, transport, public works and transmission), the specialized facilities (CMIR,
laboratories etc.), but also the specialized national facilities (SCPRI, CODISC, UIISC,
CMIR, CEA and COGEMA, IPSN etc.).
— As soon as it is prepared, the civil emergency plan regulates preventive education of the
population, it is a public document which is made available to all the mayors involved in
its application. It is accompanied by brochures giving instructions for the population in
the event of an accident. All households within 10 km radius receive individually
a civil-emergency plan.
*

Post-accident plan

in the event of contamination of the environment, protection countermeasures may cover
the medium and long-term and apply in wide areas, particularly as regards agribusiness.
The arrangements will be determined on a case-by-case basis. General lines of approach
are detailed in a post-accident plan which is in the process of being prepared.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND
EXPERT APPRAISAL RESOURCES

OPERATORS
1. Electricity de France — Site and emergency teams
If an incident or accident is detected, the operators are assisted in selecting the appropriate
operating procedure by specially-marked alarms signalling the presence of an accident
situation.
The means available in the control room are used for handling of the accident, monitoring
its development and making prognostics. The inputs processed make it possible to monitor
the state of the nuclear steam supply system, the state of the circuits and the state of the
containment vessel.
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In addition, the Safety Engineer and the Local Emergency Team have means for
conducting broader surveillance. These means specifically include radiological surveillance
facilities making it possible to take diversified activity readings in the containment, in the
ventilation ducts, in the stack, in the sumps and at locations on the site (4 beacons in
a 1 km radius) and its immediate environment (4 beacons in a 5 km radius). These readings
make it possible both to estimate the radiological consequences for the site and the
surrounding area, and to identify the leakage paths and certain system malfunctions which
the operating or maintenance teams will be required to remedy.
Finally, all the significant readings concerning the state of the nuclear steam supply system,
the containment and the main systems are transmitted by computer to the National
Emergency Teams in Paris. Their special knowledge enables these teams to make
diagnostics and prognostics within the framework of the National Emergency Management
system.
One of the facilities available in the event of core meltdown or a slow pressure increase in
the containment vessel is the decompression/filtration device installed in all the French
reactors which enables controlled release while preserving the integrity the containment.
For emergency action, the Site Manager can call upon mobile radioactivity monitoring
teams for the site and its immediate environment, and teams providing services such as
medical care, transport etc. There are prior agreements between the site and the local
hospitals for looking after casualties and irradiation and contamination victims.

2. CEA Industrial group
The CEA and COGEMA can make the following resources available to the government
authorities in the event of an emergency:
2.1. Expert assistance
* Experts in safety and protection of the 10 CEA research centres and the 6 COGEMA
centres.
*

The meteorological station and air and ground radioactivity surveillance device of
each CEA and COGEMA site. This device features three alert levels: permanent
automatic readings, reinforced physical readings, biological readings and agricultural
readings. The last two levels are activated upon request in the event of an
emergency.
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2.2. Emergency response
*

Mobile teams for taking readings in different media (ground, air, water etc.) and of
products.

*

Permanent laboratories for analyzing samples.

*

In co-operation between EOF, the CEA and COGEMA, robot systems for emergency
action in hostile environments. A joint venture has been formed for the purpose
(GIE-INTRA). THe GIE-INTRA also possesses a helicopter-mounted gamma cartography system.

GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES
1. Ministry of Industry
The Nuclear Installation Safety Directorate (OSIN) can activate an emergency centre in
the event of need.

2. Ministry of Health
2.1. Hospitals
There are agreements between certain specialized French hospitals and the operators
(EDF, CEA, COGEMA etc.) for receiving and treating victims of irradiation and serious
contamination.
2.2. Territorial services
The Departmental Health Authorities (DDASS) and the Ambulance Department
(SAMU) are responsible for looking after evacuees, administering first-aid and evacuating individuals who are wounded, irradiated or contaminated to establishments where
they can receive suitable care.
2.3. The Central Service for Protection against Ionizing Radiation (SCPRI) has the following
resources:
a/ A remote radiological surveillance network covering metropolitan France
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There are 60 stations, located essentially in the main French airports which can
transmit 16 different parameters (instantaneous and delayed specific radioactivity of
the air, background gamma radiation, meteorological data etc.).
b/ Mobile resources
These include:
* A spectrometry rail-car capable of simultaneously measuring 32 samples of
products or 32 individuals (up to 5000 tests per day possible).
* Two 20-tonne trailers, one with 12 gamma spectrometry sets, a radiochemical
laboratory and a dosimetry laboratory.
*

9 vans, each equipped with four of the above measuring sets (400 tests per day
per vehicle possible).

c/ SCPRI central laboratories
At its site at Le Vesfnet, the SCPRI has the following laboratory facilities:
*

A room containing 100 very low specific movement beta-counters, with 50 unit
sample-feeders (i.e. 5000 samples per day).

*

25 semi-conductor gamma spectrometry units and 30 sodium iodide probe units
(more than 1000 spectrometric analyses per day).

*

7 corporal spectrometry units.

*

A thermoluminescence and film dosimetry laboratory (120,000 dosimeters
processed per month under normal conditions).

d/ Computer program for fallout calculations
This program includes data on all the districts of France, their population and the
locations of the measuring points.
e/ Airborne resources
A helicopter landing field at the central laboratory in Le Vssinet making it possible to
rapidly bring in samples for precise analysis, to supplement readings taken in situ.
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3. Ministry of the Interior
The CODISC can make the following manpower available to the French emergency
services or to foreign governments upon request:
— Experts in nuclear matters (organization of relief), chemistry, transport, medicine and
command.
— Pre-arranged local and national reinforcements:
* UIISC units for instruction and action in civil security (1330 men).
* Bomb disposal experts (11 в men).
* Helicopters (33 machines and 132 air crew).
* Specialized aircraft (29 machines).
* 24 mobile radiological action units.
* 54 mobile chemical action unite.
* Mobile relief columns (SP).
* Specialized civil defence equipment.
* DICA corps consisting of airborne catastrophe action detachments.

4. Ministries of Agriculture and Trade
These ministries possess:
* Databases covering agriculture, livestock and water distribution throughout France.
• Analytical laboratories for agribusiness products.

5. Ministry of Defence
The government authorities can draw upon military aid, particularly for air control of
helicopter operations and for the transport of evacuated people.

EXPERTS
The Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection (IPSN) makes the following resources
available to the government authorities in the event of an emergency.
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• Means of calculating and forecasting the safety of installations and the radiological
consequences for the population and the environment in the Technical Emergency
Centre:
* The Sesame code: development of a severe accident in a pressurized water reactor.
* The Conrad code: atmospheric transfer.
Collection and critical analysis of data and making medium and long-term
recommendations in the event of contamination of wide areas.
Diagnostics and prognostics to aid in the treatment: of victims of contamination and
severe irradiation at the Fontenay-aux-Roses Nuclear Research Centre.
OTHER AGENCIES
In the health field, these include the International Radiopathology Centre (CIR). This centre,
which was created by I'lnstitut Curie in Paris, combines the resources of the Institute, the
SCPRI and the IPSN. The CIR receives and treats victims of contamination and severe
irradiation, and provides assistance for French and foreign organizations. The World Health
Organization has designated it a supporting centre.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
CEA
CODISC
COGEMA
DDASS
DRIRE
DSIN
EDF
IPSN
~ЗШГ
SCPRI
SGCISN
UIISC

French Atomic Energy Commission
The Operational Civil Defence Management Centre
La Compagnie Generale des Matieres Nudeaires
Departmental Health Authorities
The Regional Directorates for Industry Research and the Environment
The Nuclear Installation Safety Directorate
Electricitś de France
The Institute for Nuclear Safety_and Protection .,
Ambulance Brigade
"""
The Central Service for Protection against Ionizing Radiation
Permanent General Secretariat
Units for Instruction and Action in Civil Security
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CLOSING REMARKS
Tadeusz WÓJCK
Adviser to President of tbe National Atomic Energy Agency
Warsaw, Poland

The seminar has come to its end. Professor Niewodniczariski, President of the National
Atomic Energy Agency could not postpone his trip to attend the meeting of the European
Laboratory of Elementary Particle Physics (CERN) - Poland is a member of the Laboratory
- and he is now on his way to Genewa. Thus it is my pleasure to present conclusions and
express our gratitude.
In the program delivered to you, this point of the agenda has been called "the seminar
summary*. In my opinion that would be too ambitious. This seminar has not been a meeting
of experts considering certain problem or topic to conclude eventually about the state or
results of research or development This seminar has had a review and informative
character. Lectures and discussions have resulted in statements and opinions which were,
sometimes, contradictory. Somebody has said that out of the three elements of Hegel's
dialectics; thesis, antythesis and synthesis, the last one is the most difficult to formulate.
I think synthesis of the contradictory statements made here in favour or against utilizing
nuclear energy or rather certain progress in the synthesis of these arguments will be the
subject of your reflections for which you will need some time.
In this search for the synthesis, benefits resulting from utilizing the nuclear energy
represent arguments in favour of it. Professor Niewodniczański has pointed out in his
introductory address that the nuclear energy must be economically competitive with other
new technologies available on the market.
Damages and hazards to health and natural environment caused by radiation resulting
from nuclear applications represent in the contemporary social perception, arguments
against the nuclear energy. However, the technology said to provide even high risk may
ultimately gain public acceptance on condition that the technology will be considered as
bringing high benefits.
in search for balanced evaluation of the nuclear energy application, which is supposed to
establish what prevails, benefits or risks, the side of benefits seems to be much simpler for
evaluation. Electricity, destruction of cancer cells, sterilized disposable syringes as well as
spices without harmful bacteria constitute the final effect required. If nuclear techniques
give the same product cheaper they will have chance to apply for social acceptance.
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It is much worse with the other side of the balance - damages and risks. Radioactivity
emitted from devices and man-made nuclear materials is relatively, a very new phenomenon in the experience of mankind. The most important thing is that our senses do not
recognize its action and this is also something new and rather exceptional in human
experience. In that particular situation, all nuclear devices containing sources of nuclear
radiation have to be equipped not only with installations ensuring their efficient operation
but also installations replacing, in a way, missing human senses recognizing and indicating
existence and level of nuclear radiation. This is, probably, one of the important reasons for
the very strict requirement of infallible operation of the control-protective installations in
nuclear devices.
Somebody has said that nuclear technology and, particularly, nuclear power is doomed to
be perfect It will either satisfy this requirement or will vanish. Very strong reactions of
societies after the Chernobyl accident show that the risk that nuclear power will vanish is
not only theoretic. If however, nuclear power achieves the high degree of perfection, it may
be considered as strongly desired component of natural energy programs, particularly,
when one takes into account high sensitivity of the society and its authorities to environment protection as well as high energy concentration in nuclear fuel which results in limited
production of waste.
The term "safety culture" has been lately introduced for brevity in expressing the pursuit of
perfection in efficiency and safety in nuclear power facilities. This term encompasses the
variety of technical and organizational undertakings aiming at high level of safety of nuclear
power plant operation. The term "safety culture" appeared also in the seminar papers.
When considering information provided in the presentations at the seminar in the above
respect one can stress two groups of solutions among those achieved or anticipated in the
area of ensuring environmental safety. One of them relates to the new technical solutions in
the design of nuclear power reactors which enable to ensure deterministically (not
probabilistically) the high degree of integrity of the reactor structure that eliminates the
danger of release of a large amount of radioactivity to the environment (thus preparation of
plans of evacuation of people from the area surrouding the nuclear power plant becomes
unnecessary). The other group of the two encompasses ideas and technologies for storage
and treatment of highly active waste which will ensure the nuclear safety of the storage
place for several thousand years.
Discussion at this seminar and experience of our neighbours permit us to anticipate that
political decision about incorporating the nuclear option into the power systems of Poland
should be made before the end of the current decade. Here, one has to keep in mind that
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under our conditions the time delay from the decision to undertake construction of a nuclear
power plant to the beginning of its operation may amount to 10-15 years.
Presentations and discussion have elucidated many aspects of both sides of the nuclear
energy application - benefits and risks. I hope that you will find them useful in your efforts to
achieve synthesis of the arguments in favour and against the nuclear energy application in
our country. If it is so, the seminar just ending may be considered useful and this is the best
compliment which may be expressed concerning any organizational enterprise.
In view of yesterday's short discussion about concept of this seminar I would like to remind
you that Professor Niewodniczański referred to this topic in his introductory address. We
have learnt that already for four years, the IAEA has been organizing review - informative
seminars whose profile has been formed at eleven subsequent seminars that took place in
such countries as India, Australia, Hungary, Indonesia, Japan. We have decided to utilize
that experience and ask the Agency for organizing the subsequent seminar here in Poland.
In the course of discussion with the representatives of the Ministry of Industry and Trade,
Ministry of Environment Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry, Ministry of Health and
Social Welfare we have formulated the theme concept of the seminar which corresponds to
profile of the nuclear energy application in Poland.
This concept anticipated:
— Devoting much attention to nuclear applications. Five experts have made five panel
presentations and among them three Polish experts spoke about specific Polish
experiences.
— In the area of nuclear power we have found that information and review should concern
general situation in the world and, more detailed, the state and development tendencies
in the six countries being our neighbours operating nuclear power plants. This remains
in accordance with our policy of enhancing cooperation with neighbours, including,
exchange of information of interest to all sides.
— There are three problems associated with nuclear power about which societies seem to
be most concerned:
— management of radioactive waste,
— proceeding in case of an accident at nuclear power plants,
— hazard to health because of the release of radioactivity.
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These problems have been elucidated in three presentations encompassing, in the two
first cases, wide and long experience of Switzerland and France. The third presentation
concerned the influence of the radiation on the human health and encompasses
experience and results of many year activity of the ICRP and UNSCEAR. Let me
remind, here, that Professor Liniecki has been an active member of both organizations
for many years.
— Evolution of attitude of the society and politicians towards nuclear power constituted the
last topic of those which have seemed worth elucidation. This has been illustrated using
the example of Sweden having long history of nuclear power development and being
country where the first national referendum concerning nuclear power took place.
That was the approach which, in the course of discussion between the IAEA, three
sponsoring ministries and National Atomic Energy Agency, has led to formulation of the
program of the seminar just finished.
Thanks expressed and directed to organizers and participants by Mr. Tadeusz Wójdk and
by Mr. David Kyd, Director of the Division of Public Information of me IAEA.
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UWAGI KOŃCOWE
Tadeusz WÓJCK
Doradca Prezesa Państwowej Agencji Atomistyki
Warszawa, Polska

Seminarium dobiegło końca. Prof. Niewodniczański, Prezes PAA, nie mógł odłożyć swego
wyjazdu na posiedzenie Europejskiego Laboratorium Fizyki Cząstek Elementarnych
(CERN), którego Polska jest członkiem — i w tej chwili jest w drodze do Genewy. Mnie więc
przypadł miły obowiązek wypowiedzenia uwag końcowych i wyrażenia podziękowań.
W programie seminarium, który został Państwu rozdany, nazwano ten punkt jego porządku
"podsumowaniem seminarium"'. Myślę, że takie zamierzenie byłoby zbyt ambitne. Seminarium nie było spotkaniem ekspertów, którzy rozważali określony problem czy temat, aby na
koniec sformułować wynikające z nich konkluzje co do stanu, wyników badań, czy rozwoju.
Seminarium miało charakter przeglądowo-informacyjny. Wykłady i dyskusje przyniosły
stwierdzenia i opinie nieraz przeciwstawne. Ktoś powiedział, że z trzech elementów
dialektyki Hegla: tezy, antytezy i syntezy najtrudniejszy do sformułowania jest ten ostatni.
Myślę, że dokonanie przez Państwa syntezy przeciwstawnych stwierdzeń dotyczących га
i przeciw stosowaniu energii jądrowej (a raczej dokonanie pewnego postępu w tej syntezie)
będzie przedmiotem refleksji, na którą potrzeba nieco czasu.
W poszukiwaniu syntezy, stronę - za energią jądrową - reprezentują korzyści z jej
stosowania. W tym zakresie musi ona konkurować w kategoriach ekonomicznych - jak to
podkreślił Prof. J. Niewodniczański w przemówieniu otwierającym seminarium - z nowymi
technikami dostępnymi na rynku. Stronę - przeciw energii jądrowej - reprezentują w dzisiejszym odbiorze społecznym głównie szkody i zagrożenia dla zdrowia ludzi oraz środowiska
naturalnego ze względu na oddziaływanie promieniowania jonizującego. W ostatecznym
rachunku technika uważana za przynoszącą nawet duże ryzyko może uzyskać społeczną
akceptację pod warunkiem, że będzie ona uznana za przynoszącą duże korzyści.
W poszukiwaniach zbilansowanej oceny stosowania energii jądrowej - czy przeważają
korzyści, czy też szkody i zagrożenia - strona korzyści wydaje się być znacznie łatwiejsza
do oceny. Końcowym efektem jej stosowania jest energia elektryczna, zniszczenie tkanki
nowotworowej, czy też sterylne strzykawki jednorazowego użytku lub pozbawione szkodliwych bakterii przyprawy. Jeżeli techniki jądrowe dadzą ten produkt taniej, to mają szansę
ubiegać się o akceptację społeczną. Znacznie gorzej jest z drugą stroną bilansu - szkodami
i zagrożeniami. Promieniowanie jonizujące emitowane z urządzeń i materiałów wytworzo249

nych przez człowieka jest relatywnie "bardzo młodym" zjawiskiem w doświadczeniu ludzi.
Co najważniejsze zaś, nasze zmysły nie sygnalizują jego odziaływania. W tej szczególnej
sytuacji wszystkie urządzenia jądrowe zawierające źródła promieniowania muszą posiadać, poza instalacjami zapewniającymi sprawne działanie urządzenia, również instalacje
zastępujące w pewnym sensie zmysły człowieka - sygnalizujące, wskazujące istnienie
i poziom promieniowania. Prawdopodobnie jest to jedna z ważnych przyczyn tak ostro
stawianego wymogu niezawodności działania instalacji kontrdno-ochronnych w urządzeniach jądrowych.
Ktoś powiedział, że technika jądrowa a szczególnie energetyka jądrowa skazana jest na
doskonałość; albo sprosta temu wymaganiu albo zaniknie. Bardzo ostre reakcje społeczeństw przeciw energetyce jądrowej po awarii czarnobylskiej wskazują, że groźba
zaniknięcia energetyki jądrowe) nie jest czysto teoretyczna. Jeżeli jednak uda się jej
osiągnąć wysoki stopień doskonałości, to w obecnej dobie tak wielkiego uczulenia na
ochronę środowiska naturalnego energetyka jądrowa - z jej cechą ogromnej koncentracji
energii, a więc bardzo ograniczonej ilości odpadów - może być widziana jakc bardzo
pożądany komponent programów energetycznych.
Aby skrótowo wyrazić to dążenie do doskonałości (jeśli chodzi o sprawność i bezpieczeństwo urządzeń energetyki jądrowej), utworzono w ostatnich latach termin kultura bezpieczeństwa, pod którym naieży rozumieć różne przedsięwzięcia techniczne i organizacyjne zmierzające do osiągnięcia wysokiego poziomu bezpieczeństwa pracy elektrowni
jądrowych. Termin ten pojawił się w referatach na seminarium.
Wydaje się, że spośród wymienionych w referatach - osiągniętych już lub spodziewanych przykładów postępu w zakresie bezpieczeństwa jądrowego na szczególne podkreślenie
zasługują dwa: nowe rozwiązania techniczne reaktorów energetycznych, które pozwalają
deterministycznie a nie probanilistycznie zapewnić taką integralność struktur reaktorów, że
nie grozi wydzielanie do otoczenia większej ilości radioaktywności (a tym samym zbędne
jest przygotowywanie planów ewakuacji ludności z terenu otaczającego elektrownie),
a także koncepcje oraz technologie przerobu i składowania wysokoaktywnych odpadów,
zapewniające ochronę radiologiczną środowiska i bezpieczeństwo jądrowe składowiska na
kilka tysięcy lat.
W świetle informacji i dyskusji na temat energetyki jądrowej u naszych sąsiadów wydaje
się, że polityczna decyzja o uwzględnieniu opcji jądrowej w bilansach energetycznych
Polski powinna być podjęta przed końcem obecnej dekady. Pamiętajmy, że w naszych
warunkach upłynie około 10-15 lat od daty tej decyzji do ew. uruchomienia elektrowni.
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Referaty i dyskusje naświetliły wiele aspektów obydwu stron medalu stosowania energii
jądrowej - korzyści i zagrożeń. Mam nadzieję, że okaże się to prawdziwie przydatne
w poszukiwaniu syntezy agrumentów za i przeciw stosowaniu energii jądrowej w naszym
kraju. Jeśli tak, to seminarium dobiegające końca może być uznane za pożyteczne, a to
jest przecież największy komplement jaki można powiedzieć o każdym organizacyjnym
przedsięwzięciu.
Nawiązując do wczorajszej krótkiej dyskusji na temat koncepcji naszego spotkania chciałbym przypomnieć, że Prof. J. Niewodniczański mówił na ten temat w swoim inauguracyjnym przemówieniu. Dowiedzieliśmy się, że MAEA organizuje od czterech lat seminaria
przegladowo-informacyjne (o profilu ukształtowanym w kolejnych jedenastu spotkaniach),
które odbyły się m. in. w Indiach, Australii, na Węgrzech, w Indonezji i Japonii. Postanowiliśmy skorzystać z tego doświadczenia i razem z MAEA zorganizować kolejne
seminarium w Polsce.
W dyskusji z przedstawicielami MPiH, MOŚZNiL oraz MZiOS sformułowaliśmy koncepcję
tematyczną seminarium odpowiadającą polskiemu profilowi zastosowań energii jądrowej.
Koncepcja ta przewidywała:
— Poświęcenie znacznej uwagi zastosowaniom techniki jądrowej; pięć wystąpień
panelowych pięciu ekspertów, w tym trach polskich, prezentujących konkretne
polskie doświadczenia.
— Jeśli idzie o energetykę jądrową, uważaliśmy, że informacje i przegląd powinien
dotyczyć ogólnej sytuacji na świecie oraz bardziej szczegółowo - stanu i tendencji
rozwojowych u sześciu naszych sąsiadów, którzy eksploatują elektrownie jądrowe.
Jest to zgodne z naszą polityką zacieśniania współpracy z. sąsiadami, przewidującą
między innymi wymianę informacji.
— Trzy problemy, na których копсепЬг.д się obawy społeczeństw w kontekście
energetyki jądrowej:
— gospodarka odpadami radioaktywnymi,
— postępowanie w przepadku awarii w elektrowniach jądrowych,
— zagrożenia dla zdro./ia ze względu na wydzielaną radioaktywność,
znalazły wyraz w trzech referatach przedstawiających - w pierwszych dwu przypadkach - doświadczenia Szwajcarii i Francji, krajów o długoletnim i szerokim doświadczeniu w obydwu zagadnieniach. W trzecim przypadku - referat o wpływie promieniowania na zdrowie człowieka odzwierciedla doświadczenia i rezultaty wieloletniej
działalności ICRP i UNSCEAR, których Prof. J. Liniecki był przez wiele lat czynnym
członkiem.
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— Ostatnie z zagadnień, które wydało się warte przedstawienia, to ewolucja stosunku społeczeństwa i polityków do energetyki jądrowej. Wybraliśmy w tym celu
Szwecję, kraj który od dawna eksploatuje elektrownie jądrowe i w którym odbyło się
pierwsze ogólnokrajowe referendum.
Takie były założenia, które - w dyskusji między MAEA, trzema ministrami i PAA - doprowadziły do sformułowania programu kończącego się dzisiaj seminarium.
Dr T. Wójcik złożył podziękowania organizatorom i uczestnikom seminarium. Do podziękowań przyłączył się p. Dawid Kyd, dyrektor Oddziału informacji Społecznej MAEA.
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